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Abstract 

The purpose of this research was to study the social construction of transracial 

adoption (TRA) fiom the perspectives of diffeirent ethno-cultural groups, and to 

explore the perceptions of ethno-cultural identities and professionalism for social 

workers. The sample consisted of 15 social workers, with three categories including six 

black participants, six white participants, and three native participants. Fourteen of the 

participants were fernale, and one was male. The study was conducted using elite 

interviews. The information obtaïned during the interviews revealed some differences 

in the construction of TRA between the three groups, but merences within groups 

also surfaced. Social work values emerged as one of the main ciifferences between 

groups, especially on the topics of permanence, what degree of involvement the birth 

families should have in adoption processes, and views of subjectivity and objectivity 

for social work practice. Assessments of identity and professionalism reveaied that all 

ethno-cultural groups, but not al1 individuai participants claimed to be objective a d o r  

to value objectivity. Most individuals linked adherence to social work guidelines, 

being professional, and being objective together. However the individual's perception 

of fact can differ causing people to interpret objectivity differently. In discussions of 

TRA sometimes the perceptions of 'fact' were indeed different causing the 

interviewees to make claims to objectivity in different ways. 
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Introduction 

This study will explore and compare the attitudes of black, white, and native 

social workers toward transracid adoption (TRA) to better understand how TRA is 

collstnicted by difXerent people, and what factors are thought to influence these 

constmcts. DiBering opinions of TRA could be attributed to various influences 

including race', perceived risks of tramracial adoption, age, years of experience and 

many other possibilities. The theoretical focus of this study is on the social 

construction of TRA, and the issue of identity for professionals who are also members 

of interest groups. The research done here wili allow black, white, and native social 

workers to voice their thoughts and concems on TRA, while furthering our 

understanding of how and why their attitudes are formed. 

The research to date has shown that there are mixed reactions to TRA. Some 

studies have shown that the black community is generally not opposed to TRA, while 

others concentrate on the opposition coming fiom some organized black and native 

groups (McRoy 1989; Howard, Royse and Skeryl 1977). The National Association of 

Black Social Workers and American Indian groups criticize TRA for the perceived 

hann it induces on the individuil and on the wider black and native communities. 

Still, there are other individuals and groups coming fiom various racial and ethnic 

backgrounds who have shown support for TRA. Among those in support of TRA are, 

of course, a number of transracially adopting white parents who feel permanence, a 

sense of belonging to a family of one's own, and having a loving family Me are most 

important for the hedthy development of children. The range in attitudes on TRA Ied 
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us to explore the different ways in which people attach meaning to situations. We all 

have a unique way of seeing the world that is real to us. Our perception aIIows us to 

be confident that the daims we make in support of our arguments are also me.  The 

TRA debate has produced cornpethg truths. 

Social workers have been chosen as subjects due to the likelihood that their 

exposure in the class room and on the job to TRA has enabled them to form informed 

opinions on the subject nie decisions made by social workers have an impact on 

adoptive families, children, communities, as weii as policies. It is important that we, 

as social scientists, make attempts to understand to what extent different elements 

innuence their decisions, and in tum what effects their decisions could have on others. 



Chapter One 
Literature Review 

Transracial Adoptions Debated 

Transracial adoption (TM) has remained for almost thirty years a 

controversial, and exnotional debate. It is a topic that has brought the discussion of 

'race7 into the iives and homes of white families that may have othefwise been 

unaware of the signifiant influence 'race' has on the lives of non-white and minority 

peoples. At first glance the TRA debate appears to be a concern focused on the weil- 

being of black, and other minority, chiidren in the instillment of a hedthy ethno- 

cultural identity, but probing deeper reveais the debate also as controversial and in fact 

confrontational regardhg the interests of different groups and the broader issue of 

race-based social constructionisms. What begins as a debate over the best interests of 

minority children in state care can deveiop as a socio-political and legal war over 

human rights and group interests. The tramracial adoption debate is linked in a most 

hdamental way to broader discussions of 'race' relations. 

The relationship between people of European descent with people of f i c a n  

descent, and people with native background in Canada, and in the United States has 

historically and traditionally been one of division. The roots of this diversity in 

Canada cannot be forgotten. M. Nourbese Philip (1992: 181) descnbes the nation as 

having been built on the basis of white supremacy. Simply implementing programs 

such as Affirmative Action, or the promotion of multicuihualisrn and tolerance for 

diversity, do not erase the divides caused by: slavery, segregation laws, reservations, 

discrimination, assimilation, mistreated treaties, poverty, and racism. The remnants of 

3 



d l  these things have kept white people, and people of colour in different worlds. 

Attempts to unite the 'races' have lead to the overlapping of cultures, if not the 

erosion of cultural identity for black, and native peoples rather than a solidarity among 

al l  human beings. One result of this d g a m a t i o n  of the 'races' is that adoptions 

have ceased to be 'race' exclusive, and the racial boundary of what c o n s t i ~ e s  an 

acceptable, or appropriate family has been obscured. 

One of the early definitions of a general adoption as found in the Oxford 

English Dictionary claims, (1933: 124) "Adoption to be a legitirnate act imitahg 

nature, found out for their solace and comfort, which have no children." It was often 

thought of as "[raising] someone else's child" (Adamec and Peirce 199 1: 18). The 

older definitions implying ownership have been disregarded by professionai workers 

such as social workers. Today adoption is viewed more as a taking over of parental 

nghts and responsibilities of a child that was not bom to one biologically (Adamec and 

Peirce 1991 : 17). People adopting do so for various reasons, many of them already 

have biological and adopted children in their families, and some of them are even 

single parents. 

Tramracial adoption is defined as adoption cbacross or crossing racial 

boundaries" (Simpson and Weiner 1989: 426). It is W y  in reference to the 

adoption of black or mixed-race children by white parents, but this study includes 

natives in its exploration as well. The children awaiting adoption had been labelled as 

"Special Needs" children because they tended to wait long periods for good adoptive 

homes (Adamec and Peirce 1991: 297). There are many perceived problems 



associated with TRA which stem nom the differences in 'race' of the parents, and the 

child(ren). These perceived problems are not universdy agreed upon which has lead 

to the debates over the harmful, or benign nature of TRA. 

Ladner (1977) reports that the courts in the United States were permithg 

transracial adoptions as early as 1948, and since that tirne many authors have put 

forward relevant theories as to why TRA later became a widespread practice, and why 

it continues today. Some scholars have suggested that social welfare workers were 

becoming increasingly concemed with the large number of black, native and bi-racial 

children remaining in foster care, and institutions long after their white counter parts 

were being adopted (Madison & Schapiro 1973). Madison and Schapiro (1 973: 53 1- 

. . . the National Adoption Survey of Child Welfare League of America 
(CWLA) and the National Conference on Adoption in 1955 . . . had 
indicated that, dthough their need for adoption service was great, black 
children were tess likely to be adopted than other youngsters and they 
were more likely to be placed independently, without court action. 
Moreover, black children accepted for placement were remaining under 
agency care about twice as long as other children. Hence their 
placement was both difficult and costly. 

The concems of the social workers at the time were probably many, but two 

that were most likely to have contributed to TRA were a concem for the well being of 

the kids, and a concem for the nsing costs of caring for the kids. Chimezie (1975: 

296) commented that one reason TRA was occurring was due to the ". . . belief that 

children raised in institutions or foster homes develop behaviour problems and are 

often maladjusted." The second concem that may not have been as big issue in the 



beginnllig as it is now is the cost of keeping and caring for the growing number of 

these children, as Curtis (1996: 158) points out in his recent work: 

Decisions to place a child are at times influenced by concems about the 
costs of out-of-home placements. The State of New York, for example, 
issued a legislative mandate to place over 6,000 children in adoptive 
homes during the 1994-95 fiscal year. Typicdy, fewer than 
approximately 2,000 children per year are placed for adoption. This 
policy change was likely to affect the number of children placed 
îransracidy . . . . 
The minority children were commonly leftovers, and becarne labeiied as 

"Special Needs" children, or as "'hard to place' children, a term which has slipped into 

the language of social workers in the field of fostering and adopting. It alludes to 

chikiren with physical and mental handicaps, sibling groups, those who have spent 

long periods in care and those who are black, that is, children with one or more black 

parents" (Arnold & James 1989: 417). It has been suggested that the large number of 

children in care has grown, in part, because of the reluctance of black families to 

adopt (Chimezie 1975). Madison and Schapiro (1973: 547) quote a study by Fowler: 

For quite understandable socio-psychological reasons, relatively few 
economically secure, childless negro couples appear to be interested in 
adopting eligible children at present t h e .  Seeking an emotionaliy 
secure place amid discriminatory practices, many of them had little 
energy left for the risks of parenthood. Thus both series of studies 
imply that current efforts to persuade childless, middle-class couples to 
adopt are not likely to be easily or massively successful in the 
immediate fiture 1'18 : 5241. 

Social workers were seeking a way to alleviate what was viewed as a crisis (Stubbs 

1987: 479, and they made it a top priority to find what they called "good adoptive 

homes" for the children (Shibbs 1987; Madison & Schapiro 1973). 
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Prior to the late 1950's and 1960's' most social workers had Iargely followed a 

philosophy that minority children should be placed with 'their own kind' (Stubbs 

1987: 475). Hayes (1995: 1) suggests that the political climate of the t h e  promoted 

racial integration. Poiicy and practices began to shift and social workers adopted a 

philosophy viewing children in a "non-racial" manner (Stubbs 1987: 476). The child 

care policies began to reflect a concern that was coined as %e needs of the children", 

and Whe best interest of the chiid" (Howe 1995; Stubbs 1987). It was recorded that 

the social workers of the time referred to it as the "Little revolution" (Madison & 

Schapiro 1973), revealing the progressive nature of allowing non-white children to be 

adopted into white homes. 

TRA was advocated by the British Adoption Project (BAP) who played down 

colour in its placement of children (Stubbs 1987: 476). Another movement took place 

involving the Bureau of Indian Mairs and the Child Welfare League of America 

placing about 400 of the American Indian children available for adoption in tramracial 

placements between the years of 1958- 1968 (McRoy 1989: 149). The TRA 

placements were treated as a good alternative to the problem of no homes for minority 

children in care (Stubbs 1987: 477). White couples received chilchen, needy children 

received homes, and the burden on the state was lessened. 

After the transracid placement of a large number of minority children in a span 

of about ten years, the movement met with organized opposition from black and native 

groups. The surfacing concerns over the perceived possible damage that might be 



inflicted by TRA were growing. The voice of the National Association of Black 

Social Workers (NABSW) was one of the loudest when it proclaimed in 1972: 

Black chüdren belong physically and psychologically and cdturally in 
black families where they receive the total hsme of themselves and 
develop a sound projection of their fuhue. Only a black family can 
transmit the emotional and sensitive subtleties of perceptions and 
reactions essential for a black child's survival in a racist society. 
Human beings are products of their environment and develop their sense 
of values, attitudes, and self-concept within their own family structures. 
Black children in white homes are cut off from the heaIthy development 
of themselves as black people. (McRoy 1989: 150) 

The times when placing a black child in a 'good home' with approved white parents 

was thought to be a happy ending, were ending themselves. It may have been a good 

experience for some, but others have told a Merent story, and TRA has had to face 

nurnerous criticisms on various levels. This chapter has allowed for only a brief 

introduction to the cnticisms of TRA, but even here the deep rooted opposition to the 

practice c m  be seen. 

As Howard, Royse, & Skeryl (1977: 188) state not all members of the black 

community are strictly opposed to TRA; it is acceptable to many if it means a child 

will have a home instead of being institutionalized. But most members of the black 

community do tend to hold some form of the view that ". . . minority children have a 

right and need to develop a positive ethnic identity and awareness of their culturai 

hentage within their own community. Without this identity they will face inevitable 

problems as they get older and will be unable to develop survival skills or coping 

mechanism to deal with the reality of racism" (Hayes 1995: 4). T k d  and Phoenix 

(1989: 427) describe the problem as, " . . . black children living in white families fail 



to develop a positive racial identity. Idead, they SUffer identity confusion and 

develop a negative seKconcept, believing or wishing they were white." Zuniga (1 99 1 : 

21) claims that, "If the family adheres only to a middle-class white Mestyle, the child 

WU not obtain the interactions with the diverse cultural systems that support hidher 

ethnic identity. The child will not have an ethnic awareness or l e m  how to adapt as a 

minority child who can value hisher diversity." 

A study by Simon (1978: 141) revealed that over 50% of her sample believed 

that ". . . white parents do not know how to rear black children and those black 

children who are adopted by whites will be Iost to the black commun@. They wiII 

not perceive themselves to be 'black' and will not ident* with the black community, 

or they will not be accepted by the black community*" The development of racial 

identity happens differently in white homes than it does in black homes (ShUeman and 

Johnson 1986: 175). 

Critics have maintained that white parents who adopt transracially 
cannot convey a sense of ethnic pride or teach their black children how 
to survive in a racist society 'cbecause they are not black, because they 
probably tend to play down the harshness and inhumanity of oppressive 
racism, and because they live in a white neighbo~~hood."(Shireman et 
al. 1986: 174). 

It is clairned that white parents rnay not recognize racism when it occurs; they 

may not be able to teach their child how to recognke, and deai with instances of 

racism, and they may play down racism by comparing it to name calling (Chimezie 

1975; Simon 1978; Hayes 1995; Tizard & Phoenix 1989; Shireman & Johnson 1986). 

In essence the white parents are accused of being incapable of giving their black child 

the tools they need to survive in this racist society; the children lack "sumival skills" 
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to cope with racism (Ladner 1977). One has to remember that this viewpoint is one of 

the many possible realities. That whites are incapable of giving a black chiid a 

healthy racial identity is factual and goes into the objective reality of some, but not ail 

individuals. 

Without this self-concept, or positive racial identity, it has been suggested by 

some opponents of TRA that cc . . . the tramacial adoptee is likely to experience a 

deep sense of personal isolation, identity confusion, and poor selfesteem, and that 

transraciaUy adopted children will be unable to effectively cope with hostility and 

rejection of white society" (Feigelman & Silverman 1984: 589). Macey (1995: 477) 

also brought out in her research the "Fletchman-Smith (1984) [waming] that black 

'children who grow up isolated from their racial group risk psychological damage' ." 

Feigelrnan & Silverman (1 984: 589) outline the assertations by the opposition: "[That] 

the practice [of TRA] is psychologically crippling to the children involved, Leaving 

them in a cultural no man's land, never M y  being accepted in the majority culture, 

and maladapted for effective participation within the culture of their bVth." 

Although the negative effects on the transracially adopted child's black identity 

have not been conclusively proven, it continues to be introduced as evidence against 

the act of TRA. As Harris (1995: 238) remarks "The question of how chiidhood 

interracial contact and parental socialization affect identity remains unaaswered." This 

type of remark is common in social research when the results run counter to the 

researcher's desired outcome. In this case, Harris did not £ind any negative effects of 



TRA on black identity. Instead of suggesting that there may not be any, he chooses to 

report that we need to look harder. Hayes reports on the same issue, 

Simifarly, GilI and Jackson conclude their study of tnmxacially adopted 
children by writing: 'It is not necessary to imply that many children 
who have been adopted transracidiy are d e r i n g  fiom major 
diniculties in order for us to support the c d  for same race placements'. 
As these researchers actually found that the children d e r e d  no 
diniculties at all as a resuit of k ing transracialiy adopted, their 
conclusion ignores their own kdings (Hayes 1995: 6). 

It rnay be preferable for black children to be placed in black homes to prevent 

any possible damage to their identity. For this to occur there must be available black 

homes with willing black parents. When such homes cannot be provided, is it then 

reasonable to raise a black child in a white home? "Such factors as the family's 

nurturance of the child's black identity, the child's access to black role models and 

peers in the community and in school, and the parent's attention to the child's black 

heritage [are] . . . influentid in the shaping of a positive racial identity" (McRoy et al. 

1982: 526). With these factors present, the white f a d y  may be able to provide the 

necessary tools for the child to build a strong black identity. 

Opposition to transracial adoption regards a confbed racial identity as leading 

to M e r  problems for the black child. One such problem is in the area of 

development of self-esteem. 'Those opposed to transracial adoption argue that, as a 

consequence of their negative attitude to their race, the self-esteem and mental health 

of transracially adopted children wili be damaged" (Tizard and Phoenix 1989: 431). 

Tizard and Phoenix (1989: 43 1-432) admit that there is signincant "conflict of 

evidence" over whether or not levels of self-esteem are actually lower for transracially 



adopted blacks. They claim that studies testing racial identity and seEesteem in the 

same children are rare, and the studîes that do test them show no signifiant 

relationship (Tizard and Phoenix 1989: 431-432). There may be no link between 

racial attitude and self-esteem. 

Hughes and Hertel (1990: 11 14) conducted their study including self-esteem as 

an indicator of black consciousness. Their r e d t s  showed that while black identiq and 

black separatism affect black consciousness, self-esteem showed no relationship. It is 

possible that researchers are again trying to find relationships that do not exist, or that 

are at least disputable. McRoy et al. (1982: 525) make more obsemations that run 

counter to the clairns that TRA children have Iower levels of self-esteem than 

inracidy adopted children. 

This exploratory study indicated that there were no differences in 
overall ~ e ~ e s t e e r n  between the sampled transracially and inracially 
adopted children. Furthemore, the level of self-esteem of the adoptees 
was as high as that reported among individuals in the general 
population. This suggests that positive self-esteem can be generated as 
effectively among black children in white adoptive families as in black 
adoptive families. 

The battle over whether or not whites raising blackshatives is detrimental to 

the black, or native individuai's identity and self-esteem could go on endlessly; those 

in opposition will restate that it is, and those in favour will claim that it is not. AU 

sides of the debate wiU continue to search for evidence supporting their own views. 

However, the debate is not limited to concem for the individual child, and it moves 

onto attacks of institutions, and the disputes of group interests. 



Concem for the individual is debated passionately in reference to TRA, but 

when group interests become involved the debate takes on a socio-political and legal 

aspect, that illuminates a powerful struggle between black, native and white interest 

groups. There are several issues of major interest here. One is the issue of the failure 

of mainStream agencies to successfully remit the numbers of black, and native foster 

and adoptive families required, and their failure to adequately s e ~ c e  non-white 

people. Another is the accusation made that TRA is an intentional plot by whites to 

weaken and erase the history of the black and native communities. The current legal 

application of whites who propose that same-race placement requirements deny them 

their constitutional 'right to adopt' is another issue of interest in this area. 

Chimezie's (1975) article points out institutional discrimination and prejudicial 

perceptions of blacks as underlying causes of TRA. The adoption agencies, their 

practices, policies, and their workers did not escape criticism, and they were accused 

of institutional, as well as Uidividual racism (Stubbs 1987; McRoy 1989). It was 

proposed that the adoption agencies had an image of mainly s e ~ c i n g  whites, and that 

the all white staff and the strict criteria for parents made them inaccessible to 

interested, potentiai, black adopters (Simon 1978; Ladner 1977). 

Virtually al1 the people on the boards and staffs of adoption are white. 
They do not involve black people in policy formulation or in day-to-day 
programming. They do not lmow the black comrnunity; they in& on 
doing "business as usual" and then are surprised when they cannot 
recruit black families for adoption. They do not reach the black 
community because they do not know it, and they perpetuate their 
ignorance because, actually, they do not care about placing black 
childten [58: 1601 (Kahn cited in Madison and Schapiro 1973: 542). 



Social workers were accused of screening out black applicants instead of 

screening them in (Ladner 1977). American Indian groups also felt their children 

needed foster homes and adoptive homes that "reflected the unique values of [thek] 

culture" (McRoy 1989: 151). It was reported that while over 80% of the American 

Indian children adopted were transracially adopted, and that native families were being 

rejected because they did not meet the criteria set out by the near all white socid 

service or adoption agencies (McRoy 1989: 151). To rect* any perceived injustices, 

the agencies were encouraged @y those in opposition) to hue more minority workers, 

to learn to deal with prospective minority parents in a more culturaily sensitive nature, 

and to actively recmit black and native adopters (Macey 1995; McRoy 1989). 

Some commentators have argued that the active recruitment of black homes 

codd be successful if social workers had the resources to do so (Arnold & James 

1989; Hairston & Williams 1989). It should be noted that in this analysis the critena 

required of the black homes were less than what was expected fiom white applicants. 

The black adoptive applicant did not have to comply with the following criteria: 

having two parents, having one parent in the home, age restrictions, and made 

available to them was subsidy adoptions, in which the govenunent partialIy funded the 

adoption much like foster care, sm that black families could afford to adopt without 

facing economic hardship (Macey 1995; Ladner 1977). It may be considered unfair 

that black children should be given to homes with Iower standards than white children. 

In fact, the practice could reinforce the stereotype that these children are worth less. 

For some people the importance of the racial component in adoption is worthy of 



relaxing the other requirements of adoptive parents; in recruiting homes for black 

children, being black is the featured requirement. The issue here is of priorities and 

weights, as to relevant factors, in other words how people sociaily construct the issue 

of TRA. 

Although there are many similarities between the black and native concerns for 

TIU, there are some specific issues that need to be addressed for native people. 

Adoption agencies were criticized for racism, and discrimination towards many non- 

white members of society, but native people have a M e r  critique of the adoption 

practices of the mainStream offices which were in contlict with their own traditional 

adoption customs. As Durst (1992: 195-196) writes: 

Hunting societies also have adoption processes and customs but these 
are rationalized on the basis of community survivd (Morrow7 1984: 
248). As the parents aged, the young adults assumed the responsibility 
of providing the necessities for the family and the community. But 
raising a child was dso a costly venture; hence for the overall interests 
of the commmity, child rearing was shared by its members. In Inuit 
families, a childless couple may assume the major responsibility of a 
child of a mother or family who were having diff~culty due to illness or 
death (Henrikçen 1973: 62). In such exchanges the adoption is 
'permanent' but not secret. The child has regular contact and full 
knowledge about his or her natural parents and siblings. Should the 
adoption break down for any number of reasons, the natural parents or 
even grandparents would have the first opportunity to reaccept the child 
or be c o d t e d  regarding with whom he or she wodd be placed. 
Normally the community in a hunting culture is srnaII, so ide& of 
Western adoption, secrecy and separation are irrelevant and absurd. 

The "concealment policy" is not ody unrealistic for TRA since often the 

difference is visible (McGiliivray 1984: 465), but it was also undemiines the very 

traditions of the native people. Native people organized to stop the agency 

mismanagement of their children. 



Confidentiality and total separation fiom biological parents were 
unkaown. Children who were not cared for by the biological parent 
were traditionaily placed with members of the family or other tribal 
members. Non-Indian adoption policies, radically different in procedure 
and impact on the tribe, were repeatedly criticized throughout the 
congressional hearing. The high rate of adoption placement in non- 
Indian homes drew concern (Johnson 1981: 439). 

Moreover for the native child there is the issue of Indian status that needs to be 

considered as weli. If a status child is raised with non-statu parents, and the records 

are seaied then the child is being denied certain benefits, or rights that they may be 

The motivations of TRA have corne under fiirther attack as being politicaüy 

aimed at assimilation and integration (Hayes 1995: 2). Kim (1978) brings to Light the 

notion of minority groups, and the cultural assimxlation that is a part of TRA. 

Marshall (1994: 20) describes assimilation as %ben an outsider becomes 

indistinguishably integrated into the dominate host society." There is some suggestion 

that its policy is rooted in a fear in the United States of too many immigrants. 

Assimilation was a rneans to assure the acceptance and internaiization of the dominate 

majority (Marshall 199 1 : 20). Assimilation in Canada, and the United States is used to 

assert a Eurocentric view (discussed in chapter 5 of this thesis) of the world on 

individuah that do not have a European history. TRA is viewed by some as a sneaky 

form of assimilation of minority groups into the dominate white society (Hayes 1995). 

As Hayes (1995) reveals, not everyone who advocated the advancement of Black civil 

rights was in favour of TRA, or assimilation. It d a c e d  as previously mentioned at 
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the 1972 conference for the National Association of Black Social Workers (Hayes 

1995; Simon 1978; Howard et.al. 1977; Howe 1995). 

The opposition was headed by Audrey Russell, who, according to Hayes (1995) 

in her speeches to whites and liberals, expressed the beiief that while whites had good 

intentions they were more harmfùl than helpful. Her claim was that whites rnay be 

able to provide for the material needs of black children, but they are unable to give the 

child a black identity since they do not have it to give (Hayes 1995: 2). According to 

Hayes, Russell's standpoint was much more severe when she spoke to the NABSW. 

There she argued that "TRA was a deliberately hostile attack on blacks by whites. It 

was a policy designed to perpetuate the unequal power relationship between these 

ethnic groups by weakening the black community" (Hayes 19952). She also attacked 

the adoption of mixed-race children claiming that these children had been 

discriminately black by law and now when whites want to parent them, they adopt and 

highlight the white in these chiidren (Hayes 1995: 2-3). 

The NABSW reasserted that same-race placements are preferable and argued 

for it to be reinstated as policy (Hayes 1995: 3). They experienced such great success 

that today the effects can be seen in our policies. The Children and Farnily Services 

Act 1990 in Nova Scotia (see appendix A) states "Where practical, a child, who is the 

subject of an order for permanent care and custody, shaü be placed with a family of 

the child's own culture, race, or language but, if such placement is not available within 

a reasonable tirne, the child may be placed in the most suitable home available with 

the approval of the Minister." (ChiIdren and Family Services Act. 1990, c. 5, S. 47.). 



The consequence has been that many black children remain waiting unadopted by 

anyone in foster care and institutions (Hayes 1995: 3-4). 

The intent of the wdïan Child Welfâre Act of 1978 in the United 
States] is to stabilize Indian Families by reducing the number of Indian 
children removed and placed in non-Indian adoptive or foster homes. 
The act establishes minimum federal standards for removd of hdian 
children and outluies procedures that aid their placement in homes 
reflecting Man culture. (Johnson 198 1 : 435) 

The Children and Family SeMces Act 1990 in Nova Scotia outlines that Mi'kmaq 

Family and Children's Services must be notified by other non-native agencies who 

have in their care a child who is, or may be native and "subject of an adoption 

agreement" (Children and Family Services Act. 1990, c. 5, S. 12.) 

Most, if not dl, individuals and groups involved in this debate c l a h  to have 

the best interest of the child in mind. Some claim that the child primarily needs a 

secure loving home with parents, permanence, and a sense of belonging regardless of 

the racial clifferences between the child and the family. Others c l a h  that non-white 

children need to be in homes that share their ethnicity, culture, and history, and that 

these things are essential to finding a good home for the child. The debate moves a 

step M e r  when people start to introduce their own interests, and the interests of their 

groups. 

Howe (1995) explains the position of a white group involved in the battle over 

constitutional rights. It is here that the centrai focus of the debate is revealed. 

Somehow the debate has become about the rights of whites and not the best interest of 

the child. Currently there is no constitutional rïght to adopt, but it has been argued 

that it is a fllndamental right king denied whites: 



Proponents of transraciai adoption who clairn that same-race placement 
preferences are victimizing the increasing numbem of Black children in 
foster a r e  are employing a diversionary 'smokescreen' strategy. This 
smokescreen obfuscates important systemic problems and creates 
additional barriers to meeting the needs of Black children, Black 
families, and the Black community. The focus of attention should be 
shifted fkom the illusionary debate about the merits of tramracial 
adoption to the real issue: whether it is appropriate to establish new 
rights for aduits seeking to adopt children (Howe 1995: 2). 

It is argued by some other individuaIs, and groups, that fighting to keep black 

children in the black community is in the best interest of the child, and not aimed at 

the interest of the group. "Detractors of transracial adoption contend that it takes 

children away fiom their homelands and strips them of their connection to their 

community and culture" (cited in Feigelman and Silvemian 1984: 589). This claim 

supports the belief that the child needs to be with people of the same ethno-cultural 

identity to learn about thek roots. However, keeping the children in the community is 

also beneficial to the survival of the group, since without the children there would be 

no one to pass on the history and the culture to. "One of the objections levelled 

against transracial adoption is that it results in cultural genocideY7 (Feigelman and 

The social construction of the act of transracial adoption happens very 

differently for different people. Some whites are arguing for what they believe is their 

right to adopt these children. ûther groups are stating that the best interest of the 

child is tied to group survivai, which means it is necessary for the children to remain 

in their commUlZities. Ml sides stating what they believe to be fact, and here emerges 

the 'contested terrain' of objectivity. What we perceive to be fact wil1 influence our 
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opinions, and those opinions are then believed to be based on fact So all individuals 

in this debate may reasonably perceive themselves as objective, whether there is 

adequate evidence to support their position or not One c m  see how the child is lost 

in the shuffle, and how group interests overshadow and shif? the discussion M e r  

away fiom the best interest of the child. 

This iiterature provides a foudation for M e r  inquiries into the social 

construction of TRA. This study is focused on revealing how social workers feel 

about the issue. The responsibility of social workers involved in decision making, 

policy writing, and also in the day-to-day implementation of the policies makes them 

an important group for this topic of discussion. 

into individual perceptions of fact, opinions are 

Beyond their personal feelings and 

formed and called objective. These 

opinions could then influence the outcornes of the frequency and success of TRA. 

Themes for the interviews were often modelled after themes in the iiterature. Since 

some of the participants have done their own research on TRA, it is possible that some 

of the literature discussed here aiso influenced their perceptions of TRA. 



Chapter Two 
Conceptualkation 

The controversial Iiterature produced by the TRA debate ceaainly provides 

stimulating reading material. For the social scientist, however, it may serve to further 

discussions in a more theoretical manner. The two main theoretical perspectives 

explored in this section are the social construction of transracid adoption, and the 

sipnincance of professional identity for those who are members of interest groups. 

Discussions of social construction often include views on subjectivity and objectivity 

(Hoher & Marx 1979; Berger & Luckmann 1967). Although each individual may 

view their reality as a concrete objective reality, we cannot ignore that each of us has 

our own 44fiame of referencey' fiom where we draw on past experiences that d o w  us 

to make sense of the world we live in (Hoher & Marx 1979). How we make sense 

of our world then defines how we WU choose to act within it. As Holzner & Marx 

(1979:82) state more specincdy "the meaning a person attaches to a situation 

determines how that person will act out in a situation. [Regardless of whether we 

think we are objective, or subjective in our views we stiu shouid be aware of] W. 1. 

Thomas' observation, situations that are perceived and experienced as real are real in 

their consequences for what people do" (Holzner & Marx 1979:82). 

In what ways do people attach meanings to TRA, and how do they act upon 

them? Perhaps some people view it as a positive act and encourage it, but there may 

also be others who see TRA as dangerous and destructive and would not recommend it 

under 

racial 

any circumstances. When TRA was implemented on a wide scale it implied 

integration, the building of f a d e s ,  and the stabWtion of 'race' relations 
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which supported TRA as a positive social act The situation later became defmed in a 

negative rnanner, or as a social problem. Herbert Haines (197% 120) describes Spector 

and Kitsuse's four staged outhe on how social problerns develop through the use of 

Stage 1: The attempts by some group(s) to assert the existence of some 
condition, define it as offensive, hannful, and otherwise undesirable, to 
publicize the assertions and stimulate controversy and to create a public 
or political issue over the matter. 

Stage II: The recognition by some officia1 organiriition, agency, or institution 
of the group(s) legitimate standing. This may lead to an official investigation 
of the matter, proposals for reform, and the establishment of an agency to 
respond to those claims and demands. 

Stage HI: The re-emergence of the daims and demands by the 
group(s), expressing dissatisfaction with established procedures for 
dealing with the imputed conditions, the bureaucrate hanàhg of 
complaints, and the faifure to generate a condition of trust and 
confidence in the procedures as sympathetic to the complaints, etc. 

Stage IV: The rejection by cornplainant group(s) of the response or lack 
of response of the agency or institution to their claims and dernands, 
and the development of activities to create alternative, parailel, or 
counter-institutions as responses to the established procedures. 

This general theory can be applied to the claims-making activities that go on as 

part of the TRA debates. For example, stage I in the TRA debate is the assertion by 

groups such as the NABSW and native groups that TRA is a discriminatory practice, it 

is an assault on the black and native communities, and it is darnaging the chilàren in 

the process. Stage 11 is the recognition by social services and adoption agencies of 

TRA as problematic. Investigations take place resulting in same-race placement 

policies, and the Indian Child Welfare Act is passed curbing the TRA of native 
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children (McRoy 1989). This is also the time when social scientists explored and 

provided possible reforms. 

Stages III and N are possibly comected to the uncovering of problems with 

individual and institutional discrimination and exclusionary practices. There is a 

distrust of social services who continue to place cWdren in white homes against the 

wishes of black, and native groups. This is perpetuated since minority groups are still 

suffering &orn racism in their attempts to study and be successful in areas of 

employment in the social seMces field, as weil as possible personal instances of 

racism when in contact with these agencies (Haines 1979). A close watch is kept over 

adoption agencies to enforce same-race placement policies, and there also exist social 

s e ~ c e  systems that exclusively service native communities. 

TRA is constnicted in different ways by dBerent interests groups, and not 

everyone views it as a social problem. There are "different ways of seeing the 'same 

problem' [reflecting] powemil political and economic interests" (Bockman 1991 : 454). 

Both those in favour and those opposed to TRA use claims-making activities to 

support their positions. Those in favour of TRA constmct it as providing children 

with good, caring homes and parents regardless of colout, or 'race'. Those in 

opposition construct it as an act causing damage to individuals and to Iarger minority 

communïties. The TRA debate has the competing truths of those in favour, and those 

against with both sides trying to solicit support. 

A second theoretical issue in this study concems identity construction, with a 

focus on the position of individuals who are both professionais, and membea of 



interest groups. 

social workers? 

What role does 

What aspect of 
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seK-concept, or identity have in the TRA situation for 

their individual identities is strongest? How does 

their ethno-cultural identity influence their role as a professional social worker? 

The self is many things potentially drawing fiom any number of areas: biology 

(sex); religion (catholic); phenotypical characteristics (skin colour); occupation 

(doctor); social standing (middle class); culture (Scottish) etc.. We c m  choose to play 

up, or play down certain aspects of our identities. 1 may be identified as a white, 

French-Scottish, femaie. There are elements that 1 cannot readily change such as my 

sex and skin colour, but I codd choose to identify as Scottish and deny or play down 

my Frenchness. The key concern for this study is how we manage our identities, and 

how they could influence our judgments and actions. 

M e n  a social worker is an active member in the black, or native community 

and responds to the needs and fears present there, how do they then carry out this 

aspect of themselves at work? Professionalism is an important consideration since 

professional guidelines could interfere with ones loyalty to their community or ethno- 

culhual group. For example, if an adoption agency made it their professional policy to 

view children in a non-racial manner when placing them in approved adoptive homes, 

how might this affect a native/black social worker who feels that it is against the best 

interest of the child to be removed from their community? Voicing concerns could be 

interpreted as catering to their personal interests or those of one's interests group. 

This is especially important in cases where an interest group daims to be the oniy 
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quaiifïed authority to make adoption decisions for the children of their ethno-cultural 

grouping. 

There is a relationship between these two perspectives since elernents of an 

identity, such as race, will affect the life experiences that person wiII have. A black 

person wilI have a different fiame of reference to draw from than a white person. 

Black and native individds may construct the TRA situation fkom the viewpoint of a 

group who stands to lose children to a group which has discriminated agaînst, and 

oppressed it. The lived experience, and consciousness of racism will undoubtedly have 

some level of influence on the perceptions of TRA. 

One can speculate that the ciifferences in Iived experience and identity may 

affect the r e d t s  of this study. It would not, however, be correct to assume that ail 

blacks, or natives will oppose TRA. What needs to be recognized is that there are 

genuine concems such as culhual assimilation that involve all members of these 

groups. Neither would it be fair to label dl whites as in favour of TRA since rnany 

whites sincerely side with black and native groups on this issue. They too want 

minority groups to be able to exercise their right to protect their cultural identity, and 

histories. What does need to be rernembered is that al1 people corne fiom different 

fiames of references, and there are possibly more differences between two people of 

different racial groups than for two people belonging to the same racial group. AU 

people are entitled to their opinions, and there are likely a mixture of black, native and 

white people who view TRA in various ways. These individuds will also have unique 
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ways of constructing the TRA situation that are dependent on their individual 

identities. 



Chapter Three 
Methodology 

To better o u .  understanding of the attitudes held by social workers towards 

TRA, this study is aimed at revealing the experiences, opinions, and feelings of social 

workers on the subject of TRA. There are two perspectives discussed in this research. 

The first is concerned with the social construction of TRA, and the claims-making 

activities used to support different positions. The second perspective is concerned with 

issues of identity. Since the perspectives have been discussed in the conceptual stage 

of this study, attention will now turn to the specific application of these perspectives in 

this study. 

Elite interviews were chosen as the best approach to gain insights fiom the 

social worker's point of view. This type of interview dowed the inte~ewee to 

define problems, questions, and situations fkom their own fiame of reference @exter 

1970: 5). This style of intemiewing gave the interviewee a chance to teach @exter 

1970: 37) while enabling the researcher to better understand "How individuals make 

sense of their social world and act within it" (May 1993: 108). The interviews 

provided a situation of social interaction between the researcher and the subject that 

could not be obtained through survey research. It created an opportunity for 

interactive leaming, and probing with responsive subjects. 

The interviews were conducted with a question guide (see appendix B), and 

most were completed in 45 minutes to one hour. Thirteen of the fifteen interviews 

were transcribed, but two of the interviews were not taped, and therefore were not 

transcribed. AU subjects were presented with consent forms enabling them to request 
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to view the transcript and to have a summary of the hdings forwarded to them upon 

completion of the shidy. A select number of the interviewees felt that some questions 

were non-applicable to their particular situations, but no one flatly refused to answer 

questions. 

The sample for this study was drawn fiom a population of registered social 

workers, and social work candidates in Nova Scotia. Social work candidates are 

individuals with social work degrees who are in the process of hlfUing the required 

approximate 3000 hours of actuai social work practice time to become registered social 

workers. Two of the participants in this study were social work candidates. Of the 15 

interviewees there were 14 female, and one male. The sample included black, white, 

and native social workers. The years of experience working as social workers ranged 

fkom less than one year to over th* years of experience. 

Selection of participants was in the form of a snowbdling sample in which 

participants introduced the researcher to M e r  possible inte~ewees. One strength of 

this sampling seIection was that the participants were able to direct the researcher to 

other similar individuals that were famiiiar and interested in the topic. A weakness of 

this type of selection is that the researcher risks missing out on differentiation in 

attiîudes. 

The analysis of the interviews was a creative process involving the 

organization, or coding of raw data according to relevant themes. The coding aiiowed 

for cornparisons between interviews, interpretatiom, and conclusions that otherwise 

could not be made fiom the raw data. Most of the themes were predetemiined, and 



clearly indicated by interview questions while others emerged during the actual 

interviews. One advantage of elite i n t e~ewing  is that the emerging themes can often 

extend beyond what was originally thought possible with predetermined themes. 

It was expected that individuals would interpret their environments in ways that 

would agree with their own values and sentiments. Their individual experiences wodd 

determine how they attached meanings to situations and fomed attitudes, this then 

would idluence their decision making (Hogarth 1971). In the i n t e ~ e w s  several 

themes were explored around the values and sentiments of the social workers, as weli 

as  the importance of their professional and ethno-cultural identities. The claims-making 

activities and the evidence introduced allowed for probing beyond the questions 

outlined in the interview guide. 

To establish initial rapport, and to place the in te~ewee  in context the 

following questions were discussed. Why did you become a social worker? How 

many years have you been a social worker? What experience do you have in the area 

of adoption? Are you satisfied with the accomplishments produced by your work? 

These questions dowed the researcher to move into questions concerning 

professionalism and identity, and questions more closely related to adoption. 

Themes were explored around identity issues for social workers, and the ways 

in which they related to the issue of TRA. Self concept is part of detennining how we 

attach meaning to situations, and form the attitudes influencing our decisions. This 

research does not make any daims that membership in an ethno-cultural, or racial 

group determines one's position on TRA. Human beings are made up of a muitiplicity 
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of experiences and innuences, and it would be unfair to suggest that al l  members of 

one racial, ethnic, or cultural group experïenced life in the same way. We cannot 

ignore that context will Muence how we attach meanings and develop attitudes. 

However, it is possible that members of the same groups may have sirnilar life 

experiences that would lead them to have shared opinions on the subject of TRA. 

During the interviews the participantsts were questioned about how they 

perceived themselves as to their professional, and ethno-culhual identities, and what 

weight they gave to different aspects of their identity? This was accomplished by 

asking them to what extent their profession is part of their identity, and what role does 

their ethno-cultural identity have in their professional Me? It was thought that some 

would perceive the ethno-cultural, or racial aspect as the key to their identity, while 

others might feel that their contribution as a social worker is what defines their 

identity. It was also possible to probe into whether or not the interviewees felt their 

identity had influenced their attitude on TRA. 

It was then important to M e r  frame discussions by setting the social context 

for each interviewee. Perceptions of society were explored with some of the following 

questions; do you see ethno-cultural relations as worsening, or improving, and to what 

degree? Does it influence your work in any way? These questions are relevant in 

several ways: (1) White parents are accused of being unable to arm their black 

children with the tools necessary to combat racism, and parents tend to play it down, 

or ignore it. (2) Research suggests that blacks and natives have been discriminated 

against, and excluded fkom adoption processes. (3) It has also been claimed that to 



prevent TRA is reverse discrimination, and that it perpehiates racial division. If 

society was not viewed as havhg strained ethno-cultural relations would TRA be 

acceptable? 

How the individuai social worker weighs their cornmitment to their personal 

views with those of the agency they are employed by was explored with questions 

like: Are social workers ailowed any discretion in their work, or are they totally 

bound by regdations set out for them by employers, be they private, or public 

practitioners? How are conflicting views between social workers and agencies, or 

employers dealt with if they occur? Do social workers ever play down agency 

policies, or do they aiways follow the d e s  and regulations set out by the agency? 

Under discussions of adoption, the nrst objective was to see how social workers 

weighed and prioritized the different criteria in adoption processes, and why they did 

so. There was probing as to whether or not there are any special considerations for 

the adoption of black, native, or rnixed-race children. Views on cultural heritage, and 

native languages were discussed since they are often made as clairns for why black and 

native children should only be adopted within their own group. How the participants 

weighed cultural heritage was also a theme; is it seen as unimportant, important, or 

essential for the development of the child's identity? The participants were also asked 

to briefly define for the researcher their concept of the culture that needs preserving. 

Feelings on assimilation and integration were probed here since the strength of feelings 

about the importance of cultural heritage couid be linked to perceived consequences of 

natives and biacks being assimilated, and integrated into white, or mainstream culture. 
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Since the child is often too young to be involved in the decision making, who 

decides what is in theu best interest (Ladner 1977) was brought up. 1s it the right and 

responsibility of the biological parent, the state, or the child's ethno-cultural group to 

decide for them? Social workers were expected to have varying comrnitments to these 

different Uistitutions. Factors such as the perceived intentions of governments on race 

issues, perceived discrimination in social services, and perceived strength of biological 

ties will have different meanings attached to them, and be weighed accordingly when 

decisions are made. It would also be interesthg to see who the interviewees believe 

control decision making now. 

An issue that needed to be addressed in the area of identity and professionalisrn 

was the position of white social workers who may appear to have nothing but 

professional objectives in mind, while black and native social workers couid be seen as 

having a vested interest in stopping TRA. This was handled through open discussions 

with most of the social workers about the issue. It is doubtful that any of the subjects 

could be totally objective, since personal experiences, attitudes, and values are ail part 

of the process of decision making? When they did make claims to objectivity, it was 

of interest to see how they recommended doing it, and what was included in the 

'objective' fiamework. 

There was an opportunity for probing around issues of TRA to clariQ answers, 

or to draw connections that previous questions missed on. It was also possible to get 

the i n t e~ewees  to discuss some past cases, and to see how they dealt with transracial 

adoption cases, or potential cases. The actuai number of TRA seemed to be very low, 



and there was limited conternporary experiences with placing children across racial 

boundaries. 



Chapter Four 
ResuIts 

This study has provided an opportunity for people to voice their personal and 

professional opinions and feelings in an open and c o ~ d e n t i d  environment T'heu 

willingness to ta& candidly has provided us al1 with a chance to be educated by them 

about the danger, hurtles, boundaries, limitations and joys of transracial adoptions. The 

women and man who participated in this study not oniy revealed their transracial 

adoption standpoints, but also made accessible their perceptions of professional and 

ethno-cultural identity. The original aim in this study was to explore the attitudes and 

opinions of blacks (some prefer Afiican Nova Scotian, or African Canadian), whites, 

and natives (Mi'kmaw), and then to compare them. To maintain this format the results 

have been broken down into subtities. 

Mi'kmaw Social Workers 
Adoption criticisms 

This category was the srnailest, containing o d y  three participants, but it also 

provided some of the most thought provoking results. One finding that had not been 

anticipated was that all of the Mi'kmaw social workers expressed that they did not 

"believe in adoptions". AU were in agreement that adoptions under the provincial 

jurisdiction did not service the native commUL2ity weli, and they provided several 

criticisms of the current legislation they are bound to work within. 

One cnticism mentioned by al1 three Mi'kmaw social workers was that the 

provincial policies are unsuitable for native communities. Native issues are under the 

jurisdiction of Indian Mairs at the federd governent leveI and there was displeasure 



expressed among the social workers that the native agency was bomd to follow the 

same provincial adoption policies as the non-native agencies. It is felt that what may 

work well in non-native agencies is not appropriate for the native agencies. This 

became clearer as the subjects were able to express their feelings on adoptions. 

Several of the subjects talked about the province's failure to recognize 'custom' 

adoptions, and informa1 adoptions. 'Custom' adoptions were described by one subject 

as: 

Custom adoptions are a practice, that was always practiced for centuries 
by the native people, and it was practiced when a parent or parents 
camot care for their children that . . . the commdty and the elders in 
the community would come together and the child could be placed with 
a relative or somebody that could raise that child. [The] child would 
normally keep the last name of the biological parents. They wodd be 
raised knowing who the biological parents were, and probably the 
parents would have invoivement in decisions that were important in the 
child's We, depending on how appropriate they are. Each band would 
have their dinerent involvements, and . . . it would come to a point that 
when, and if, the parent could ever have the child back for some reason, 
the commmity would then come together and say the parent is able to 
come back. If the child knows, and they have a bond, and it is a 
natural thing the child has grown up with. '1 know that you're my 
rnom 1 just don't Iive with you now', it is easier for the child to go 
back there to live. 

Informal adoptions tend to be cases where "[ifl as a girl is too young to look after her 

child then her mother, or her older sisters may uiformally adopt a child, maybe not 

formally, but inforrnally." Although these techniques are claimed to have been 

successful in the native communities for generations, they are not recognized, or 

legitimized by the provincial govemment- 

A second criticism of adoptions also in comection with the provincial 

legislation is that the native agencies are forced to abide by are the d e s  concerning 



sealed records. One Mi'kmaw social worker said that the problem with the s m d  size 

of the native community, is that it tends to be close bit  with people in close contact 

with each other, and if a girl in one location &es up her child and a couple 

somewhere close by adopts the chi14 it is very hard to ensure confidentiality for either 

party. On the other hand, ail three Mi'kmaw social workers agreed that when 

adoption records are mccessfully sealed it is highly dangerous (in terms of incest) for 

the native convllutllty. If a child is adopted and no one knows where the child is, that 

child could come back and marry a relative without knowing it. 

Beyond problems with the provincial policies the Mi'kmaw social workers ail 

expressed the sentiment that it is fundamentdy wrong to totally separate a child fiom 

their birth farnily ties. 

b] the native community . . . we don't often make children fÎee for 
adoption. In N.S. if there is no access order for the parents after 
wardship then they are fieed for adoption, if there is an access order 
they are not fiee. We always, not always that is too strong, we often 
build in access to the natural parents after the children are even in our 
permanent care. Because of theù age when they come into care for one, 
they know their families and they want contact. We don't want to make 
them nuttier. . . hopefully our intervention is helping these children not 
making their lives worse, and sometimes separating them fkom their 
birth families is making their lives miserable. 

In cases where a chdd cannot iive with their birth parents the child is placed 

with extended family or Ikiends of the family. Most often it is someone the child 

knows already, and rarely is it a 'stranger to stranger' situation. Family preservation is 

an important Mi'kmaw value which was expressed by al1 and can be clearly seen in 

their aversion to adoptions, their 'custom' adoption practice, and informal adoption 

practices. One Mi'kmaw social worker showed her dedication to the value when she 



declared that if the child was bi-racial, Mi'kmaw and white, she would feel 

cornfortable placing the child with a white relative. She stated that she was sometimes 

hassled for it, but her response was, "Family is d l  important whether they are native 

or not If we believe in the value of famiIy presewation in that way, family culturaj 

presewation, then why couldn't they be with their blood grandmother. So what if she 

is white, she is part of their culture too." 

The Mi'kmaw social workers were proud of and valued their practice of Indian 

Child Welfare, and one woman made clear that "[The] practice of Indian Child 

Welfae is fùndamentally Merent than the practice of Child Welfare in the 

mainstream society in Nova Scotia." The Mi'kmaw social workers al1 seemed to share 

the opinion that they found it dEcul t  to follow some of the d e s  set out by the 

province since they consider them ineffective, if not damaging when applied in the 

native community. They felt strongly that the secrecy of adoptions, and seaied records 

leads to identity problems and fantasizing about natural parents that codd be avoided 

with more access to birth family, or more access to information about birth families. 

The consensus among these women was best stated by one Mi'kmaw social worker 

who said, 

1 do not believe in adoptions. If we have a child that cannot live with 
their parents, then we try to place them with their extended family, or 
close fiiends. This way a child doesn't have to go through identity 
cnsis, the secrecy, the not knowing where they corne fiom. The child 
must stay in their own community [used here meaning neighboruhood, 
and ethno-cultural group] near some of their relatives so they grow up 
knowing who they are. 

Social Construction of Tnnsracial Adoption 
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Considering the view the Mi'kmaw social workers held about adoptions in 

general, it followed that they constructed a negative view of transracial adoption. 

According to the Mi'kmaw social workers who participated in this study, placing a 

child outside of their ethno-cultural group wodd be nothing less than destructive. AU 

of the Mi'kmaw social workers had been working as social workers for a minimum of 

10 years. They dl viewed ethno-culhiral relations as slowly improving. Two reasons 

suggested for why the ethno-cultural relations are slowly improving is that people are 

no longer able to ignore that there is a problem, and that native people are becoming 

more aware of their Iegal rights. Another of the women felt that although things are 

slowly improving you don't have to go far to fïnd something labelied as an ethno- 

culturai, or 'race-relation' problem. She also felt that more time and money should be 

spent in the class rooms culturaliy educating youth in society. They al1 commented that 

preservation of cultural heritage should be given the most, if not dl, of the weight 

when placing native children in foster care, and adoptive homes. 

The main reason the Mi'kmaw social workers gave for their negative views of 

transracial adoption were that it was not in the best interest of the child. They 

expressed that the native children who were adopted into white f d e s  were often 

dealt a double blow, they had to ded with adoptive separation fiom biological parents, 

but also separation fiom their etho-cultural, or racial roots. One Mi'kmaw social 

worker said plainly that transracial adoptions with native children don't work. "The 

children are confused and angry, and troubled." 



It was expressed that while many children experience sorne degree of turmoil in 

their adolescent years, for an adopted child this rnay be heightened by an identity 

crisis; fiuthermore for the transracially adopted child this may be aggravated by an 

dienation fiom their cultural, or ethnic group and this may increase the chances of 

adoption break dom. It was mentioned by one Mi'kmaw social worker that in many 

cases if there are complications with the child during adolescence, the adoptive parents 

can blame the cultural aspect of the child for the break down, rather than attributhg 

the problems to actual issues of adolescent rebefion, or adoption identity crisis. 

According to the Mi'krnaw social workers transracial adoption put the children 

at risk for loss of identity, both personai and cultural. This was described as a major 

cause of many other related problems for the young adoptees, such as alcoholism, and 

death through self-abuse, and suicide. As one of the Mi'kmaw social workers 

described it, 

1 think you have to recognize the child's need to belong . . . and 
developmental Ipsychology] shiff tells you about child's need for 
identity, and their identity crisis that can happen in thek adolescence. 
There are so many issues that can add, and if your parents ignore that, 
and pretend 'this is just like aII our other chiIdren7, it is not. It is Iike 
the ugly duckiing and the Swan. It doesn't look the same. When you're 
babies everybody looks the same, when they're big they 're not. 

This attitude is understandable if one takes the tirne to explore the cultural descriptions 

provided by the Mi'kmaw social workers. According to the social workers, the 

children are not only separated fiom their birth families, but they are rnissing out on 

learning an entire way of life. 



When asked to describe the type of culture that was trying to be persevered, the 

Mi'lmiaw social workers all spoke with a great deal of pride for their culture. It 

became apparent that culture for them was much more than the external signs of a 

culture. One womads feelings were that "It is not the way you talk or dress, it is the 

way you think. [It is viewing the world in a circular way, as everything being 

comected, the earth and the people]. White people tend to see things in black and 

white, they see things in the horizontal." Another felt that the language was an 

essential part of the culture, and fkom language much codd be learned about the 

culture. The third Mi'kmaw social worker described it as: 

The culture is al1 of your We, your day to day living. It is everything, 
i fs  your heritage, i f s  your music, it's your history, it's your bands, it's 
everything. It's your language, it's your interaction with other people, . 
. . your view of the world, your view of everything within the world. 1 
have often said 1 feel very much a Mi'kmaw person. 1 don't need 
beads, 1 don't need feathers. But a lot of people need that kind of 
external validation to feel a part of their culhue. When you live there 
you don't need that, 1 don't need that, I don? need to have beads, 1 
don? need to have feathers, 1 dodt need f k g e y  clothes. 1 mean if 1 
was a disco queen 1 would, but not to be Mi'kmaw. 1 know a lot of 
people who haven't grown up around members of their own culture, 
their own native culture, you can spot them a mile away, they are the 
ones with the big hangy earrings, and the big . . . neck choker, and the 
silver everywhere, and turquoise, they borrow their kind of pan Indian 
thing across North America. 

Another risk for the children that was brought up involved a rescue fan* 

heid by the adoptive parents. This particular Mi'kmaw social worker said, 

The biggest risk is that children grow up with attitudes that are foreign 
to them, that children grow up feeling very confused, very iderior, 
feeling that they are saved, . . . many times what you will hem too, 
which I find, is that if non-native people want to adopt native children it 
is because they want to save them, to give them a better life. That sort 
of attitude is very dangerous for the children growing up. To realize 



that there is something inherently wrong with me right fkom the 
beginning that they want to save me fi0111 something. To save me fiom 
who 1 am. 1 think that is ïnherentiy wrong and very dangerous for 
children. 

It was said by a Mi'kmaw social worker that it would be very dinicult for a 

white person to teach a native child how to be native. It was suggested by two of the 

participants that maybe if the white adoptive couple knew someone that was native 

that they wouid have some help in teaching the child about their native culture. 

However, other than "hanging around the fringes of Indian activities", like pow wows, 

there was litde that could reaily be done by white parents. One of the Mi'kmaw social 

workers stated, 

In my experience 1 do not feel that non-native people should adopt 
native people, because even with the best intentions, and a lot of people 
have a lot of r e d y  good intentions, and say 'yes we will get them 
involved with their cultural identity', and they may take them to a pow 
wow or something, and the kids get lost when they get to be teenagers, 
and that is when they corne back to me. We have to try to deal with 
these kids who are stuck, and they don't know who they are. 1 think if 
they don't have the opportunity, 1 am not saying that native children 
should grow up in a native comrnunity, however they should grow up 
with somebody, that at least one parent is native that can understand the 
issues that have been faced by natives for centuries to explain that. Not 
to see it as their fault, or that they are uifenor, or less than just because 
they are native, but to have a different look, and because they are native 
they are special. So 1 don't think they get that message fiom non-native 
people. 

It is possible that since the Mi'kmaw social workers do not ever appear to place native 

children with white adoptive parents that this was not really a serious option anyway. 

Part of the discussions about native children being brought up in white homes 

raised concems about racism in the adoptive homes. A risk claimed by the Mi'kmaw 

social workers was that chüdren have in the pst been adopted into very racist white 
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homes. Here there is not only a worry about lack of knowledge about one's own 

culturai heritage, but the threat that that heritage could be treated with disrespect, 

prejudice, and ignorance, and den  that these elements would be incorporated into the 

native chilci's own identity. 

One very important point that needs to be noted is that two of the Mi'kmaw 

social workers expressed that they did not believe in permanence. One of these 

women stated that she M y  believed children could form multiple attachments. This 

is an important finding because many t h e s  permanence is used to support the 

placement of children outside of their ethno-cdtural group. In the literature, and in 

some of the i n t e ~ e w s  fkom this study many people rnake the claim that it is better to 

have a child in a loving home outside of their ethno-cultural group than for them to be 

"in limbo", in permanent foster care, or they may claim that agencies do not make 

good parents. The Mi'kmaw social worker's response was, "my persona1 experience 

says that children can make multiple attachments, they cm love their adopted parents, 

or their foster parents in one way, and not lose their love and attachent for their 

natural parents that they had in the beginning." She felt that the foster homes were 

much like subsidized adoptive homes. 

The placement of native children outside of their ethno-cultural group is still a 

real fear. Even though there is legislation in place that supports the placement of 

children within their own ethnic, cultural, and religious groups, not al1 native children 

get placed in native, or part native homes. Sometimes mothers who have a negative 

perception of the native community fail to selSident@ themselves as native, or fail to 
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provide adequate information about the father's native heritage. In these cases the 

children are tnily viewed as lost to the community because no one knows their 

heritage to even attempt to teach them about it. One of the Mi'kmaw women felt that 

the agencies in the mainStream wodd be placing native children in their approved 

white homes if not for that mandate, and that private agencies are indeed doing it. It 

did seem as though the Mi'kmaw Family and Children's services was a large step 

toward lessening the number of children king placed outside of their native culture. 

[We] will keep an eye on native children that are available for adoption, 
and we wiU hopefully help facilitate adoptions. We are not perfect, 
nobody is perfect. We are not perfect we are going to do some lousy 
ones too. . . . we are doing the best we can, and we will minimize the 
placement of children outside of their culture by having us available to 
recmit families. 

The Mi'kmaw social workers seemed to feel that they were somewhat in 

control of thek situation with Indian Child Weifâre system. They viewed the court 

system, and social workers as having the biggest voice in the decision making, and 

they expressed some dissatisfaction with that. They al1 felt that it was the 

responsibility of the Mi'kmaw people to decide the fate of Mi'kmaw children. One 

woman stated that self determination was something the native people had prior to the 

European settlers and it shodd be restored. Another woman felt that as the native 

community got stronger there would be native d e s  for a National Native Child 

Welfare, and that it would be federal instead of provincial. 

The opinions held by the three Mi'kmaw social workers were build on one, or 

all of three areas: the private realm, the professional realm, or the academic realm. 

One of the Mi'kmaw women had spent tirne studying the issue which only 



strengthened her conviction on the subject She felt that her research had vaiidated 

empirically what she alteady knew to be true from her personal experiences. AU of 

the women had been in the position of a professional who had to deai with the 

adoption break d o m  siwivors, the adult, or teenage transracial adoptees who Iater 

r e m  to the agencies for help in deding with adoption problems, or related identity 

problems. Likewîse in their private lives they dl knew personally people who were 

raised by white families. The best of situations had left native people, to some degree, 

discomected fkom  the^ white families, and their native communities. The worse of 

the situations had left alcoholisrn, and death for those who had been transracially 

adopted. In closing one woman stated that, 

1 never wouid place a child in a white home. 1 guess 1 have corne close 
by adopting two native children to a family in a rurai part of this 
province. The father has no connection to being native, the mother has 
some connection, but they don? have a lot of culturai identity. That 
was in my early years, and in hindsight, 1 wish 1 could do it all over 
again and they never would have got the children. 

Mi'kmaw Ethno-Cultural Identity and Professionaihm 

The exploration, in this study, of identity issues and how it could influence 

views of transracial adoption was important for understanding why the Mi'kmaw social 

workers constructed transracial adoption as they did. The native women presented 

themselves as being deeply in touch with their ethno-cultural identities, and they 

seemed to have a clear perception of how their etho-cultural identities infiuenced their 

professional identities, and their opinions of tranmcial adoption. 

The three women expressed that they were satisfied with their own 

accomplishments at work. Two of the women pointed out that they had other 



elements that went into their self-identity, and social work was not the only i d e n m g  

element. One woman did note that she foimd the atmosphere of being a social worker 

in a native cornmunity uncomfortably political at times, but she was generaily happy 

with her own work. They all felt that thek native identity was an asset to their work. 

When asked how their ethno-culturd identity factored into theK professional 

identities, al1 three women expressed that it had a large impact on it. One of the 

women reported that, 

Being Native, and specifically Mi 'baw, and being a social worker are 
aU a part of who 1 see myseif as, all encompassing, all integrated. 1 
bring who 1 am into the social work. It is who 1 am as a person that 
allows me to do my work weU. The way of living as a native person is 
what makes it work so well. If 1 wasn't a native person, 1 would not be 
the person 1 am, or be able to do the work I do. It influences my work 
in a way that makes it possible for me to do it best. Being native 
allows for more understanding, a comprehension of the feelings, 
thoughts, the issues faced by native people. 

In answering the same question another of the women replied, 

Greatiy, in a word. You can't practice social work apart fkom who you 
are as a person, 1 don? think. Some people maybe think you can, but 
personally 1 don't think you cm. What you do in everyday practice is 
because of who you are. The way I have experienced my Me affects 
how I treat the people 1 work with, and like motherhood is the biggest 
example, 1 am much more empathetic to clients who are parents which 
is mostly my practice in Chiid Welfare. 

The third woman had a unique situation since she had one parent that was non-native. 

Her position of having one non-native parent was also a large part of how she defined 

herself, and her social work. She felt that her composition of native and non-native 

opened her to be better able to handle cases where children had been exposed to living 

with white people. She saw herself as someone who couid relate to both sides of the 
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issue, and hopefidly someone who could redy help the kids who had adoption break 

downs. 

Two of the Mi'kmaw women did view objectivity in social work as a valuable 

goal, but felt that when it came to the native community it was white workers who 

could not be objective. The feeling was that white workers have not understood the 

cultural Merences between the white and native communities, especiaily in areas of 

child rearing. As it was described, in the native community children are the 

responsibility of d l ,  so if the mother of a child is not present at a particula. moment 

someone else is watching after her children, and she is not being inappropriate in her 

behaviour. For white people, the parents, and especially the mother, are responsible 

for watching the children, if the chiid is left unattended the mother is viewed as being 

neglectful. This lack of cultural understanding could possibly lead to white workers 

removing cMdren fiom natives homes when they perhaps they should not be removed. 

The notion of cultural misunderstanding leads one to question, how is it that 

professionalism is defined for native social workers, and other social workers in the 

mainstream; is there a universal professionalism; is a universal professionalism even 

possible? 

One of the women argued that the key to objectivity is what is considered to be 

the best interest of the child, and who decides what that is. Her view was that the best 

interest of the child should include, and does by the mandate, the cultural, racial, and 

linguistic heritage. She said if a non-native social worker was an ethical, culturally 

competent, and 'professional' person helshe would be aware of the issues for native 



children, and would do what was best for the child which could mean doing 

everything possible to place the child in a native home. She also added that this type 

of person rnight not be easy to h d .  

For the women in this group the objectivity questions were slanted because dl 

the women were working for native agencies. Since they all  practiced Indian Child 

WeIfme, their objective decisions would be based on which was the better native 

family for the children. One woman emphasized that she wanted the subjective view, 

The objectivity between if it was a non-native family and a native family, 1 want the 

subjective opinion, I don? want the objective one. 1 want someone to say native 

children placed with native families." It seems as though this group did have great 

input into denning their own professional guidelines; in the same instance, they were 

denning what wouid be considered to be 'objective' concepts. 

Professionalism was respected by d l  the women. Although they were unhappy 

with having to foilow provincial mies, they al1 abided by the regdations and 

standards. One woman reported that the Mi'kmaw agencies actuaily had to work 

harder than the non-native agencies, just to prove that they couid be successful. 

When we first started our agency it was dubbed the "Mickey Mouse" of 
agencies. It may have been because the other agencies lost the fiuiding 
they were getting to service the native community. They did not see us 
as a real agency, and they said it would never work. These were the 
same social workers I had gone to school with, and that was hard. We 
had to show them, not only that we could do it, but that we could do it 
better. We had to be the crearn of the crop, and to make everything 
perfect. It was hard because at first we had to foiiow al1 the same 
procedures, since then we have been able to develop a better system of 
working together with the community, and the culture. 
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It was mentioned that now the native agencies are often approached for help in writing 

policies, and they are active in policy writing. It was also repurted that the native 

agencies are encouraged to interpret the polices so that they work best for the native 

clients. It is apparent that the Mi'krnaw identity of these women innuences their 

professional, and personai iives, that subjectivity is viewed as a part of how they 

should do their job. 



Black Social Workers 

Social Construction of Transraciai Adoption 

To understand how the different members of this group constructed TRA, it is 

also important to have a profile on the composition of the group. The black category 

of social workers consisted of six people with five female participants, and the one 

male participant in this study. Two of the participants were social work candidates, 

and they were in the process of fulfilling the required number of actual social work 

practice hours to become registered social workers. The number of years of 

experience among the black social workers spanned fiom just under one year to 21 

years of service. The participants had worked in a wide range of social work areas. 

At the tkne of this study three of the participants were involved with Child Protection, 

foster care, or adoptions which will be described as directly involved in the placement 

of children, and the remaining three were employed in other areas not directly 

involved with the placement of children. 

When asked what direction they felt ethno-cultural relations were heading 

today, the six black social workers produced simila. answers. Three of the social 

workers, one of them male, claimed that they were aware of a "new racism" that had 

corne into being. One woman who had been working in social work for 21 years 

described ethno-cultural relations in her following quotation: 

Oh they are getting worse. We are dealing with a new racism. The 
face of racism I think is much more subtle, more underground, and 
therefore much more dangerous, and potentiaiiy destructive. 1 thuik for 
ethno-cultural groups in this country, we have always had . . . more 
than an attitude, an awareness that we have to work twice as hard. Now 



what we are t e m g  our children and grandciiildren is that you have to 
work three times as hard. It is getting tougher. The worse the economy 
is, the worse the racism is. 

Her feeling was s h e d  by two other black social workers. One who said, %ere is a 

niceness that is not really a niceness, not a genuine niceness, it is sort of like the rattle 

Snake without the ïattle. So you never know where it is at." The second claimed, 

"You have gone fÏom a switch fiom where things are out and out done racist, that you 

can see them to subtle little things that are done." This pdcular woman did feel that 

there had been some mild improvement in ethno-cultural relations. One of the female 

black social workea thought that ethno-cultural relations were getting worse; this 

notion was s h e d  by at least one other black social worker. Her observation of ethno- 

cultural relations was that: 

I think things are getting worse. People are tired of hearing what blacks 
have to say. People think that we are just hollering for nothing, that 
things are not as bad as we say they are, that racism isn't as big a 
problem as we are making it out to be. That we are just complaining for 
nothing. 

The reasons suggested for the perceived environment of ethno-cultural relations 

varied among the individuals. One woman felt that it was really an issue of stniggling 

over power. She reasoned that people with power don't want to give it up, which is 

what they would have to do to equalize the disadvantaged with the advantaged. 

Another suggestion was that the media played a role in poor ethno-cultural relations by 

accentuating minor events making smd problems appear large, thus worsening them. 

A poor economy was also perceived as a possible reason for poor ethno-culturai 

relations. One person felt that Canadians who were d e r i n g  nom unemployment 



were also searchg for someone to blame for their situation. Frequently the blame for 

the poor economy is laid on immigrants and minority groups. As briefly mentioned, 

two of the women did note tbat ethno-cultural relations could be said to be improving, 

but they added that it was a slow process. One of them stated: 

There are days when 1 feel we are making some progress, by v h e  
today that we have a black district manager, where we never had a 
black district manager in community services before we are making 
some progress. But then when 1 hear a worker in the office make an 
overt racist statement, 1 thuik oh God, gee have we gone anywhere. 
You take two steps ahead and three steps back. We have made some 
gains, but we still have a heck of a way to go. 

The perceived improvements in ethno-cultural relations that were reported were 

attributed to such things as education, sensitivity courses, and a heightened awareness, 

or emerging raised consciousness among some willing people. It was pointed out that 

positive changes only occurred where and when individuais desired it; in reality many 

people are still very resistant to changes in ethno-cultural relations. 

Unlike the Mi'kmaw social workers, there was not a manimous negative 

construction of TRA with the black group of individuals. Some of the people in the 

black group considered TRA to be an acceptable alternative when same-race 

placements were not possible. On the contrary, others described TRA as cultural 

genocide, and felt it bared cornparison to slavery. There was no question that all 

people of every group who participated in this study wished that al1 chikiren available 

for adoption could be placed within their own ethnic, cultural, religious, or linguistic 

group with an appropriately matching family. This is reported, for whatever reasons, 

as sometimes not possible. For the black social workers who constnicted TRA in a 



positive way, the swce  prospect of finding a black home for a black child would have 

to have been demonstrated prior to pdtt ing the child to be placed with a family 

outside of their eho-cultural group. 

Four of the fernale black social workers constnicted TRA in a positive way, or 

showed support for TRA. Two of these women were workùig in areas directly related 

to the placement of children and two were not. Three of the four women who 

supported TRA reported having encormtered some individuals d e r h g  fkom the 

negative effects of a TRA. These women did not condemn TRA because of theu 

expenences, instead they used what they had leamed to improve the success of fiture 

trausracial adoptions. 

The black social workers who showed support for TRA were also aware of the 

possible risks in such adoptions. As in the Mi'kmaw group, a concem for the well 

being of the child was paramount, and the loss of identity was one of the biggest 

perceived nsks. One woman, who supported TRA, explained fiom her point of view 

what can result fiom TRA: 

p e ]  have got a lot of black kids who were raised in white homes, in 
totaily white communities, that were totally isolated fiom any sense of 
identity that are saying, '1 love my parents, 1 had a good life, but when 
1 went out into the real world and found out that I was black 1 couldn't 
deal with it'. To me I thuik we have learned enough to say that it is 
very important for a person to know their cultural background. 

Another of those in support stated: 

You lmow that child look at them self and looks at everyone else in the 
family and they know they are Merent, but they need to be 
acknowledged and validated on being different and being positive about 
that merence, and not aU the negative things they see on tv. 



It was also the feeling shared by this third woman: 

The biggest risk is the self-identity, and knowing your history, those are 
the biggest risks. If you are bi-racial to know both histories, it is 
important to lmow both. I believe so because the child will be very 
confused and they need to be proud of both too. 

Even though these four women supported TRA, they still had concerns about how 

whites would dealt with situations of racism. How will white parents be able to teach 

the child how to deal with racism? Will they be able to recognize it themselves? One 

woman was concerned: 

1 guess that they [white parents] are not going to be able to understand 
when things happen that they may not think are racist, or discrimination, 
and it reaily is, just because they haven't grown up with this, and they 
won't see the . . . signs of this is what is happening. 1 guess to pass 
that on to their children. Some people don? register. They don? see 
the reai message around the actions of others. 

One woman expressed her concerns for the white adoptive family, 'The sense of 

failure on the adoptive parent's side . . . the more they hear about this now, oh you 

should not take black kids, and they are sitting back saying what have we done?" 

The evidence of negative effects of TRA tended to be presented as things that 

produced bad results, such as isolating a child fiom their culture and history, and not 

deaiing with racism in an appropriate manner. These women appeared to want to stop 

doing the wrong things with TRA, and to apply their knowledge to make tramracial 

adoptions work rather than discontinue them aitogether. The awareness of the risks 

among the women became a tool for improving TRA. They ail had some criteria they 

felt would improve transracial adoptions. These criteria have been put into the 

following points: 



Supports are needed for the adoptive family; who are they going to go 
to for help in raising a child of another 'race'? 

The farnily must be willing to make connections in the community the 
child (black, or otherwise) has corne fkom. 

The family must make the home culhirally sensitive, including dolls, 
books, and pictures of all races. 

Resources are necessary for the parents; many adoptive parents want to 
do the right things, but they need access to learning tools that wiii help 
them. 

The parents should be trained to deal with all the possible situations and 
issues, such as  discrimioation, that could arise (this was also a criteria 
for all adoptive parents, black, white, or native). 

The parents should be dedicated to learning about their chiid's culture, 
and teaching the child about their culture and heritage. 

At an appropriate thne the child should have access to information about 
where they came fiom and their circumstances surroundhg their 
adoption. 

I The child should be cornfortable, and feel a connection to both their 
adopted, and birth families. 

The four black social workers who displayed support for TRA claimed that 

they wanted the best possible homes available for children. Same-race placements 

were their fïrst choice, but an appropriate white home was viewed as a better fate than 

to be "in limbo" as one woman described it. The stcong desire for a loving family 

with a stable, permanent environment appears to have had the greatest Muence on the 

acceptance of TRA among the black social workers. In spite of their caution around 

TRA, al1 four of the women made a point of clearly stating that they believed non- 



black parents could successfully rear black, or bi-racial children with the proper 

resources. 

One point in question is how are whites going to handle the concems expressed 

by the black social workers? Several suggestions were made as how to improve on 

TRA, but there was limiteci information on exactly how whites would accomplish two 

things; how will white parents convey the tools necessary to combat, and cope with 

racism, and how will they teach the history if they do not know themselves? Only one 

woman recommended that wtutes, and all adoptive parents, should be trained in 

dealing with racist situations. The other three were open about their doubts as to how 

a white person could teach a child what they needed to know about racism, and 

cultural background. It was unclear fiom the interviews whether the ail social workers 

thought that al l  the risks of TRA could be eliminated with proper resources, or if the 

need for permanent and caring families was outweighing the perceived risks of TRA. 

For one woman it was a matter of permanence over the risks. As can be seen, she 

knew the risks of inter-racial adoptions, but also felt that it was better than no home. 

1 guess personally being a black person 1 would like to see that a child 
grow up in their own culture where they would be able to do whatever, 
whether they be French, or Native, I would like to see that, but if we 
don't have that, and a child needs a permanent home that would 
outweigh keeping them in foster care, or ever waiting for a family they 
are never going to get. Or growing up in a system, you know calling 
an agency their family. I guess there are a lot of things, race is one 
thing, but a child's needs, you have to balance it, you got to look at the 
child's needs. 

Two of the black social workers were not in favour of TRA. One of the social 

workers was dïrectly involved in the placement of children, and the other was not. 
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They both made claims against TRA through four major rïsk areas they described. 

Like most of the people who participated in this study the two black social workers 

who were opposed had major concerns for the loss of identity for the children. It was 

the male social worker who explained that a family does not have to be racist to 

damage the child's identity. He feared that some people, includhg some blacks, corne 

fiom the "Human Race" philosophy. This philosophy claims that we are all part of 

the same race, and there is no difference between the different 'races'. Raising a child 

of colour in this way could be said to strip the child of their unique cultural identity 

and pride in diversity. He felt this taught a "fdsehood", and to bring a child up in an 

envimunent would be to do so under false pretenses since 'race' does have real 

consequences in this world. The child mut face the expenence of a loss of identity, 

but then they must also face the reality that they will be treated different because of a 

'difference' they have been taught does not exist. 

The femaie who was in opposition to TRA agreed that loss of identity was a 

serious threat for the child, in addition she included a threat of the loss of comection 

to the black community. This loss of connection seems similar to Ioss of identity, 

since most people had argued that to build identity one would need to be in contact 

with the community of the* origin. She commented that adopted people, who later 

retumed, were not always readily accepted by the communities of their birth. In her 

words, the loss of connection r e d t s  in, "[the] world that they shouid be a natural part 

of is totaliy foreign to them . . . they have to negotiate their ways into their own 

communities that they should be a part of, that they were bom into, but were taken 
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away for whatever reason, taken away, or given away whatever." This particular 

sentiment is close to that expressed by the Mi'kmaw women. It couid be a criticism 

of general adoptions, since an in-racial adoption with sealed records could also remove 

a child fiom their community of origin while keeping the child in the wider black 

community. The second person in opposition to TRA shared this feeling, and said that 

TRA could result in the child having a confûsed sense of self, and feeling alienated 

from their ethno-cultural community. 

Racism was another major concern for the two individuals who were not in 

favour of TRA. The male felt that the ways in which blacks families subtly teach 

their children about racism, and how to deal with it, is the best way for the child. He 

did not believe that white parents could do it effectively, and he felt that blacks did it 

effortiessly. The woman expressed that to give black children the best possible chance 

in life they should have aii the tools deemed necessary to deal with the racist world 

ahead of them. It was her position that the f d l y  is the child's f'îrst school and 

"because ethno-cultural groups of colour in this society are subjected to so much 

racism then I think the best place for them to deal with that and learn how to cope 

with it is to be with their own peoples." 

The same woman claimed that one of the biggest risks associated with TRA 

was cultural genocide. She argued that TRA, "is the wiping out of a culture. It is 

whiting out a race when we do that." Interestingly, while this individual viewed 

assimilation through TRA as a threat, another black woman had claimed that the 

transraciai adoptees had dificulties because they wanted to assimilate into white 



society, but that that society wodd not let them. The view of TRA as cultural 

genocide was expressed by one individual in this group. There was however, a 

comparable sentiment shared by the other person in opposition to TRA, who likened 

TRA to a modem slavery. 

The two black social workers who opposed TRA did appear to agree with 

adoptions in general, and they seemed to value permanence in loving homes, but they 

wanted those homes to share the child's racial background. They both expressed a 

desire to see kids get homes, but not at a risk to the children, or the black culture. 

The difference in the opinions of those who were in favour, and those who were 

opposed to TRA is a fûndamental merence in the perception of the capabilities of 

white adoptive parents, and in weighing of the importance of permanence in loving 

white homes with the consideration of 'race' as the top priority in adoption 

placements. The bottom line is that some individuals felt that whites were capable of 

raising well adjusted black children, and some others did not have the same confidence 

in whites to do the job. It can also be said that the social workers in favour probably 

have a stronger cornmitment to flinding a good permanent home, and those who were 

opposed to TRA probably have a stronger cornmitment to finding families the same 

'race' as the child. 

Al1 six of the black social workers agreed that cultural preservation should be 

heavily weighed or have al1 of the weight in adoption placements. People on both 

sides of the debate held this attitude; they differed however when it came to how this 

preservation could be done. Four of the black social workers felt that white parents 



codd successfully do it, and two had strong doubts. One of the individuals who was 

opposed to TRA made the following comment: 

M y  personal and professional opinion is that it should be given top 
priority. 1 wodd not consider bringing a white child into my family, 
and raising it, and caiiing it my own. I think that it is ridicdous, a 
white child is not going to look at me and think 'oh yeah, that is my 
mom'. . . . that we have allowed this to happen is quite inappropriate. 

When asked to describe the black culture that was trying to be preserved the 

social workers named the fdowing areas. Historv was the most fiequently taiked 

about area of culture. PreseMng history for the children meant teaching them about 

the history of slavery; the history of how blacks came to Nova Scotia; the history of 

the particular black settlement the child was fiom, and the child's family history. One 

woman said she could see how it wodd be difncdt for a white family to teach the 

child about their history, since blacks are just learning it themselves. Farnily was an 

important element of the culhue as well including both the nucleus, and the extended 

family. The farnily was seen as  important in te- of the heage that connects one 

generation to the next, and the knowledge that is passed down. A sense of cornmunity 

was described as an important part of the culture trying to be preserved. Community 

was described by one woman as part of her concept of family. One person said that 

there had once been an openness in their black community that was declining. The 

wav of living was given as an answer to this question. It was made in reference to 

living as community oriented people, and how everyone was involved in many things 

including the raising of children. Another m e r  suggested traditional values were 

seen as part of the black culhue that needed to be preserved, but this was not 



expanded on. Relipion and the church were also talked about as an important element 

of culture, and especially faith and spinhiality. Some e x t e d  si- of culture were 

also brought up as important elements of culture, such as music (jazz, blues, gospel), 

foods, clothing, and haïr. These are the perceived elements that could be lost in a 

poorly done TRA. The ongohg debate is over whether or not whites can do it 

It should not be forgotten that TRA is always a second choice, the best 

situation is to have children placed within their own 'racial' group. So why are 

chiidren not just placed in black, or biracial homes? The answer to this might be that 

there are no approved black and bi-racial foster and adoption homes available. 

However, not everyone agrees with that assumption. 

There are people in this province who have been hired to recruit black and bi- 

racial foster and adoptive homes for black, and bi-racial children. One woman said 

that some of the ways they tried to recruit homes was to make contacts in the black 

community; they have adoption days; they advertise in the news paper; they have 

kitchen talles; they check with other agencies for available parents, and they use word 

of mouth. Still two of the women did not feel that al1 these things were actually being 

done to recruit homes, and that if more effort was r e d y  being put into the search that 

more black families would be adopting. One of them suggested that for people who 

are not mernbers in the black community it is possible that they think they have 

exhausted all resources when they actually have not: 

1 still think it cornes with their own sensitivity. 1 think a lot of times 
they think . . . we have exhawted, when they say that they really 
believe it, because they don't lmow that there are other ways that they 
can do it. [They] haven't been idormed, or educated of al l  these other 



different routes, and they are dealing with their own fears and phobia, 
and if they are racist or prejudice, they are not going to think that they 
can go and sit in someone's house and talk to them about adoption, or 
foster care. To them they have exhawted ail of them. 

Biack ethno-cultural Identity and Professionalism 

Al1 of the black social workers perceived theu profession as social workers to 

be a large part of their self-concept. One person did say that sometimes the vaIues of 

social work conflicted with his personal values, and he sought to keep a balance 

between the two. This person saw social work as a leaming tool in life, and did not 

plan on remaining in social work for ai l  of his career. Two of the women who had 

been involved in social work for many years described themselves as having a holistic 

approach which encompassed their professional as well as their personal lives. 

Four of the black social workers reported that they were either happy or 

satisfied with the accomplishments produced by their work. The male participant did 

say that although he was satisfied, he was discontent with the fact that while there 

were so many good things that couid be done, at the same time there was so much bad 

that he could not change. One female reported that she was not happy with her 

curent position. She said that to earn a decent wage she could not &ord to work in 

the areas she would prefer to with women, and troubled teens. Another black female 

reported that she was not satisfied by the accomplishments produced by her work. 

There is too much work. The need is far greater than any of us can 
ever do. There is a level of satisfaction, but not where it should be. It 
is not redy meeting the real need, that is always a fiutration. 

The black social workers were similsu to the native social workers in that they 

ail perceived their ethno-cultural identities as having a profound influence on their 
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professional identities. Haif of the black social workers claimed that their ethno- 

cultural identity influenceci their decisions to become social workers. Experiences as 

children, and as members of a ethno-cultural group of colour lead them to want to 

help others. Being a black individual practicing social work had had both positive, 

and negative consequences. 

On the positive side many of the social workers felt a great deal of satisfaction 

at being able to service other black members of their communities. It also seemed to 

be an area that they felt needed them. It was especidly important to them that black 

youth had people of their own ethno-cultural group to tuni to for help. One woman 

felt that she was a role model for al1 races to see that black people can achieve, and 

they do not have to fit into some stereotype. 

As a role model, as a role model for other blacks, or for other &cm 
Canadians, or Nova Scotians to see that 1 can do it, so you can do it 
too. To give them something to achieve at, and even do better if they 
can . . . This is not just for * c m  Canadians too, 1 see this as other 
youth, all races to see that black people can do better. Because we are 
stereotyped so negatively in the media, and tv, and whatever. 1 want 
them to see 1 worked for where 1 am, nothing came easy. 

Three of the social workers said that they felt that being black had allowed them 

insight into what others were sometirnes feeiing; being outside the mainStream was an 

advantage when trying to relate to how others were feeling. Some of the black social 

workers aiso said that their ethno-cultural identity had forced them to be more vocal, 

or political than they thought they were naturally because they often felt the need to 

speak out on behalf of their communities. One woman said, "It has made me more of 
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an activist, it has forced me to speak up on issues when I am normaily a low key kind 

of pe&on. But things need to be said, and someone has to say them." 

Being a black social worker had many negative consequences as weii. Two 

people reported that sometimes clients did not want to be serviced by black workers. 

In such cases the black worker would have to work through the 'race' issue with the 

client fit, and they felt that it was not their job to do that This account demonstrates 

the power differentiation between the ethno-cultural groups, in that an individuai in 

need of help would consider them self to be above that of a trained professional due to 

the ethno-cultural identity of that professional person. Another hardship faced by 

some black social workers is that they feel they have to work harder, and be better 

than everyone else just to be viewed as as good. A black social worker wouid have to 

be a better writer, pay more attention to details, document things better, and be more 

professional than other workers to receive recognition. Sometimes black social 

workers reported that they were subjected to having their skills and abilities questioned 

because of their ethno-cultural identity. Some people will accuse them of getting into 

an academic program, or a job due to affirmative action, rather than on their own 

merits. 

Some of the black social workers did on occasion feel tom between standing 

with the black community on an issue, or standing by the agency they worked for. In 

most cases this situation was attributed to policies that ail workers have to follow. 

Two women noted that when people do not understand how things work in the 

agencies it can lead to them thùiking that the social worker has turned their back on 



the black community, or does not share their concerns. The black social workers 

wanted to remain f a i m  to their profession as weU as their communities, but 

ultimately they did not do mything that wodd compromise their professional 

standards, or regulations. 

The discussions conceming objectivity were addressing judgements at work, 

and with reference to TRA. Some of the people who were participating in this study 

did not take participate in some parts of this discussion. Four of the black social 

workers saw professional objectivity as a desirable goal, but they had different ways of 

trying to stay objective at work, or dealing with it when they felt they could not. Two 

of the women felt that experience, discussion among colIeagues, flexibility, and a 

wilIingness to remove oneseif fkom a situation were all helpful ways to protect 

objectivity. One woman felt that by staying close to her ethical guidelines she couid 

prevent her personal feelings from entering into her professional decisions. Another 

said that objectivity in TRA was not really a problem because they were forced to 

follow the mandate set out in the Children and Family Services Act 1 990. 

Some of the black social workers were of the opinion that TRA was a subject 

that should involve subjective ideas fkom black people, and they considered this to be 

a part of conducting themselves in a professional, and responsible manner. One of 

them felt that it was inhuman to think that you could be totally objective on any issue, 

since we al1 bring elements of our self into the work we do. One woman expressed 

that : 

AU of us have subjectivity, all social workers, al1 researchers bring 
subjectivity to the work they do. Now how do you control for that is 



the question. And 1 thllik one of the things that you do is you bring it 
up and into the open, you bring subjectivity out into the open. We 
don't apologize for having a vested interest, and in fact what we say is, 
we do have a vested interest because these children are our children, and 
it is the way we view our world, and it is the way we view our 
responsibility to the children of our communities. So we say it very 
clearly these are our cwdren, and so we have some responsibilities to 
work and act and make decisions that are the best interest of these 
children, not our best interest, but the best interest of the children. 

This group was also questioned on whether or not they felt people outside of 

the social work field may perceive them as being less objective than whites on the 

subject of TRA. Some responded by saying that it could reaiiy go either way, some 

people may view blacks as better able to be objective, and some others may see whites 

as better able to be objective; it was really a matter of where you are standing. It was 

said that, whoever they are, the social workers are responsible for finding a black 

home if they cm, and then to demonstrate that the chosen home, black or white, is a 

good home. One persun felt that it was not something that could be determined by 

'race', and they thought that the answer to that question depended on individuals. 

Three of the social workers admitted to having a vested interest and said that they 

hoped, and expected that their white CO-workers would have the same level of interest 

in what was best for the child as they did. 

n i e  group of black social workers dl wanted to see decisions about placements 

of children to be made by biah families, or a team of birth family with a state 

representative (judge, or social worker). The workers were al1 keenly aware that the 

state had the final word on where children were placed. The sentiment that increased 

involvement fiom the biah families is necessary was consistent through out this study, 
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and across ali ethno-cultural categories. The reality is that a birth f d y  may request 

certah things for their child, and this may be taken into consideration when placing 

the child, but the social worker is not bound to ensure any of them. Birth parents are 

often given pronles of potentid adoptive parents for their children, but the state still 

decides which profiles they get to see, and they reserve the final word in dl cases. 

The black category of social workers is in a very different position than the 

native category of social workers. Although both of them are labelled as  minor* 

groups, the natives have been able to use that status to removed themselves fiorn social 

work practice in the mainstream. The Mi'kmaw social workers have their own Indian 

Child Weüme practice, and they work in their own Mi'kmaw Family and Children's 

Services. Black social workers today are still practicing within the mainstream 

framework of social work. Two of the black women did introduce the concept of 

Africentric social work values (discussed in chapter 5 of this thesis), and practice in 

the interviews, but only one of them was advocating for a separate black social work 

practice equivalent to that of the Mi'kmaw's. 

Interviews suggested that the remaining five black social workers were 

committed to the current social work practice, and its values. This is not to Say that 

they do not want to improve it by increasing cultural, and racial sensitivity, or by 

incorporating some Afiicentric social work values and traditions into the current 

practice. What it does appear to say is that some black social workers have accepted 

the hdamental values of mainStream social work. One woman tailring about the 

social work system stated: 



1 appreciate it, 1 understand some of the complexities of the whole issue 
of being in care . . . and the whole structure of i t  AU of my work 
dong, I don? see even at this point in my career some almost twenty 
years later a career move, or career change on my part. I am still very 
much involved in, and inspired by what we can do within the whole 
social work realm. 

Another individual who had accepted the values of mainStream social work practice 

wanted to make stronger connections between blacks, and whites in the mainStream 

practice, rather than to divide them: 

[The] position I am in is to liaison with the white community and 'the 
agencies' as far as that has been mistnisted, agencies and govemrnent 
onices by the black community. So have someone who c m  bridge that, 
and explain things to the black community, you know share information. 
1 think it is a two way street, if an agency is making a step forward to 
make the black comrnunity feel cornfortable, and invite them on input, 
and how things should be done, then the black cornmunity too has to 
make a step too. 

The criticisms of socid practice tended to be surroundhg issues of: low fiinding and 

govemrnent cutbacks, poorly paid foster parents, being short stafTed, and heavy case 

loads. They did not d y  attack the value system of the social work practice. Most 

of social workers seemed to be satisfied with the level of power, or discretion they had 

at their jobs. They did not express dissatisfaction with their professional control, or 

input into what happened with the children they were responsible for. For the most 

part it seemed as though the black social workers wanted to build bridges by 

developing the current system rather than totally branching out into a solely black 



White Social Workers 

Social Construction of Transracial Adoption 

If we are to understand how people constnict TRA then we must also be 

acquainted with the point of reference for those people. In this group there were six 

white female social workers. Unknown to the researcher at the onset of the interviews, 

five of the women were adoptive parents, and three of those adoptions were transracial 

adoptions. Five of the social workers were employed in areas directly related to the 

placement of children in foster care, or adoptive homes, either in a full-tirne, or part 

time capacity. One of the women was employed in a area not directiy related to the 

placement of children in foster, or adoptive homes. The years of experience for this 

group ranged fiom no less than ten years to more than 30 years of social work 

practice. 

The discrepancy between the high number of white adoptive parents, and the 

lack of adoptive parents in the other two groups warrants some attention. It is highly 

doubtful that the number of white adoptive social workers is the nom among the total 

social work population. It is most probably that with the snow-ball sampling used in 

the selection of subjects, that the researcher was dkected by contacts to individuals 

thought to be 'good' subjects for this topic. It is suspected that while black and native 

social workers were actively pursued to participate in this study, the population of 

white workers was greater and contacts were trying to be 'helpful' by selecting 

individuals with personai experience, over those without. It shouid also be noted that 



two of the adoptive parents (one TRA, and one not) approached the researcher 

requesting to participate in the shidy. 

Discussions on the direction of eho-cultural relations revealed a pessimistic 

view. Only one person said that ethno-cultural relations were improving. She said 

that the existence of the mandate for the same-race placement of children was proof of 

that improvement Three other women said that there were signs of a slow moving 

progress in ethno-cultural relations, and they felt that there was an increase in the level 

of awareness about cultural sensitivity among people today. Four of the white social 

workers said that they perceived a lot of hidden racism still persisting in society. 

Several of the women described a resistance and a backlash against improved relations. 

The feeling among these social workers was that many people do not want to change. 

One woman argued that etbno-cultural relations were becoming more divisive. She 

felt that there were no bridges being built to increase understanding between the 

different 'races'. It was her opinion that 'race' ofien became a barrier in discussions 

on what she considered to be other issues, and once that barrier went up there was no 

way around it. 

The white social workers attributed the current poor environment of ethno- 

cultural relations to severai areas. The economy and the poor job market were claimed 

to be adding to the stress and strain on society contributhg to poor race relations. 

Affirmative action was mentioned as a sore spot between whites and other groups. It 

was suggested that some whites feel that they lose educational, and employment 

opportunities to less q6ed minority people due to AfErmative Action. 
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Consequently, some minority people d e r  criticisms, and are sometimes assumed to 

hold theù positions in schools and occupations solely due to the benefit of Afbmative 

Action. Parents of children of ail 'races' who continuecl to teach, and reinforce in 

theïr children racist ideologies also were handed some of the blame for poor ethno- 

culturai relations. It was said that racism is so ingrained in our society, and 

stereotypes are still so widespread that a real effort needs to be made to dispel them. 

As one woman pointed out the comrnunïties themselves are still separated with blacks 

Living in one area, and whites living in another, it is dinicuit for the two to interact 

Interaction and face to face personal contact were advanced as the best way for people 

to get to know and understand one another. 

Among the six white social workers four of the women, al1 worked in areas 

directly related to the placement of children, showed support for TRA, and two, one 

who was involved with the placement of children, and one who was not, felt that it 

may not be the best alternative for children. Those who were in support of TRA had a 

strong cornmitment to permanence in loving homes, and many argued that 'race' was 

one factor among many that needed to be considered when placing a child. For the 

other two, it is not totally accurate to say that they were opposed to T M ;  they did 

however have stronger resenrations than the others. Their stance was that the risks of 

TRA needed to be more heavily weighted when decisions were being made concerning 

the placement of children in foster care and adoption. One of these women in 

particular was reserved in her opinion of TRA due to her analysis" of why 

it is occurring, this analysis discussed in detailed later in this section. 



The women who supported TRA were not oblivious to the risks of if and they 

voiced their concerns for the children. Like the other two ethno-cultural categories, 

they perceived the loss of identity as a risk for the child. The social workers felt it 

was their responsibility to ensure that whatever family adopted the child was dedicated 

to teaching that child about their culhue. One of their womes was that the child 

might not be acknowledged as different, or that the f d y  would not identify itself as 

a mixed-race family. This was perceived as a high risk for bi-racial children since 

only one side of their culture might be focused on and the other side ignored. The 

threat of the child being discriminated by members of the child's own ethno-cultural 

group was aiso a possibility. These types of risks and threats are why ail those 

involved in this study wanted children to be placed in families of their own ethno- 

cultural group. However most of the women in this group firmly believed that homes 

of the child's own ethno-cultural group were not available, and that TRA was a good 

alternative. They believed that with the right resources white parents could 

successfully parent black, or bi-racial children. 

1 have a firiend who adopted a bi-racial child, and they are white, the 
parents and the other two children in the family are white. This child 
was adopted as an infant, and is now a young adult. Those parents 
provided every opportunity for that child to leam and to love his 
cultural background. He actually stayed withùi close proximity of the 
community of his cultural background, his heritage. His cultural 
background was highly respected, that was a belief system in his family. 
He has grown into an extremely nice young man, very caring individual, 
very respectful individual. He has done well. 1 know that a big part of 
that was the fact that he got the parents that he got. 1 c m  only speak 
on this level about this particula. family. 1 see the major factors are 
first of all the basic beiief system of the farnily, the parents, and their 
respect for diverse cultures, and racial groups. The fact that they did 
impart that value system to him. The respect that they had for his 



heritage was passed on to him, he leamed to like himself through their 
example, through their modehg. He learned about his roots, he 
probably leamed more about his roots that most of the black kids 
growing up in black f d e s .  I think those were alI things that 
contributed to the success of his placement with his family, and the 
success of him as an individual. 

The four white women who supported TRA did not feel that there were enough 

black, or bi-racial foster, and adoptive homes to service the children in care. They 

claimed that children who sat in foster care waiting for a home that was never going to 

materialize suffered a great deal of damage fiom never having a constant, loving home 

environment. One woman stated: 

1 think it is important to try to fùlfïl those needs with respect to the 
racial background, and I think that is a big factor, especially if you are 
talking about a newbom. However, if it is going to mean no home, for 
whatever length of time while you search for, 1 guess 1 have a problem 
with that. 1 think to keep children in an agency rather than to place 
them in a stable, loving family home, 1 think we do them a great 
d i s se~ce .  

Another wornan agreed: 

[When] we go across Canada twice and have no black family, and we 
decide this child has no where to live, this child has been bounced 
around fiom home to home. It has no home, so we need to find a 
home, so what do we do? 1s it better to bounce a child around forever, 
and have no attachment, no sec-, no home, or do we choose then a 
white home, and is that a racist act? 1 think not. 

The point of view that a loving, stable white home is better than no home was 

repeated by severaï of the social workers in favour of TRA. To add credence to this 

position one woman told of her connection with a native man who had spent much 

time in foster Gare and then was adopted by a white family. She said that he had 

expressed that he would rather be loved by a white farnily than no family at all. It 



was his standpoint that he could leam about his culhue later in me, but he could not 

replace the role of a family later in He. She was aware, "This is not the popular 

thinking. And that is why [some black groups] want children placed with families of 

colour, and 1 don? disagree with that, but we have to do some searching to find them, 

and we aren't able to find them." 

One of the women who was in favour of TRA seemed to be tired of the 

criticisms surroundhg i t  She felt that 'race' had been placed on centre stage, and that 

some of the criticisms assumed that the workers were not placing with black, or bi- 

racial families by choice. She recognized the risks, but was adamant that everytbhg 

had to corne into consideration in adoption placements, not just 'race'. 

m e ]  choices you make aren't just based on race, you couid place a 
native child with a native family, but if there is alcohol abuse, and 
physical abuse then that is going to be more damaging than grieving 
your identity. So we are always weighïng ail kincls of factors. It is not 
just race, but when things get reduced to that as being the only issue, 
that is where it makes it harder to talk about things, because race is the 
only thing there, and that is not the only thing we are dealing with. 

Two of the white women could not precisely be labellecl as for or against TRA. 

They each had their own very specinc ways of viewing the situation. One of the 

women is involved in a TRA, and that infîuenced her feelings on the subject. The 

second woman is involved in international adoptions as part of her part-tirne work, but 

she viewed TRA here a s  a M e r e n t  situation. 

For the woman who had adopted outside of her ethno-cultural group, the 

expenence had left her questionhg the wisdom of TRA. There was no uncertainty 

about the love, and good intentions that were a part of this mixed-race family; at the 



same tirne it was a respoosibility filied with complexities, and this individual claimed 

that there have k e n  limited resources for her f d y ,  and others Like them. This is a 

key point due to the fact that the resources for white adoptive parents have been 

posited as essential in TRA. According to this interviewee, they have been scarce in 

the past, and they are indeed absolutely necessary for a successful TRA outcome. 

The top concern of this woman was for the children, she taked about a 

philosophy she referred to as the "good enough" philosophy which described some 

adoptive homes as good enough for children. She was dissatisfied with a philosophy 

that agreed with children being placed in "good enough" homes, rather than in the best 

homes possible. Her description of the risks of TRA was multi-pronged. There are 

the practicai issues of care of the hair, and skin. There are issues of how to teach the 

child about their culture in a subtle way. There are issues about how to deal with the 

fact that the child will not want to stand out anymore than they aiready do, so if they 

are gifted, or have leaming problems the parents may not be aware of that to help. 

She claimed that regardless of what was considered to be good enough for kids, there 

would need to be supports built in for any family and child involved in adoptions. 

She did view permanence in a loving home as a goal, but she was willing to side with 

caution when it came to the risks: 

At this point 1 would hope that the people who are making the decisions 
about these things really know what they are tallring about. And they 
have listened to the consumers, they have listened to the children, that 
they have done good studies as to, this isn't just a vibration they have 
about being in white foster homes and adoptive homes, so based on 
that I'li take their word for it. 
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She added later in the conversation, "if you can separate out fiom the personal . . . 1 

trust, 1 think black researchers and whoever or whatever definition you want to give 

these people, and the native, and whoever, they know what they are tallcing about." 

The second white wornan, who was not in favour of TRA, approached TRA on 

a different level than did her white colleagues. Her specific design of the problem 

with TRA was on the structurai level, and many of her criticisms stnick there. Like 

many others, she wanted to see children stay in connection with their roots. This 

woman is a supporter of subsidized adoptions and she felt there were good black and 

bi-racial homes out there that just could not &ord to adopt. Her perception of the 

risks for these children were that once they were placed outside of their ethno-cultural 

group that they would lose any connection with their culture, or be tumed away from 

their culture. She did remark that TRA could be positive if the results went the other 

way, "and the white parents try to learn themselves and are proud of that culture, and 

that race and be part of it as weil." This particular woman commented that the black, 

native, and Acadian people have already been subjected to so much assimilation that it 

is d a i r  to continue it through adoptions outside of ethno-cultural groups. She did not 

feel there was cause to M e r  remove the children of these groups fiom their specific 

roots, when the groups as a whole have already d e r e d  such a great dispossession. 

This woman felt that children should be moving out of foster homes and into 

adoptive homes, however she did not blame the time spent in care on the failure of 

recruitment. She laid the blame on the downsiPng by govemment. To best convey 

what she meant a small section fiom the tran~cript has been reprinted here: 



M-What is yourfeeling on the length of stay for the childken in foster care? 

1-My feeling is that they should be moving and move to adoptio12i~. 1'11 tell you what 
hm happened I think pmt of the problem is t h t  with the d o m  suing of civil service it 
h m  had an efect right through the Depmhent of Contmunity Services too, and 
Fmily Child Werfme, now they huve increused the workers in the childprotection 
area, because by l m  they have to respond to crisis. But arrything that is not a crisis, 
which adoption jiom their perspective is not a crisis unless the foster home breaks 
d o m  Ifit is not a crisis if does not get dealt with, und I think it is just a matter of 
not having enough people and commitment. There is very litrle tinte put into adoption 
services period, so if those ki& in foster cme me looking at long t e m  plans it should 
be up to the worker, she probably has enough on her han& wirh kiak that me having 
trouble somewhere in the system. Since it is not crisis under the act, it is the protection 
workers that me i n c r e d  and the other non-protection workws they have d e c r e d  

M-Someone said to me that agencies don 't make goodparents. 

1-They can 't, and I think the expectation is that they should when they cunnot do if. 
nie agencies being the workers, and they work their buts OB and it h m  nothing to do 
with their commitment. and their work they work very hard 

M-Do you think it is a problem with recruifment? 

1-11 s a problem with government money, it is a commitment Rom the government. 
Social Services is very low on the totem pole in tenns of getting money fiom the 
govemment. They don? get money that is the reality. Roa& get more money, econornic 
development. This is the stmctural analysis of where does the money go. it goes if 
there is a mess in a family, and the government gets some flaR und they put more 
money into protection services. It is becawe the new act forces people to work in such 
a stringent time fiame. Now the support system is in the act Zike mediaiion, and foster 
care, but there isn't enough money for that, so everything is prices oriented. You have 
deadlines for court. As economics have deteriorated, there have been more social 
problem, more families breakdown, more pressure on the profection workers so that is 
where the money going, just to keep things quiet. But you don? get money for 
adoption, and foster care for &ciS. 

M-Lets say they had more money? 

1- lfthey had the money then they would be recruiting more adoption homes. 

M-Do you think they couldfind the number of black or birucial homes, or do you 
think that is an unrealistic idea? 



I- I think they could but I shouldn't be the one to speak becme  I don 't know the 
communities that well. Ifthey would subsidJzeJ or had the supports buik in I think the 
workers would have tu uppruuch t h  fiom their perspectiveJ and their culture and 
evaluute t h  fiom their own perspective. There me CUltwaZ dz~erences, and our value 
systemsJ und how we operate as parents, our expectatiorts, but again I don 't know. It 
is so tied into the economy, and access tu the educational system, but I think thut is a 
good question for people who know those communities, und I shouldn 't speak for those 
communities. W t  is the other thing we l e m  we cannot speak for other people. 

Presemtion of Cultural Heritage: 
the Perceptions of White Social Workers 

The white social workers were also presented with an opportunity to express 

their perceptions of the cdtures that were trying to be preserved. It seemed 

appropriate to mark this discussion more so than the other black, and native categories, 

since white people here are taiking about cultures they are not a part of. Although 

three of the women were in mixed-race families, they had Uidicated that they 

considered themselves to be white middie class iadividuals. In this section are the 

perceptions of white social workers as to what elements of black, or native culture are 

trying to be preserved or what 'culture' in general is. 

Five of the white social workers reported that they believed preservation of 

cultural heritage needed to be heavily weighed when decidhg where a child wodd be 

permanently placed. One woman felt that, "We are mandated. The only answer to 

that question is that it is the number one criteria within the best interest of the child. 

We are mandated to do that, there is no choice." It was important to see how white 

workers perceived the culturai heritage that they were trying to weigh and preserve. 

Since social workers may be placing children outside of their ethno-cultural group, 



theV perception of what constitutes a certain 'culture' codd bear on the success of that 

TRA outcorne. 

When asked to describe what they thought the culture or elements of culture 

were trying to preserved in the black, or native comrnunities, the following themes 

emerged Religious m a t i o n  and a strong comection to the church were recognized 

as part of the black culture. One woman said that blacks and "aboriginais" both have 

an extended way of looking at family, and the community. One woman, who was an 

adoptive parent of a bi-racial child, said that it was a broad topic that would Vary fiom 

commmïty to community, but she commented on what she called the outward signs, 

'We writing, the art that you'd pick, music style." 

One of the women discussed here the issue of culture as specinc and particular 

to a geographical area, but she also made reference to the issue of colour versus 

culture that was on many miads, and emerged fiom several meren t  interviews. 

To me it is a way of being and who you are. The group that you 
idente with, and the unfortunate thing to me is that has been talked 
about as if that is based on colour. 1 disagree that it is, for example if 
you have in your home . . . if you live in a certain world and you 
believe certain things and eat certain things and dress a certain way, and 
you Iisten to certain music, and you tak a certain way, whatever the 
colour the skin of the child is, those are the things the children wili be 
i d e n t m g  with their leaming. It is not because the child is black that 
they would have certain cultural characteristics at dl, it is because of the 
environment that they grow up in, but that to me is skin colour not 
mattering. It doesn't, but it becomes the issue, and it really is not the 
issue. The issue is that most of the people who Live according to that 
culture may be either black or white, and that child may be a different 
colour than the majority of the people who have those beliefs who do 
those things, who eat those foods, whatever. So that to me is the 
critical piece, and their skiri colour hasn't changed. Nothing is different 
about that, so the culture is what is king bransmitted to that person, and 
so the only thing you can do is educate that sometimes people who have 



your skin colour sometimes live in different places in different ways. 
For example, within the black communlty there are a lot of different 
communities, and a lot of different cultures, it doesn't have to do with 
skin. There are different cultures, so it is not about race it is about the 
beliefs, and the values, and the community and the connection and di of 
that kind of thing. 

. . . it is like gong to China and asking what is the Chinese 
culture, welI it depends on where you are. Different dialects, people 
don? even understand each other for heavens sake. So it is about 
language, it is about a whole lot of things. It is not about where you 
were bom, or your ancestry, yet it becomes about that, but it is not that. 
It is like saying that Canadian culture . . . NS has a very Merent 
culture than a lot of other provinces, Cape Breton, NFLD have unique 
cultures in t e m  of music, language, beliefs, values, how people 
fiuiction and how people relate to each other, the kinds of ways they 
talk to each other, the kinds of things you do, or don? do. There are all 
those unspoken d e s ,  and they are very different in Merent parts of the 
country and that to me is culture. So there are different Ievels of 
culture. There is an assumption that there is one cultural heritage, and 
which cultural heritage, and it assumes that because they are a certain 
colour that is the heritage they should be learning, but that is a very 
j udgmental stance. 

An interest point here is that another of the white social workers had disagreed on the 

point of skin colour and culture, and her immediate response to the question of cultural 

preservation was that colour was very important because it plays such a large role in 

defining who we are. This was not to say that it detemiines who we are inside, but 

that in this world colour is a major iden-g factor for people. 

Accept for the one woman who regarded 'culture' as the lived experience on 

the individual level, the rest of the women were able to provide fairly substantial 

knowledge about what was important to black culture at least in the Halifax region. It 

generally appeared as though the women were doing their best to draw fiom their 

personal b w l e d g e  about the black community. They did talk about religious 

traditions, and spirituality in the black commmity. They were able to talk about the 
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perception of community strength and comrnmity connections among the blacks. The 

white social workers were also aware of the diversity within the wider black 

coxnmunity. Discussions were similar to those with the black participants, but 

certaïniy not in as great of depth. There was limited information provided about the 

native culture. This may be due to the separate social work agencies of the 

mainStream and native systems, but it is more likely that the white workers chose to 

talk about black culture because they knew it best between the two. 

White Ethno-Cultural Identity and Professionalism 

Some of the social workers claimed that they chose social work because of 

their desire to help people. Unlike the other two categories, ethno-cultutal identity did 

not appear to be a factor drawing them to social work. Most of the women appeared 

to be clear on how their professional, and ethno-cultural identities factored into their 

concept of self, and how it influenced their work. 

Most of the women claimed to either love thev work, or were content and 

satisfied with their personal accompiishments at work. One woman felt that she had 

not been working at her present job long enough to judge whether or not she was 

satisfied by it. It was stated by another woman that her personal happiness with her 

work was possible because she felt she was working to the best of her ability, and the 

larger structurai problems were out of her han&. She felt that to be happy in this 

work you had to accept that. 

AU of the white social workers viewed their profession as a part of their self- 

concept, but the degree to which it was a part varied. For some of them it was 
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described blandly as a part, but one woman felt so strongiy about her work that she 

viewed it as 99.9% of who she would define herself as. Two of the women said that 

they tried very hard to incorporate, and integrate their values and beliefs systems with 

those of the social work practice. One woman in private practice said it was "a natural 

fity'. Those who had to deal with a bweaucracy in their work described it as a 

challenging experience. A response fiom one woman was that her personal qualities 

enhanced her abilities as a social worker, and made the job work well for her. 

When describing how their ethno-cultural identifies factored into their 

professional identities, the white category was in a very different position than the 

other two categories, and it was apparent in their answers. Only one of the women 

claimed that her ethno-cultural identity did not have any influence on her profession. 

She stated, '9 guess the biggest thing is that I've never felt any negative feelings 

toward any black, or bi-racial people, or any of other cultural identities. 1 have never 

let it effect my . . . 1 am not racist." Three women plainly said that they could not 

pretend that they were not white middle class people. They felt that they had to be 

consciously sensitive to the feelings of others, they knew they had to stay aware of the 

power differentiation, and their position of advantage. One of these women felt that 

being who she was sometimes made clients feel Like she would not understand 

anything they had to say because they codd not imagine her going through it. Another 

woman reported: 

We cm only see the world through the eyes we have to the world, so I 
suppose that automatically would influence what you see and how you 
see it. If you believe thaî, and you corne fiom that place which 1 would 
say that . . . there has been a process over history for me, like 1 now see 



the world like we need to be a part of a human race, and that by 
focusing on race per se, in terms of colour and ethnocentricity, then we 
are aaually divisive, it is a divisive process that can happen socially, 
and . . . it separates us ail  fiom king human in some way. 

On a positive side another woman felt that knowing how important her own culture 

was to her, she encouraged others to enhance their own cultural identity. 

Discussions on objectivity, in relation to social work professionalism, and TRA, 

revealed that a l i  six social workers saw it as a desirable goal. AU but one person 

thought it was dificuit to be objective in this social work practice, and on the topic of 

TRA. Her opinion was that if you have acquired age and experience, you are less 

worried about making a mistake, and you are less inciined to allow your personal 

feelings to enter into your professional decisions. It was generally agreed that the best 

way to ded with objectivity was to work as a team with your CO-workers, so no 

person is making the decisions alone. Another suggestion was to stay in close touch 

with agency guidelines, and to know the Limitations on personai discretion. One 

woman who was in private practice suggested, "it is always dificuit in social work, if 

you are doing a good job, to measure everything you do and think, but particularly 

what you do against the value system of your profession constantiy." 

When questioned about the black, and native social workers and whether their 

particdm position of having a possible vested interest could be viewed by some as 

affecthg their professional objectivity in judgments of TRA, most answered that it 

would depend on the individual, and not the 'race'. Three women felt that blacks, or 

natives may be opened to cnticism of being out for themselves, or being 

unprofessional, rather than being concerned for the child. One of these women stated 
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that to do so would be a racist act. Another woman felt that it probably happened, 

and she felt that minority groups probably faced the same problem in other work 

places as weli. Not aU of the white social workers noted that such a criticisrn could go 

bot,  ways; there was no substantial discussion about whites just as easily being viewed 

as 'interested' parties. 

When deciding what is in the best interest of the child ail the white participants 

in this study agreed that the birth parents should be involved in the process. It was 

one person's opinion that the bïrth mother should have d the say in what happened 

with her chiid. Most agreed that the placement of children could be best done as a 

group effort, with the birth parents, the social workers/agency/state all to be involved. 

One woman felt that the cornmunities fiom which the child cornes fkom were dso 

entitied to some input on the standards that should be set for the placement of their 

children. 



Chapter Five 
Discussion and Conclusion 

One purpose of this research was to gain insights into what difTerent individds 

think, and feel about TRA. The next task for this research is to question what 

relevance, or signincance the hdings have. This new found knowledge serves Little 

purpose if it is never discussed, or challenged, and in this final chapter tirne has been 

taken to discuss the outcornes of the research, and perhaps to even drawn some 

conclusions. This chapter has been broken into subthemes for clarity. 

A Cross Group Cornparison 

The hding fiom this research that was the most unexpected, and which raised 

some questions was the discovery of marked merences between the Mi'kmaw and 

black categories of social workers. Of course it is quite obvious that the two groups 

ciiffer in history, culture, and in terms of identity issues, but it had been assumed that 

these two groups would be fairly close in social work values, and in terms of their 

perceptions of TRA. This fdse assumption was not supported by the findings of this 

study. In fact evidence suggests that the black category and the white category may 

actually be closest in terms of social work values, and social construction of TRA. 

The fKst indication of the group differences was in the unique responses of the 

Mi'kmaw women. This finding was consistent with the comments suggested by other 

scholars in the area (McGillivray 1984; Johnson 198 1; Durst 1992). The Mi'kmaw 

women were opposed to adoptions, secrecy in adoptions, the separation of chiidren 

fiom biological families, and the concept of permanence. These findings were unique 
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to this group. Whiie it is noted that all  participants across all ethno-cultural groups in 

this study wanted to see an increase in the involvement of birth families in adoption 

procedures, the Mi'kmaws advocated for the consistent post-adoption involvement of 

birth families in the rearing of their children. It may be beneficial for the Mi'kmaw 

social workers to be against many of the provincial regdations since they desire 

signincant sovereignty fkom the province in this area. 

Some readers may argue that the informal family adoptions that occur in the 

black community are comparable to the custom adoptions of the native people, but 

they have specinc ciifferences. In the native community apparently the entire band can 

corne together and decide what is best for the child, and the birth parents are involved 

in the fiture decision making in the lives of the child. No evidence was brought 

forward to show this was the case in the informal adoptions in the black community. 

Furthemore, while natives are attempting to have 'custom' adoptions recognized and 

legitimized by the government, the govemment is trying to bring informal adoptions 

into fornial agencies so they can be legalized as formal adoptions. 

The Mi'kmaw group has its own Indian Child Welfare practice, and they are 

involved in the writing of their own policies. The Mi'kmaw respondents contended 

that they had a good deal of discretion in terms of interpretation of their policies, and 

one woman claimed that they were encouraged to interpret the policies in the most 

effective way for their clients. This group also expressed a desire to eventually 

practice under a National Indian Child Welfare system M e r  removing themselves 

fiom accountability to the province. 



The black social workers are in a very different position than the Mi'haw 

women. The black social workers are employed in what c m  be described as the 

mainStream social work practice, because it is practiced by the majority of social 

workers. Since no social workers fiom either the black or white categories reported 

ever practicing Indian Child W e k e ,  most of them tended to talk about TRA in terms 

of black children being raise in white homes. The r e d t s  indicated that people fiom 

black and white categories had similar cotzstructions of TRA. Aithough some of the 

black social workers did make reference to the Af'ricentric social work practices (which 

will be discussed in M e r  detaii in this chapter), findings suggest that most of the 

black social workers in this study have accepted and internaiized the social work 

values of the mahtrearn. 

While Mi'kmaw social workers were strictly opposed to TRA, the majority of 

the black and white social workers were not opposed to TRA under appropriate 

circumstances if meaning that black homes were unavailable. Even the four individual 

black and white social workers who were opposed to TRA provided similar reasons for 

their opposition. The black social workers, generdly, expressed a corI1IL1itment to the 

values of social work practice with which they were currently working. However, it 

wodd be misleading to portray the black social workers as having totally accepted ail 

the mainstream values, and this was recognized in their reference to f i cen t r ic  social 

work practices. 

To better understand the introduction of Afiicentric perspectives in social work, 

one must first gain an understanding of Afncentnsm, and Eurocentrism. Eurocentrism 
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is described as having placed the perspectives and thnists of white Europeans and their 

descendants in a dominant position, wMe the rest of the world is expected to accept 

this one-sided view; it is a hegemonic position. Moreover, this hegemony also entails 

that the major 'western' paradigms (such as Marxîsm) have been the only signincant 

contributors to the social sciences and other fields of intellechial thought (Seidman 

1994; Taylor 1994). "Asante describes Eurocentrism of Aumïcan culture as a kind of 

cultural colonization of E c a n  Americans" (Seidman 1994: 256). The obvious 

criticism of the Eurocentric view of the world is that it places itself at the centre of 

epistemology and fails to recognize or mis-recognizes alternative ways of interpreting 

the world (Taylor 1994). 

Eurocentric theories of human behaviour are claimed to marginalize the 

experiences of people of colour, propagate oppression, and justiQ racism. 

"Eurocentrism is ethnocentric because of the ~ ~ l h u a l ,  economic, and epistemological 

hegemony that have hi~t~r icdly  become associated with it" (Swigonski 1996: 157). 

The application of these attitudes in social practice can result in, "representatives of the 

dominant culture, practitioners often help clients adapt their lifestyles to fit with the 

dominant culture . . . [the] outcome of that kind of work is acculturation and 

assimilation. It  serves to support existing social patterns and structure'' (Swigonski 

1996: 159). 

Afncentnsm, as described by Asante (cited in Horde and Lee 1994) is an 

approach acknowledging the point of view of Afiican experiences and traditions. It 

places the f i c a n  individual at the centre of every situation, serving as a positive 



influence for blacks by reflecting their lives (Hord and Lee 1995; Seidman 1994). As 

Swigonski (1996: 156) writes Yheories are powerful tools for the creation of s h e d  

realities. Afkicentric theory shows how developing knowledge of another culture fkom 

the perspective of that culture can transform social work practice. Knowledge 

developed in this way enables the professions to work more profoundly for the 

empowerment of clients." A differentiation between the two paradigrus is iliusûated 

by Swigonski (1996: 157): 

The Afiicentric perspective is holistic and includes recognition of the 
interconnectedness of all thiogs and the oneness of mind, body, and 
spirit; development of collective rather than individual identity; 
consanguine family structure; consequential morality; analog thinking 
rather than dualistic thinking (recognizing al l  points dong the 
continuum, in contrast to only either-or, right-wrong); phenomenological 
time (present oriented, tied to events); and a pervasive, expenential, and 
participatory spirituality (Turner, 199 1). The European American world 
view is individudistic and mastery oriented, whereas the Afiican 
worldview is cooperative and harmony oriented. (Harvey, 1985) 

The affects of such a Afiicentric social work practice would hopefully: 

. . . challenge the social work profession to work with clients to 
develop alternative social structures that are empowering and that 
confront the hegemony of existing systerns and structures of oppression 
and domination. Too often social work has been content to look at 
culturally diverse groups as representing problems, anomalies, or victims 
for study and remediation. Social workers must leam to centre the 
culture and lives of African Americans, Latinos, Asian Americans, and 
American Indians as unique groups. They need to explicitly incorporate 
those insights when working with individuals fkom that culture or group. 
(Swigonski 1996: 1 59- 160) 

One can infer fiom the representations of these two paradigms that the 

Eurocentric perspective is describing the mainstream social work practice, and that 

Afiicentric social work practices are intended to re-vamp the existing social work 
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structure. The values suggested for improvement appear to be good ones: holistic 

treatment of clients; combating oppression and racism; Ieaming social situation fiom 

the client's cuitund perspective; and the introduction of morality and spintuality. But 

how is this relevant to Uiis study? 

The first point to make is that only two of the six black social workers 

mentioned Afkicentric values, and they were vague in their description of exactiy what 

the "values" were. For one of the women these values were meant to be incorporated 

by aii  workers into the mainStream social work practice, which is consistent with the 

suggestions made by (Swigonski 1986; Schiele 1996). The other woman was more 

interested in a separate black social work practice. The second point to mention is that 

the values above were claimed to be the values of many people across aii ethno- 

cultural groups in this study. Several of the white women mention their cornmitment 

to a holistic outlook; strong spiritual aspect to their living and working; and there dso 

seemed to be a genuine desire on the part of some of the white women to leam, and 

understand what was going on in other cuihual communities. 

There was Limited evidence to show that Afkicentric values were in widespread 

use in the current social work practice. The bottom line is that Afncentric values as 

defined above appear to be mildly moving into the mainstream (ie., being 

acknowledged); both black and white social workers are adopting them, although it is 

not clear what particular advantages or insights derive from referring to ficentrism. 

Afiicentrisrn cannot be used to differentiate people dong the lines of social work 
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 du du es'^, it does of course represent people differently in terms of identity, and where 

individuals wiiI locate themeIves cdturally. 

It is possible too that all participants in this study would iike to identify 

themselves with the positive social work values, as opposed to those outiined as 

Eurocentnc. Few people would want to be associated with a theory that is described 

with words Like: hegemony, domineering, oppressive, arrogant, and racist. At the same 

time most of the social workers in the black, and white categories accepted the values 

oE adoptions; permanence; objectivity; professionalism; and standardized social work 

ethics, all of which couid be said to originate fiom a Eurocentric location. This 

contradiction lead to M e r  questionhg for one black social worker in particdar. She 

did possess a strong cornmitment to Afiicentric social work values, and her viewpoint 

was that the subjective point of view was better for her than the objective one 

highlighted in discussions of TRA. When questioned as to why so many people 

accepted objectivity, she responded by claiming that "They are trained. 1 mean that is 

a very Eurocentric d o p a  So they have been trained to think that they are being 

objective. That is how racism, and classism, and the other 'isms' perpetuate 

themselves, because we are trained not to see it." It is intriguing to consider the 

notion of our concepts of objectivity, and subjectivity as leamed, and as constructed; 

this lead to the discussion in the following section. 

Subjectively Objective 

To be objective is to base opinions on what you believe to be fact, and to be 

subjective is to allow the personal values and preference to enter into opinions. In the 
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current study, many of the respondents claimed that objectivity was important to them 

in terms of social work judgments, and decisions on TRA. It was the opinion of these 

workers that one had to work hard to maintain objectivity, which implies that 

subjectivity is more natural. There were also a few respondents who supported 

subjectivity in their views of TRA. 

To give a subjective point of view is something most of us are capable of 

doing. Almost anyone can tell how they feel about something using their own feelings 

and emotions to support their position. To give an objective opinion on the other hand 

is not as easily accomplished. We value being able to claim that we can abandon our 

personal opinions, and f o m  opinions devoid of emotion on some other level, perhaps 

even a higher level. Such phrases as "Don't let your emotions blind you" or the 

accusation " You are not being objective" serve to belittle opinions, and devalue 

subjective points of view. It is the traditional scientinc notions of fact, truth, and 

objectivity that are what really gain credibility. Many of us make claims to 

objectivity, but how can we t d y  ensure that nothing but the facts are involved in the 

formation of any opinion? We cannot. What we cm do is attempt to set aside what 

we know to be our own prejudices, and then work nom that position. Once we are 

speakhg fiom what we beiieve to be fact, we are being objective, the TRA debates 

arise becaw individuals disgree about the facts of the matter. Individuals and groups 

involved in the TRA debate draw their facts fkom different areas, and have different 

ideas about what constitutes objective reality. 
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As previously discussed most of the participants in this study were questioned 

position of black and native social workers as compared to white ones when it 

came to objectivity on opinions of TRA. The premise on this iine of questionhg was 

the possible perception of white social workers as better able to ''handleY', or be 

objective in TRA cases since they would not be members of the children's racial 

group, and would not be viewed as an 'interested' party. Of course this assumes that 

priority consideration is not racial identity and belonging. It is certainly possible to 

argue that whites can indeed be an 'interested' party, but the concem in this study was 

how the social workers thought they were perceived by others. It was thought that the 

black and native social workers may be perceived as unable to be objective. Many of 

the social workers responded that they did not believe that 'race' had any bearing on 

objectivity, and that it was determinable on an individual basis only. One black 

woman felt that the onus was greatest on the white worker to prove that they were 

being professional, because if a white worker places in TRA they must be able to 

prove that they had good cause to do so. She also said the black worker is obligated 

to prove that any black home they approve is a good home. Two of the Mi'kmaw 

workers felt that it was the white workers who could not be objective, since they did 

not or couid not understand the cultural Merences, they did not have access to al l  the 

facts and aspects of a TRA for a native child. 

Some of the people who participated in this study held the opinion that the 

subjective view was what sewed them best when discussing TRA. This standpoint 

was not considered to be self-serving or in their own best interest; rather it was seen as 
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an alternative to the exclusion of feeling fiom opinion. This alternative d o w s  people 

to admit their emotional invesiment in the children of their ethno-cultural, or racial 

communities. One woman added that if a social worker was tnily an ethical, 

professional individual they too would be taking aU the angles and interests into 

consideration on behalf of the child. In other words, if a social worker was t d y  

professional their objective opinion of TRA would consider racial and ethnic identity 

as a primary concem. 

We as individuals, and as a society can benefit fiom widening our 

understanding of the perceptions of others. People fiom minority groups, and groups 

that have traditionally suffered fiom racism, oppression, and disadvantage deserve an 

opportunity to share their perspectives and to enjoy respect, recognition and validation 

for them. However, we run into trouble when we try to accept al1 subjective views as 

equdly valid. In doing this there would be nothing to measure different opinions 

against. There wodd be no wrong perceptions, and social problems wodd be open to 

aU possible explanations. If we abandon the search for cornmonality in our 

perspectives of social situations like TRA, then we risk the chance of never reaching 

any agreement on what is in the best interest of the child. This is not to Say that one 

perspective should dominate others, and certainly is not intended to maintain the status 

quo. It is however intended as a critique of the multiple subjective realities that couid 

endlessly d a c e  preventing the improvement of relations between ethno-cultural 

groups, and perhaps sacnficing children's interests to larger c'causes''. 
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It could be said that there are aiready subjective opinions involved in the TRA 

debate, with whites claiming that they "want" kick, and other groups saying that they 

cannot have them. Both sides of this confiict may have their own vested interests, or 

personal emotions as part of their social constructions of the situation. However, it is 

objectivity that checks on the level of subjectivity that is allowed to enter into 

legislation involving TRA, and that is where it counts. In The Children and Family 

Services Act 1990, it is the child who counts. We can take into consideration the 

subjective views, but it we camot rely totally on them and stil1 produce a fair poiicy. 

For the people in this study who did make daims to objectivity, they reported 

that they were able to be objective by staying close to policies, regulations, ethics, and 

through personal checks, and the checks of CO-workers. It appears as though 

objectivity is considered to be closely linked to ideas of professionalism. At the same 

t h e  those who were keen on subjectivity viewed it as a part of responsible 

professionalism. It is the opinion of this researcher that a i i  the participants in this 

research were very professional regardes of their standpoint on the 

objectivity/subjectivity debate. 

C m  professionalism be judged by the perceived level of objectivity? Some 

might respond by saying that emotions shouid be excluded from our work. Our 

society tends to be secuiar, separating the occupationai realm fkom the reaim of home 

and f d y ,  and the spiritual realm. People do hct ion differently both between and 

within cultures, and several of the women in this shidy reported their own attempts to 

Live in a holistic way. WMe the women showed how their realms of life overlapped, 
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they also revealed th& loyalty to the regulations, and policies of the occupational 

realm. Many of the social workers tried to live their Lives in such a way as to be 

consistent in their beliefs at home and at work, however on occasion if they were 

faced with an obstacle, they reported that they foliowed outlined procedures and hoped 

that they would be personally happy with what they had to do professionally. This is 

about more than personal feelings at work, or overlapping realms of Iiviog, it is the 

task of judging professionalism for dflerent people who alI may beiieve their dBerent 

judgements are objective and justified in fact. 

The issue of objectivity versus subjectivity in professional social work will not 

be resolved in this thesis. It seems as though there shodd be room for both, but the 

question of how to make it work still lingers. It is possible for someone tu have some 

subjective views and still be professional. It is uniikely that any of us are ever 

completely without any personal bias', and it would be wrong to condemn people for 

being open about it. The ability to hide our personal feelings is what we accomplish 

with objectivity, but we cannot erase them. 

Dinerences in Perceptions of 'Race' 

This study revealed interesthg dflerences between white social workers, and 

black and native social workers in their perceptions of ethno-cultural, or racial 

identities, and the world we live in. The merences in responses revealed more than 

just the perceptions people have of themselves, and how they think others perceive 

them, or even how they think their ethno-cultural identities influence their lives. The 

different m e r s  showed that the black, and native individuils were aware of 'race' 
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daily, in almost everything they do, but the white people were able to tum it off in 

their min& and forget about 'race'. This is one of the perks to king in a privileged 

position; you do not have to be burdened with thinking about how you came to be 

there, or how it affects others. 

For the most part the Mi'kmaw and black participants were open about the 

negative expenences they encountered as non-white people, on the job, and in their 

daily lives. They were dso very positive about how their ethno-cultural identities had 

influenced their choices to work in social work Some reported how their ethno- 

cultural identities sometimes allowed them to relate to clients, and the satisfaction they 

felt at showing that al1 'races' c m  be successfûl in Me. 

The discussions with the white social workers were very merent. Most of the 

white women were aware of, and reported being in an advantaged position to other 

ethno-culturai groups. Some commented that they had to remember the power 

differential between themselves and other ethno-cultural groups. The white social 

workers generally reported themselves to be, and appeared to be cuituraily sensitive 

people. However, there were a few examples where one begins to see a 'race' 

blindness. For example, there was one white worker who claimed her ethno-culturai 

identity had not influenced her work in any way. She feit that it had not had any 

affect on how she felt about, or dealt with other ethno-cultural groups. She claimed 

that as a protection worker when she had to remove a child from a non-white home, 

she was viewed only as a protection worker, not identified by her 'race' but by her 

job. This is a limited perception. Unless she asked them, she is guessing at how the 
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clients perceived her, She does not seem to recognize that minority groups who have 

traditionally k e n  oppressed by white goverment may find it dificuit to trust 

govemment officiais such as white protection workers. At Ieast two other social 

workers in this study,one who was black, and the other native, reported that their 

childhood experiences of seeing minority chïidren being removed fiom their 

commutrities by white workers had infiuenced them to become social workers. 

Although al l  groups had painted a similar portrait of ethno-cultural relations as 

slowly improving, there was recognition of a heightened awareness, and an 

acknowledgment of a resistance and backiash. One perception that was unique to 

some members of the white group of social workers was that once 'race' was 

introduced to a discussion it then became a barrier to progress in building better 'race' 

relations. Some of the white social workers felt that once 'race' was introduced as a 

factor in a discussion it became the most important factor. One white social worker in 

particular felt that this did nothing to M e r  understanding, or to build bridges 

between the different 'races'. She said it was counter-productive to aUow 'race' to 

become the dominant factor in adoption placements, because there are so many other 

factors that need to be considered as well. 

The flip side to the idea of 'race' as a barrier to discussions is that it cm,  in 

reality, be a barrier for people of colour, and for people of other ethno-cultural 

identities outside of the mainstream. All the black, and Mi'kmaw social workers 

commented that their ethno-cultural identity had had some inf'îuence on their job and 

their entire lives, and often as a limitation rather than a link to the mainstream world. 
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It was these two groups who voiced the greatest concems over racism, and it was they 

who have to face it the most. 

Many of the white social workers had responded to the questions about ethno- 

cultural identity and work by saying they had to try and stay aware of the their power 

position in relation to other ethno-cultural groups. The black and Mi'kmaw social 

workers wouid not have this concem since they could not be in that position. 'Race' 

is d e h e d  as the most important factor by some black, and Mi'kmaw people, su for 

them it is not an insurmountable b h r ,  but a barrier to be understood and conquered. 

One woman clairned that once someone brings up 'race' in talks you cannot get passed 

it while the sentiment among many of the blacks was you cannot ignore it. 

It was claimed by one woman that to be happy in social work a person had to 

be able to accept that they could not change structurai problems. While this was not 

necessarily the opinion of al1 white workers, it differed greatly fiom the thlligs that 

many black, and Mi'kmaw social workers talked about. For severai of the black, and 

Mi'kmaw social workers the opposite seemed true; they seemed to have accepted that 

part of their role as a person fiom a different ethno-culhual group is to challenge the 

structurai problems. The Mi'kmaw groups are fighting for self-determination, they are 

currentiy practicing their own uidian Child W e k e ,  and they want a National Child 

Welfare. The black social workers expressed that their ethno-cdhual identity had 

forced them to be more vocal, political, to stand up for their rights, and fight for the 

rights of their communities. 
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If no one ever struggled against the structural problerns, than there wodd never 

be any changes, and racism would be dominant. The minority groups are the ones 

who have been forced to stand up for what they believe to be in the best interest of 

their commmities. This was recognized by at least one white worker who said that 

black groups were doing weIl because they were demanding that things change. 

'Race' and Culture 

There were times during the interviews when both the researcher and the 

in te~ewees  seemed to experience confusion over the finer details, and 

interconnectedness of 'race' and culture. Although it has been called ttansracial 

adoption, and 'race' has been given the primary attention here, culture also has a large 

role to play in this discussion. One of the reasons people claimed to be opposed to 

TRA is because they want to preserve the culhual heritage for the child, and the entire 

community. The problem with this is that two people could belong to the same 'race' 

without sharing the same culture. 

Imagine a black Haitian immigrant adopting a black Canadian bom child from 

Preston; there would be severe cultural ciifferences. Since a child of colour WU have 

to deal with racism it might be better for them to be raised in a family of the same 

'race', even if that farnily is not of the same culture. Black families should be 

adequately capable of deaiing with, and teaching children about racism, but how do 

they intend to teach the child of another culture about his history, and background? 

They would have to follow the advice given to whites in the same position, and leam 

it thernselves. 
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Many of the participants in this study said that the adopted child should remain, 

not only withui their 'racial' group, but also in close proximity to their own 

geographicai, and historical roots. This of course would mean limitïng even further 

the number of candidate parents for black, and bi-racial children. It would aiso render 

impractical the efforts of confidentiaiity in adoptions. 

Arguably 'race' and culture are both important to adoptions, but how do we 

weigh them in choosing homes for children? The 'custom' adoptions, and informal 

adoptions in the native and black communities have been able to meet the cnteria of 

both 'race' and culture. However this type of adoption is not always available. One 

woman asked, " m a t  do you want to deal with, culture or race specificaliy? Cause if 

you tie the two together you got to deal with race fïrst." Her point of view is 

understandable considering that 'race' is often the first thing we notice about a person, 

and it may result in negative consequences. 

We cannot ever change the racial category we are forced into, however we do 

l e m  our culture, and that could be altered. It is not the culture itself that changes but 

the relationship between the individual and their culture. If we are raised away fiom 

our historical, or birth culture, we may never leam about it. We are aiso capable of 

leamhg a culture different than that of the rest of out birth family. 'Race' is 

inescapable and therefore it deserves attention. Culture on the other hand is more 

changeable, and we also have the opportunity of learning different cultures at different 

stages of our lives. 



It could be that the visible aspect of 'race' make it more urgent to 

accommodate than culture. The abiiity to 'pass' for another culture may make it easier 

to place a chiid outside of their cuiture, than their 'race'. There is stiil the question of 

a bi-racial child who may be able to 'pas' for another 'race'. In these situations of 

'race' versus culture there is a challenge to the opposition to TRA. The presemation 

of culture argument does not work in a situation where a child remah within the 

racial category and not the cultural category. The remaining factor is the Merence in 

skin colour. This has the scent of separatism on it, in terms of keeping children withui 

the 'racial' group. The primary reason in these cases may be to keep children within 

the wider black or native communities, where it is thought their own people cm best 

teach them how to cope with racism. 

Conclusion 

The Eindings of this research suggest that 'race', or ethno-cultural identity cm 

influence the social constructions of TRA, but that it is not a d e f i t e  predictor of how 

individuals will perceive TRA. The research showed variation in attitudes across 

ethno-cultural, or racial lines. 

Evidence pointed to sunilarities between the black and white categories of 

social workers in their construction of TRA, with a majority of them being in favour 

of TRA. It is thought that this may be due to the fact that they both practice the same 

social work, and they both seem to have internalized many of the mainstream social 

work values. The Mi'kmaw social workers held consistent negative attitudes toward, 

and opinions of TRA. T'here was a positive value placed on objectivity across al1 
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ethno-culturai groups, but not all individuai participants. There was also a link made 

between objectivity and professionalism which was also consistent across ail e h 0 0  

cultural groups, but again not including al1 participants. Some evidence was found to 

support the notion that white social workers were not as aware as the other ethno- 

cultural groups of the extent of the influence ethno-cultural identity c m  have on the 

lives of people. It was aiso found that 'race' and culture although sometimes taiked 

about interchangeably, sometimes need to be talked about separately. 

There were some aspects of this research that may have limited its value. The 

most obvious is the smaU sample size. Having o d y  15 social workers to interview 

prevented the researcher fiom generalizing in any way. It also resulted in limited 

variation in responses. This is evident within the Mi'lanaw category, where there was 

virtually no variation in responses. It would have been interesting to hear what a 

native social who was not opposed to TRA wouid say on the issue. Perhaps a native 

social worker who was not practicing Indian Child Welfare wouid have a different 

opinion than the other native workers. 

Time collstraints also had a role to play in this research. The hectic schedules 

of social workers caused many delays, and this rnay have resulted in a fewer number 

of interviews and in missing out on persons who would have provided beneficial 

information to the research. The length of the actual interviews was limited as well. 

The average interview was one hour, and a few interviews were cut short when sociai 

workers were called to their busy schedules. 
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This research lacks statistical information. One reason for this is that the study 

was focusing on the opinions and perceptions of social workers, and how their 

thoughts were infiuenced by their ethno-cultirral identity. The theoretical focus was in 

social construction of TRA fiom different perspectives, and it was concerned with 

varying perceptives rather thm a focus on isolating fact. S a  what has k e n  done here 

would be of more use if corroborated with facts about actual adoption practices in 

Nova Scotia Future research in the area would be beneficial if it were to focus on the 

statistical aspect of TRA. 

Future research in the area could benefit fiom a closer look at the strength of 

the participants views and their actual level of involvement in theù own cultural 

comrnunity. Are people more militant in their views when they are deeply involved in 

commmity worlc, and cultural activities? Does a cultural comfortability result fiom 

high levels of community activity causing individuals to be more relaxed about 

alternative ideas, and ways? 

Future research in the area could also provide valuable infiormation conceming 

the more current TRA situations. Contemporary TRA are much more geared toward a 

concem for the child's more widely defined needs than they have been in the past. In 

the past non-white children were sometimes placed in inappropriate (racist) homes, and 

in inappropriate (al1 white) communities. Due to new legislation, efforts are now 

made to place all children within their own racial, cultural, religious, and linguistic 

groups. The white parents who are able to adopt children fiom a different ethno- 

cultural, or racial group must be approved as culturally sensitive, and committed to 
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leaming and teaching the chiid about his/her own culture. It will be interesthg to see 

the outcornes of  the 'new and improved' tnuisracial adoptions. S d y  the new criteria 

expected of the new TRA wilI have better results than the tramacial adoptions of 

twenty and years ago. 



1. Race is a t e m  that has adapted over time, it was once regarded as a biologicdy 
distinguishable characteristic in mankind, and now biologists and social scientists have 
demonstrated that 'race' is not "biologically real". 'Race' is recognized as a social constnict 
with reai social consequences. The rejection of biology as the basis of 'race' has resulted in 
some difficulty in determining a clear definition of the word, "The term is often used 
imprecisely; even among anthtopologists there is no generally accepted classification or 
terminology" (Simpson and Weiner 1989: 69). 

The term 'race' is genedy defined as "One of the major zoological subdivisions of 
rnankind" (Funk and Wagnalls 1983: 245). This same dictionary M e r  describes 'race' as 
deriving from a "common origio and exhibiting a relatively constant set of physical traits" 
(Funk and Wagnalls 1983: 245). The common definiton recognizes that 'race' is a term used 
to describe "Any group or groupings of people assumed to have or hving common 
characteristics, habits, or appearance" (Funk and Wagnds 1983: 245). 

The common defhition is not incorrect, but it does emphasize genetic traits of humaas 
as a meam to define 'race'. The definition wouid better serve the general population in the 
fight against racism if more emphasis was placed on 'race' as a social constmct rather than a 
focus on physical characteristics and common origins. This line of thought is present in the 
social sciences where it is accepted that "phenotypical clifferences do not correlate with 
genotypical differences" (Marshall 1994: 434). As Marshall points out many scholars today 
choose to use inverted commas around 'race' to show "that this marner of categorizhg 
individuals and populations is not based on biological distinctions" (Marshall 1994: 434). For 
this study 'race' is recognized as groups categorized by common histories, social experiences, 
and political goals. 

The term ethno-cultural has been employed as a synonym for 'race' throughout this 
thesis. This was an attempt to show that while 'race' is not biologicaily distinguishable, there 
are real ethnic and culhual differences between individuals, and groups of individuals. In 
cases where the researcher is making reference to a perceived racial ciifference, or in cases 
where visible differences in phenotypical characteristics are relevant the word 'race' rnay be 
used with inverted commas. 

2. Although black social workers do not have their own black social work practice, many 
do participate in the Association of Black social Workers (ABS W). ABS W is an organized group 
of black social workers who may be employed in various areas of the social work arena. This 
association provides black social workers with the opportunity to meet with colieagues. It 
provides a forum for discussions on such issues as the Afncentirc paradigm, and social work. 
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APPENDIX A 

CHAPTER 5 OFTHE ACTS OF 1990 
amended 1994-95. c. 7, ss. 11-15, 150: 1996, c. 10 

An Act Respecting Services 
to Children and their Families, 

the Protection of Children and-Adoption 

NOTE - Certain prouisions of this Act ore subject to proclamation. See 
Section 109. 

WHEREAS the family exists as the basic unit of 
society, and its well-being is inseparable from the common 
welt-being; 

AND WHEREAS children are entitled to protection 
from abuse and neglect; 

.4ND WHEREAS the rights of children are enjoyed 
either personally or with their family; 

AXD WHEREAS children have basic rights and funda- 
mental freedoms no less than those of adults and a right to 
special safeguards and assistance in the presewation of 
those rights and freedoms; 

X S D  WHEREAS children are entitled, to the extent 
they are capable of understanding, to be informed of their 
rights and freedoms, to be heard in the course of and to 
participate in the processes that lead to decisions that affect 
them: 

AND WHEREAS the basic rights and fundamental 
freedoms of children and their families include a right to the 
least invasion of privacy and interference with freedom that 
is compatible with their own intereçts and of society's 
interest in protecting children irom abuse and neglect; 

AND WHEREAS parents or guardians have responsi- 
bilit for the care and supeMsion of their children and 
chil i ren should only be removed from that supervision, 

MAY I f .  1996 . 
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either partly or entirely, when al1 other measures are inap- 
propria te; 

AXD WHEREAS when it is necessary to remove chil- 
dren from the care and supervision of their parents or 
guardians, they should be provided for, as nearly as possible, 
as if they were under the care and protection of wise and 
conscientious parents; 

AND WHEREAS children have a sense of time that i s  
different from that of adults and services provided pursuant 
to this Act and proceedings taken pursuant to it must respect 
the child's sense of time; 

AND WHEREAS social services are essential to pre- 
vent or alleviate the social and related economic problems of 
individuals and families; 

AND WHEREAS the rights of children, families and 
individuals are guaranteed by the mle of law and inter- 
vention into the affairs of individuals and families so as to 
protect and affirm these rights must be govemed by the mle 
of law; 

AXD WHEREAS the preservation of a child's cultural, 
racial and linguistic heritage promotes the healthy develop- 
ment of the child: 

Short title 
1 This Act may be cited as the Children and Farnily 

Services Act. 1990. c 5. s: 1. 

Purpose 
2 (1) The purpose of this Act is to protect children 

from harm, promote the integrity of the family and assure 
the best interests of children. 

Paramount consideration 
(2) In al1 proceedings and matters pursuant t o  

this Act, the paramount consideration is the best interests of 
the child. 1990, c. 5, a. 2. 
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In terpretation 
3 (1) In this Act, 

w ( a )  agency" means an agency continued 
by or established and incorporated pursuant to 
this Act and includes e Minister where the 
Minister is acting as an agency; 

(b) "agent" means a erson appointed as 
an agent of the Minister or O an agency pursuant 
to this Act; 

P 
(c) "care" means the physical care and 

control of a child; 

(dl "care and custody" means the care and 
custody of a child pursuant to this Act or an order 
or agreement made pursuant to this Act; 

(e) "child" means a person under sixteen 
years of age unless the context otherwise re- 
quires; 

(0 "child in care" means, except in Sec- 
tions 67 to 87, a child who is in the care and 
custody of an agency 

(il punuant to an agreement made 
pursuant to this Act, 

(ii) as a result of being taken into 
care, or 

R 

(iii) pursuant to a court order made 
pursuant to this Act; 

(g) "child-care services" means 

(i)  assessment, counselling and re- 
ferra1 services, 

(ii) child-protection and child- 
placing services, 
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( i i i )  homemaker. day-care and sirni- 
lar services. 

(iv) consulting. research and evalua- 
tion services with respect to child-care ser- 
vices, 

(v) such other services as  the Minis- 
ter m a y  approve or license as child-care 
se mices; 

(h) "child-caring facili ty" means 

(i)  a foster home, 

(i i)  a licensed boarding home for a 
child, 

(iii) a group home, 

(iv) a secure treatment facility, 

(v) a residential centre. 

(vi) a residential treatment centre. 

(vii) a receiving centre. - 

(viii) a training centre. 

Iix) an assessrnent centre, 

(XI a young-offender facility. or 

(xi) such other facility as the Minis- 
ter may approve or license as a child-caring 
facili ty; 

(i) "child-placing agency" means an 
agency approved by the llinister as a child- 
placing agency; 

(j) "county court" means the county court 
for a county court district and includes, unless the 
conkxt otherwise requires, a judge thereof; 
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(k) "court" means. unless the conkxt  
otherwise requires and subject to Section 106, the 
Family Court and includes a judge thereof; 

(1) "custody" means lawful custody. 
whether by operation of law, written agreement 
or order of a court of competent jurisdiction; 

(ml "former Act" means Chapter 68 of the 
Revised Statutes, 1989, the Children's Services 
Act; 

(n) "foster parent" means a foster parent 
approved by an agency punuant ta this Act; 

(O) "Minister" means the 'ninister of Com- 
munity Services; 

(p) "municipality" means a city, incor- 
porated tom or municipality of a county or'dis- 
trict; 

(q) "order" includes the refusal to make 
an order; 

(r) "parent or guardian" of a child means ' 

(i)  the mother of the child, 

(ii) the father of the child where the 
child is a legitimak or Iegitimated child, 

(iii) an individual having the custody 
of the child, 

(iv) an individual residing with and 
having the care of the child, 

(v) a step-parent, 

(vil an individual who, under a writ- 
ten agreement or a court order, is re uired 
ta rovide support for the child or $as a E rig t of access ta the child. 
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(vii) an individual who has acknowl- 
edged paternity of the child and who 

(A) has an application before a 
court respecting custody or access or 
against whom there is an application 
before a court for support for the child 
at the time proceedings are com- 
menced punuant to this Act, or 

(B) is providing su port or P exercising access ta the chi d at the 
time proceedings are commenced pur- 
suant to this Act, 

but does not include a foster parent; 

(s) "peace officer" means a member of the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, a police oficer 
appointed by a municipality, a sheriff. a de uty 

Canadian Armed Forces; 
P sheriff or a member of the rniiitary police o the 

(t) "relative" of a person means a person 
related by blood or marriage or. where the penon 
is adopted, adoption or marriage. 

Best interests of chiid 
(2) Where a person is directed pursuant to this 

Act, except in respect of a proposed adoption, to make an 
order or determination in the best interests of a child, the 
person shall consider those of the following circumstances 
that are relevant: 

(a) the importance for the child's develop- 
ment of a positive relationship with a parent or 
guardian and a secure place as a member of a 
fami l y; 

(b)  the child's relacionships with rela- 
tives; 

(c) the importance of continuity in the 
child's care and the possible effect on the child of 
the disruption of that contintii  ty: 
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(dl the bonding that exists between the 
child and the child's parent or  guardian; 

( e )  the child's physical. mental and emo- 
tional needs, and the appropriate care or treat- 
ment to meet those needs; 

(0 the child's physical. mental and emo- 
tional level of development; 

(g) the child's cultural. racial and ling- 
uistic heri tage; 

(hl the religious faith, if any, in which the 
child is being raised; 

( i )  the merits of a plan for the child's care 
proposed by an agency, including a proposa1 tha t  
the  child be placed for adoption, compared with 
the merits of the child remaining with or re- 
turning to a parent o r  guardian; 

(j) the child's views and wishes, if they 
can be reasonably ascertained; 

(k) the effect on the child of delay in the 
disposition of the case; 

(1) the risk that  the child may suffer 
harrn through being rernoved from, kept away 
frorn, returned to or allowed to remain in the care 
of a parent or guardian; 

(ml the degree of risk. if any, that  justified 
the finding that the child is in need of protective 
services; 

(n) any other relevant circumstances. 

Best interests of c hild respecting adopt ion  
(3) Where a person is directed pursuant to this 

Act in respect of a proposed adoption to make an order or  
determination in the best interests of a child, the person 
shail take into consideration those of the circumstances 

SEPTEHBER 3.15191 
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enumerated in subsection (2) that are relevant, except * 

clauses (i), (1) and (m) thereof. 1990. c. 5, S. 3. 

Supervision of Act 
4 (1) The Minister has the general supervision 

and management of this Act and the regulations. 

Right of Minister to appear 
(2) The Minister may appear and be heard in 

any court with respect to any matter arising pursuant to this 
Act, 1990, c. 5, s. 4. 

Delegation by Minister 
5 (1) The Minister may designate, in writing, a 

person to have, perfom and exercise any of the powers, 
privileges, duties and functions of the Minister pursuant to 
this Act and shail, when so designating, specify the powers, 
privileges, duties and functions to be had, perfonned and 
exercised by the person designated. 

Additional duties 
(2) A person designated pursuant to subsection 

(1) shall, in addition, perfom such duties as the Governor in 
Council or the Minister prescribes. 1990. c. 5,  S. 5. 

Personne1 
6 (1) There may be appointed by the Minister, in 

accordance with the Civil Service Act, such pesons as the 
Minister may designate to carry out duties in accordance 
with this Act and the regulations. 

Proof of appointment 
(2) Where an appointment of a person is made 

pursuant to subsection (1) and the peson signs or executes a 
document in the exercise of a power or function conferred 
upon the person by this Section, the person shall refer to the 
narne of the penon's ofice together with the words 
"Authorized pursuant to Section 6 of the Children and 
Farnily Services Act" and, where a document contains such a 
reference, the document 
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(a) shail be received in evidence without 
further proof of the authority of the person who 
signed or executed the same: and 

(b) may be relied upon by the person to 
whom the document is directed or given and by 
al1 other ersons as an effective exercise of the 
power or f' unction to which the document relates. 
1990, c. 5, S. 6. 

Payment by Minister of appropriations 
7 The Minister may make payments in  respect of 

child-care services, child-caring facilities and child-placing 
agencies in such amounts a s  are appropriated annually for 
those purposes. 1990. c. 5. S. 7. 

Existing societies continued 
8 (1) Every society within the meaning of the 

former Act is continued as an agency within the meaning of 
this Act- 

Establishment of agency 
(2) On the recommendation of the Minister and 

the approval of the Governor in Council, a n  agency may be 
established and. upon the approval by the Governor in 
Council of the name. constitution, territorial jurisdiction and 
by-laws and upon the filin of the constitution and by-laws 
with the Registrar of Joint E tock Companies. the agency is a 
body corporate under the name of "The Children's ' Aid v 

Society o f . .  ." or "Family and Children's Services o f . .  . or 
such other name as the Governor in Council approves. 

Alteration of territorial jurisdiction 
(3) The Minister may alter the territorial juris- 

diction of an agency. 

Powers of agency 
(4) An agency may 

(a) with the approval of the Minister, 
change its name or amend its constitution and by- 
laws; 
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(b) engage such persons as may be neces- 
sary for carrying on its affairs; 

(cl do such acts and things as may be con- 
venient or necessary for the attainment of its 
objects, the carrying out of its functions and the 
exercise of its powers. 

Minister as agency 
(5) The Minister may, in any part of the Prov- 

ince, act as an agency and. whether or not acting as an 
agency, has throughout the Province al1 the powen, rights 
and privileges of an agency. 1990. C. 5. S. 8. 

Functions of agency 
9 The functions of an agency are to 

(a) protect children from harm; 

(b) work with other community and social 
services to prevenf, alleviate and remedy the personal, 
social and economic conditions that might place chil- 
dren and families at risk; 

(c) provide guidance, counselling and other 
services to families for the prevention of circumstances 
that might require intervention by an agency; 

investigate allegations or evidence that 
may be in need of protective services; 

V 

(e) develop and provide services to families to 
promote the integrity of families, before and after 
intervention pursuant to this Act; 

(0 supervise children assigned to its super- 
vision punuant to this Act; 

(gl providecare forchildren in its care or care 
and custody pursuant to this Act; 

(hl provide adoption services and place children 
for adoption pursuant to this Act; 
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(i) provide services that respect and preserve 
the cultural, racial and linguistic heritage of children 
and their families; 

(j) take reasonable measures to make known in 
the community the services the agency provides; and 

(k) perform any other duties given to the 
agency by this Act o r  the regulations. 1990. c. 5. S. 9. 

Inspection of agency 
10 The Minister or a person authorized by the Minis- 

ter rnay enter, inspect and evaluate an agency and examine 
the records, books and accounts of the agency. 1990, c. 5. S. 10- 

Suspension of agency board 
11 (1) On the recornmendation of the Minister, the 

Governor in Council may, by order, declare t ha t  on or after a 
day specified in the order the powers of the agency's board of 
directors are revoked or suspended, for the reasons specified 
in the order. 

Consequences of order 
(2) Where an order has been made pursuant to 

subsection (l), the functions of the agency rnay be assumed 
by the Minister from the date specified in the order and the 
Minister rnay provide for the operation and management of 
the agency and has a11 the powen of the agency's board of 
directors. 1990. C. 5, S. 1 I .  

Agents 
12 The Minister o r  an agency with the approval of 

the Minister rnay appoint agents in accordance with the 
regulations to exercise the powers, duties and fuqctions of 
agents pursuant to this Act and rnay prescribe the territorial 
jurisdiction of the agents to be the whole of the Province or  a 
part thereof. 1990. C. S. S. 12. 

Services to promote integrity of farnily 
13 (1) Where it appears to the Minister or  an  

agency that senrices are necessary to promote the principle 
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of using the teast intrusive means of intervention and, i n .  
particular, to enable a child to remain with the child's parent 
o r  guardian or  be returned to the care of the child's parent or  
guardian, the Minister and the agency shall take reasonable 
measures to provide services to families and children that 
promote the integrity of the family. 

Types of service 
(2) Services to promote the integrity of the 

family include, but are not limited to, services provided by 
the agency or provided by others with the assistance of the 
agency for the following purposes: 

(a) improving the family's financial situa- 
tion; 

(b) irnproving the family's housing situa- 
tion; 

(c) improving parenting skills; 

(d) improving child-care and child- 
rearing capabi lities; 

(e) improving homemaking skills; 

(0 counselling and assessment; 

(g) drug or alcohol treatment and rehabil- 
i tation; 

(hl child care; 

(il mediation of disputes; 

(i) self-help and ernpowerment of parents 
whose children have been, are or may be in need 
of protective services; 

(k) such matters prescribed by the regu- 
lations. 1990. C.  5. S. 13. 

Duty to provide services to child 
14 (1) Where i t appears to the lriinister that 
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(a) there is no parent or guardian willing 
to assume responsibility for a child; o r  

(b) a child in care requires child-care 
services or pIacement in a child-caring facili ty, 

the Minister shall provide to the child appropriate services 
or placement. 

Services to persons 16 to 18 
(2) The Minister may provide to a person six- 

teen years of age or  more but under nineteen years of age the 
sarne services or  placement as to a child. 1990, c. 5. S. 14. 

Approval of facilities and services 
15 (1) The Minister may approve o r  license child- 

caring facilities and child-care services for the pur ose of 

to have been approved by the Minister. 
X this Act, and a foster home approved by an agency i s  eemed 

Pro hibition 
(2) No person shall conduct, maintain, operate 

or manage a child-caring facility or  a child-care service that  
is not approved or licensed by the Minister. 

Suspension or cancellation 
(3) An approval or licence given o r  issued pur- 

suant to this Act to any person or agency to conduct, main- 
tain, operate o r  manage a child-caring facility or a child-care 
service may be suspended or cancelled by the Minister. 

Supervision by Minister 
(4) A child-caring facility or  child-care sewice 

is subject to the supervision of the Minister and the Minister 
or a person authorized by the Minister may enter, inspect 
and evaluate a child-caring facility or child-care service and 
examine the records, books and accounts thereof. . 
Offence and penalty 

(5) A person who contravenes subsection (2) 
and a director, officer or employee of a corporation who 
authorizes, permits or  concurs in such contravention by the 
corporation is guilty of an offence and upon summary 
conviction is liable to a fine of not more than five thousand 
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dollars or to imprisonment for one year or to both. 1990. C. 5. 
S. 15. 

Ministerial operation of facilities 
16 (1) The Minister may maintain and conduct 

(a) training centres for the care, treat- 
ment, education and training of mentally handi- 
capped children; 

(b) young-offender facili ties; 

(c) residentialcentres; 

(d) assessrnent centres; 

(el residential treatment centres for the 
care and treatrnent of emotionally disturbed chil- 
dren; 

(0 secure treatment facili ties; 

(g)  such child-caring facilities and child- 
care services as the Minister approves for the 
purpose ofthis Act. 

Advisory board 
(2) The Governor in Council may appoint an 

advisory board for a facility, centre or service referred to in 
subsection (1). to assist and advise in the administration and 
operation of the facility, centre or service and to perform 
such functions and exercise such powen as are prescribed by 
the regulations. 

Chair and terms of office 
(3) The Governor in Council rnay designate a 

member of a board to chair the meetings of the board and 
may prescribe the terms of office of the rnembers of the 
board. 

Allowances and expenses 
(4) The members of a board shall be reimbursed 

for necessary and reasonable expenses incurred by them in 
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carrying o u t  their duties and may be paid such allowances as 
the Governor in Council prescribes. 1990. C.  5. S. 16 

Temporary-care agreement - 17 (1) A parent .or guardian who is ternporarily 
unable to care adequately for a child in that person's custody 
and an agency may enter into a written agreement for the 
agency's temporary care and custody of the child. 

Prerequisites to agreement 
(2) An agency shall not  enter into a ternporary- 

care agreement unIess the agency 

(a) has determined that an appropriate 
placement that  is likely to benefit the child is 
available; and 

(b) is satisfied that no less restrictive 
course of action, such as care in the child's own 
home. is appropriate for the child in the circüm- 
stances. 

Duration of agreement 
(3) No temporary-care agreement shall be 

made for a period exceeding six months. but the parties to a 
temporary-care agreement may extend i t  for further periods 
if the total term of the temporary-care agreement, including 
its extensions, does not exceed an aggregate of twelve 
months. 

Consent to medical treatrnent 
(4) A ternporary-care agreement may empower 

the agency to consent to medical treatment for the child 
where a parent's consent would otherwise be necessary. 

Form of agreement 
(5 )  A ternporary-care agreement shall be in the 

form prescribed by the regulations. 1990. c. 5. S. i ï .  

Special-needs agreement 
18 (1) A parent or guardian who is unable to 

provide the services required by a child in the parent or 
guardian's custody because the child has  special needs. as 
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prescribed by the regulations, may enter into a written ' 
agreement with an agency or the Minister for the care and 
custody of the child or provision of services to meet the 
child's special needs. 

Duration of agreement 
(2) A special-needs agreement made pursuant 

to this Section shall be made for a period not exceeding one 
year, but may be extended for further periods each not 
exceeding one year, with the approval of the Minister. 

Consent to medical treatment 
(3) A special-needs agreement made p u n u a n t  

to this Section may empower the agency or the Minister ta 
consent to medical treatment for the child where a parent or 
guardian's consent would otherwise be required. 

Forrn of agreement 
(4) A special-needs agreement made pursuant 

to this Section shall be in the forrn prescribed by the regula- 
tions. 1990,~.  5,s. 18. 

Special-needs agreement with child 16 to 18 
19 (1) A child who is sixteen years of age or more 

but  under the age of nineteen years, is not in t h e  care of the  
child's parent or guardian and has a special need as pre- 
scribed by the regulations may enter into a written agree- 
ment with a n  agency or  the Minister for the provision of 
services to meet the chiId's special needs. 

Duration of agreement 
(2) A special-needs agreement made pursuant 

to this Section shall be made for a period not exceeding one 
year, but may be extended for further periods each not 
exceeding one year. with the approval of the Xinister. 

Forrn of agreement 
(3) A special-needs agreement made pursuant  

to this Section shall be in the forrn prescribed by the regula- 
tions. 1990, C. 5, S .  19 
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Placement considerations 
20 Where the Miniçter or  a n  agency enters into an 

agreement pursuant to Section 17. 18 or 19. the %finister or 
the agency shall, where practicable. in order to ensure the 
child's best interests are served, take into account 

(a) the  maintenance of regular contact between 
the child and the parent or guardian: 

(b) the desirability of keeping brothers and 
sisters in the same farnily unit: 

( c )  the child's need to maintain contact with 
the child's relatives and friends: 

(d) the p r e s e ~ a t i o n  of the child's cultural. 
racial and linguistic heritage; and 

(el the continuity of the çhild's education and 
religion. 1990. c. 5. S. 20. 

Mediator 
21 (1) An agency and a parent or guardian of a 

child may, at any tirne. agree to the appointment of a 
rnediator to attempt to resolve matters relating to the child 
\vho is or  may become a child in need of protective services. 

Stay of proceedings 
(2) Where a médiator is appointed pursuant to 

subsection (1) after proceedings tu determine whether the 
child is in need of protective services have been commenced, 
the court, on the application of the parties. may grant a stay 
of the proceedings for a period not exceeding three months. 

Extension of tirne iimits 
(3) While a stay of proceedings pursuant to sub- 

section (2)  is in effect. any time limits applicable ta the 
proceedings are extended accordingly. 1990. C. 5. S. 21 

"sustantiat risk" defined 
22 (1) In this Section, "substantial risk" means a 

real chance of danger that  is apparent on the evidence. 
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C hild is in need of protective services 
(2) A child is in need of protective services 

where 

(a) the child has suffered physical h a m ,  
inflicted by a parent or guardian of the child or  
caused by the failure of a parent or guardian to 
supervise and protect the child adequately; 

(b) there is a substantial risk that  the 
chiid will suffer physical harm inflicted or  caused 
as described in clause (a); 

(c) the child has been sexually abused by 
a parent or guardian of the child, or  by another 
person where a parent or guardian of the child 
knows or should know of the possibility of sexual 
abuse and fails to protect the child; 

(d) there is a substantial risk tha t  the 
child will be sexually abused as described in 
clause (cl: 

( e )  a child requires medical treatrnent to 
cure, prevent or alleviate physical harm or suf- 
fering, and the child's parent or guardian does not 
provide, or refuses or is unavailable or is unable 
to consent to, the treatment; 

(0 the child has suffered emotional harm. 
demonstrated by severe anxiety, depression, 
withdrawal, or self-destructive o r  aggressive be- 
haviour and the child's parent o r  guardian does 
not provide, or refuses or is unavailable o r  unable 
to consent to, services o r  treatment to remedy or 
alleviate the harm; 

(g) there is a substantial risk that the 
child will suffer emotional harm of the kind 
described in clause (0, and the parent or guardian 
does not provide, o r  refuses or is unavailable or  
unable to consent to, services or treatment to 
remedy or  alleviate the harm; 
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(h) the child suffers frorn a mental, emo- 
tional or developmental condition that, if not 
remedied, could seriously impair the child's 
development and the child's parent or  guardian 
does not provide, o r  refuses or is unavailable 01 
unable to consent to, services or  treatment ta 
remedy or alleviate the condition; 

(i) the child bas suffered physical or emo- 
tionai h m  caused by being exposed to repeated 
domestic violence by o r  towards a parent 01 
guardian of the child, and the child's parent oi 
guardian fails or refuses to obtain services oi 
treatment to remedy or aileviate the violence; 

(j) the child has suffered physical hanr 
caused by chronic and serious neglect by a parenl 
or  guardian of the child, and the parent or guard, 
ian does not provide, or  refuses or is unavailablc 
o r  unable to consent to, seMces or txeatment tc 
remedy or alleviate the harm; 

(ja) there is a substantial ri& that thi 
child will suffer physical h m  idicted or  causec 
as described in clause (j); 

(k) the child has been abandoned, thr 
child's only parent or guardian has died or i! 
unavailable to exercise custodial rights over - thc 
child and has not made adequate provisions fo: 
the child's care and custody, or the child is in thc 
care of an agency or another person and the par 
ent or guardian of the child refuses or  is unable O: 
unwilling to resume the child's care and custody; 

(1) the child is under twelve yearç of agi 
and has killed or seriously injured another pers01 
o r  caused serious damage to another person': 
property, and semices o r  treatment are necessar 
to prevent a recurrence and a parent or guardiai 
of the child does not provide, or  refuses or i 
unavailable or unable ta consent to, the necessq 
services or treatment; 

MAY 17.1991 
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(m) the child is under twelve years of age 
and has on more than one occasion injured 
another person or caused loss o r  damage to 
another person's property, with the encourage- 
ment of a parent or guardian of the child or 
because of the parent o r  guardian's failure or 
inability to supervise the child adequately. 1990. 
c. 5, S. 22; 1996, c. 10, S. 1. 

Duty to report 
23 (1) Every person who has information, whether 

or not i t  is confidential or privileged, indicating that a child 
is in need of protective services shall forthwith report t h a t  
information to an agency. 

Restriction on civil action 
(2) No action lies against a person by reason of 

that person reporting information pursuant to subsection 
(l), unless the reporting of that information is done falsely 
and maliciously. 

Off ence and- penalty 
(3) Every person who contravenes subsection 

(1) is guilty of an offence and upon summary conviction is 
liable to a fine of not more than two thousand dollars or  to 
imprisonment for a period not exceeding six months or to 
both. 

Limitation perîod 
(4) No proceedings shall be instituted pursuant 

to subsection (3) more than two years after the contravention 
occurred. 

Offence and penalty 
(5) Every person who falsely and maliciously 

reports information to an agency indicating that a child is in 
need of protective services is guilty of an offence and upon 
summary conviction is liable to a fine of not more than  two 
thousand dollars or to imprisonment for a period not exceed- 
ing six months or to both. 1990, C. 5, S. 23; 1996. C. 10. S. 2. 

MAY 17,1936 
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Offence and penalty 
(6) Every person who contravenes subsection 

(2) is guilty of an  offence and upon sumrnax-y conviction is 
liable to a fine of not more than five thousand doIlars or to 
imprisonment for a period not exceeding one year or to both. 

Limitation period 
(7) No proceedings shall be instituted pursuant 

to subsection (6) more than two years after the contravention 
occurred. 

Offenc 

reports 
may be 
offence 

e and penalty 
(8) Every person who falsely and maliciously 

information to an agency indicating that a child is or 
suffering or rnay have suffered abuse is guilty of an 

- - - and upon sumrnary conviction is liable to a fine of not 
more than two  thousand dollars or tu imprisonment for a 
period not exceeding six months or to both. 1990. c. 5, a 24; 
1996, c. 10, S. 3. 

Interpretation of Section 
25 (1) In this Section, "abuse by a person other 

than a parent or guardian" means that  a child 

(a) has suffered physical harm, inflicted 
by a person other than a parent or guardian of the 
child or caused by the failure of a person other 
than a parent or guardian of the child to super- 
vise and protect the child adequately; 

(b) has been sexually abused by a person 
other than a parent or guardian or  by another 
person where the person, not being a parent or 
guardian, with the care of the child knows or 
should know of the possibility of sexual abuse and 
fails to protect the child; 

(c) has suffered serious emotional harm, 
dernonstrated by severe anxiety, depression, 
withdrawal, or self-destructive or aggressive 
behaviour, caused by the intentional conduct of a 
person other than a parent or guardian. 

MAY 17.1- 
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"suffer abuse" defined 
24 (1) In this Section, "suffer abuse", when used il 

reference to a child, mesns be in need of protective service 
within the meaning of clause (a!; (c), (el, (O, (hl, (i? or (j) c 
subsection (2) of Section 22. 

Duty of prohssionals and officials to report 
(2) Notwithstanding any other Act, eïery pei 

son who performs professional or of'ficial duties with respec 
to a child, including 

(a) a health care professional, including 
physician, nurse, dentist, pharmacist or psycholc 
gist; 

(b) a teacher, school principal, socia 
worker, family counsellor, member of the clergl 
operator or employee of a day-care facility; 

(c) a peace officer or a medical examiner; 

(d) an operator o r  employee of a chilc 
caring facility or child-care service; 

(el a youth or recreation worker, 

who, i n  the course of that penon's professional or ofici; 
duties, has reasonable grounds to suspect tha t  a child is c 

* may be suffering or may have suffered abuse shall forthwit 
report the suspicion and the information upon which i t  
based to  an agency. 

Application of Section 
(3) This Section applies whether or not t h  

information reported is confidential or privileged. 

Effect on Section 23 
(4) Nothing in this Section affects the oblig: 

tion of a penon referred to  in subsection (2) to report info 
mation pursuant to Section 23. 

Restriction on civil action 
(5) No action lies against a person by reason 1 

that person reporting information pursuant t o  subsectic 
(2) ,  unless the reporting is done falsely and maliciousiy. 

MAY 17.19 
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Duty to report third-party abuse 
(2) Every person who has information, whetiei 

or not i t  is confidential or priviieged, indicating that a chilc 
is or may be suffering or may have suffered abuse by z 
person other than a parent or  guardian shall forthwitk 
report the information tu an agency. 

Offence and penalty 
(3) Every person who contravenes subsectior 

(2) is guiity of an offence and upon summary conviction ii 
liable to a fine of not more than two thousand dollars or t< 
imprisonrnent for a penod not exceeding six months or tc 
both. 

Limitation period 
(4) No proceedings shall be instituted pursuani 

to subsection (3) more than two years after the contraventiox 
occurred. 

Restriction on civil action 
(5) No action lies against a person by reason O 

that person reporting information pursuant to subsection (2 
unless the reporting of that  information is done falsely a m  
maliciously . 
Offence and penalty 

(6) Every person who falsely and maliciousl: 
reports information to an agency indicating that a child is O: 
rnay be suffering or may have suffered abuse by a pers01 
other than a parent o r  guardian is guilty of an offence an( 
upon summary conviction is liable to a fine or not more thai 
two thousand dollars o r  to imprisonment for a period no 
exceeding six months or to both. 1990. C. 5. S. 25; 1996. c. iû. S. 4. 

Order to produce documents for inspection 
26 (1) Upon the ex parte application of an agency 

where the court is satisfied that  

(a) there are reasonable and. probabll 
grounds to believe that a person or organizatioi 
has possession, custody o r  control of records O 
documents containing information necessary fo 
the agency to determine whether a child is i i  
need of protective services; and 

MAY 17,199' 
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(b) that person or organization has 
refused or is unwilling to permit the production 
and inspection of those records o r  documents, 

the court rnay grant an order directing that person or organi- 
zation to produce the records or documents for inspection by 
an agent. 

Order for access or entry 
(2) Where an agent has been refused access to a 

child or entry to premises where a child resides or is located, 
the agency may apply ex parte to the court and, where the 
court is satisfied that there are reasonable and probable 
grounds to believe that the child may be in need of protective 
services and that it is necessary to 

(a) enter specified plremises; 

(b) conduct a physical examination of the 
child; 

(c) interview the child; 

(d) search specified premises and take 
possession -of anything that  there are reasonable 
and probable grounds to believe will afford evi- 
dence tha t  a child is in need of protective services; 

(e) remove the child and attend with the 
child for a medical examination of, or interview, 
the child on such reasonable terms and conditions 
as the court may order, including the presence of 
a parent or guardian or, in their absence, some 
other suitable adult person, 

to determine whether the child is in need of protective 
services, the court may gan t  an order authorizing an agent 
narned therein to do anything referred to in clauses (a) to (el 
as the court considers necessary t o  so determine. 

Assistance of peace officer 
(3) An agent acting pursuant to subsection (2) 

may enlist the assistance of a peace officer. 

MAY 17.1996 
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In camera hearing 
(4) A hearing in respect of an application made 

pursuant to this Section shall be held in camera except that 
the court may permit any person to  be present if the court 
considers it appropriate. 1990, C. 5, S. 26. 

MAY 17.199 
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shall make a11 reasonable efforts to locate or contact a parent 
or guardian or, in the absence of a parent or guardian, a 
relative of the chiid who is willing and abIe to provide for the 
child's care. 

Duty of agency 
(2) Where a parent or guardian is located or 

contactai, the agency shall immediately 

(a) return the child to the parent or 
guardian; 

(b) at the request of the parent or guard- 
ian, place the child with another person with the 
consent of that other person; or 

(c) take the child into care as permitted 
by and in accordance with Section 33. 

Duty of agent 
(3) Where the agency is unable within seventy- 

two hours to locate or contact a parent or guardian or, in the 
absence of a parent or guardian, a relative of the child who is 
willing and able to provide for the child's care, the agent 
shall take the child into care as permitted by and in accor- 
dance wi th Section 33. i 990, C. 5. s. 28. 

Run-away child 
29 (1) Upon the ex parte appIication of a parent or 

guardian, or an agency having the care and custody of a 
child, where the court is satisfied that 

(a) the child has withdrawn from the care 
and control of the parent or guardian or the 
agency. as the case rnay be, without the consent of 
the parent or guardian or the agency, respective- 
ly; and 

(b) the parent or guardian or the agency, 
as the case may be, has reasonable and probable 
grounds to believe that the child's health or safety 
may be a t  risk, 
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Right O t peace officer to detain child 
27 (1) Where a peace ofiicer has reasonable and 

probable grounds to believe that a child is in need of pro- 
tective services, the peace officer rnay detain the child and 
shall forthwith take such reasonable steps as are necessary 
to 

(a) notify an agency and the child's parent 
or guardian of the detention; and 

(b) deliver the child to an agent or, with 
the approval of the agent. return the child to the 
child's parent or guardian. 

Duty of peace officer 
(2) Where a peace officer has reasonable and 

probable grounds to believe that a child has committed an 
offence for which the child cannot be convicted because the 
child was under twelve years of age. the peace officer may 
detain the child and shall forthwith take such reasonable 
steps as are necessary to 

(a) return the child to the child's parent or 
guardian; or 

(b) deliver the child to an agent or, where 
an agent so instructs, return the child to the 
child's parent or guardian. 

Duty of agent 
(3) Where a child is delivered to an agent pur- 

suant to subsection (1) or (21, the agent shall immediately 
return the child to the child's parent or guardian or, as per- 
mitted- by and in accordance with Section 33, take the child 
intn care. 1990, C. 5, S. 27- 

Abandoned child 
28 (1) Where i t  appears to an agent that a child 

has been abandoned, a child's only parent or guardian has 
died, or no parent or guardian of the child is available to 
exercise custodial rights over the child or has made adequate 
provision for the child's care. the agency rnay assume the 
temporary care and custody of the child, for a period not to 
exceed seventy-two hours, during which time the agency 
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the court may issue an order authorizing a peace officer to 
locate and detain the child and, upon detaining the child, the 
peace officer shall. as soon as is practicable, 

(c) return the child to the parent or 
guardian or the agency named in the order; or 

(dl deliver the child to an agent. 

Duty of agent 
(2) Where a child is delivered to an agent 

pursuant to subsection (l), the agent shall immediately 
either return the chiid to the child's parent or  guardian or, as 
permitted by and in accordance with Section 33, take the 
child into care. 

In camera heating 
(3) A hearing in respect of an application made 

pursuant to this Section shall be held in camera except tha t  
the court may permit any person to be present if the court 
considers it appropriate. 1990. C. 5 .  S. 29. 

Protective-intervention order 
30 (1) Upon the application of an  agency, a judge 

of the Trial Division of the Supreme Court, including a local 
judge thereof, may rnake a protective-intervention order 
pursuant to this Section directed to any person where the 
judge is satisfied that the person's contact with a child i s  
causing, or is likely to cause, the child to be a child in need of 
protective senrices. 

Contents of order 
(2) The judge may make a protective- 

intervention order in the child's best interests, ordering tha t  
the person named in the order 

(a) cease to reside with the child; 

(b) not  contact the child or associate in 
any way with the child, 

and imposing such tenns and conditions as the judge 
considers appropriate for implementing the order and pro- 
tecting the child. 
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Duration of order 
(3) A protective-intervention order made pur- 

suant to this Section is in force for such period, not exceeding 
six months, as the order specifies. 

Variation of order 
(4) Upon the application of the agency or the 

person named in the rotective-intervention order, a judge of P the Trial Division o the Supreme Court. including a local 
judge thereof, may €rom time to time Vary or terminate the 
order or extend the order for a further period, each not ex- 
ceeding six months. 

Assistance of peace officer 
(5) Where an order is made pursuant to this 

Section, the agency may enlist the assistance of a peace 
officer to enforce the order. 

Offence and penalty 
(6) Any person who contravenes a protective- 

intervention order is guilty of an offence and u n summary r conviction is liable to a fine of not more than ive thousand 
dollars or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding one 
year or to both. 

Application of Section 94 
(7)  Section 94 applies mutatis mutandis to a 

hearing pursuant to this Section. 1990. c. 5 ,  S. 30. 

"proceeding" defined 
31 In Sections 32 to 49, "proceeding" means a pro- 

ceeding pursuant to those Sections. 1990. C. S. s. 3 i .  

Court application by agency 
32 An agency may make application to the court to 

detennine whether a child is in need of protective services 
or, where a n  agent has taken a child into care punuant to 
Section 33 without an application having been made 
pursuant to this Section, the agency shall make such appli- 
cation. 1990, C. 5. S. 32. 
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Taking into care 
33 (1) An agent may, a t  any time before or after an 

application to determine whether a child is in need of pro- 
tective services has been commenced, without warrant o r  
court order take a child into care where the agent has 
reasonable and probable grounds to believe that the child is 
in  need of protective services and the child's health or safety 
cannot be protected adequately otherwise than by taking the 
child into care. 

Notice 
(2) On takin a child into care, an agent shall 

forthwith serve a notice O f taking a child into care upon the 
parent or guardian if known and available to be served. 

Assistance of peace officer 
(3) An agent taking a child into care may enlist 

the assistance of a peace officer. 

Temporary care and custody 
(4) Where a child has been taken into care 

pursuant to this Section, an agency has the temporary care 
and custody of the child until a court orders otherwise or the 
child is returned ta the parent or guardian. 1990, C. S. S. 33. 

Order authorizing entry and search 
34 (1) Where a parent or guardian or other person 

has refused to give up the child or to permit entry to 
premises where the child may be located and the court is 
satisfied on the basis of a n  agent's sworn information that 
there are reasonable and probable grounds to believe that 

(a) the child is in need of protective ser- 
vices; and 

(b) the child's health or safety cannot be 
protected adequately otherwise than by taking 
the child into care, 

the court may issue an order ex parte authorizing an agent 
named therein to enter, by force if necessary, any remises 

t r  specified in the order and to search for the chi1 for the 
purpose of takin the child into care as permitted by and in 8 accordance with ection33. 

SEFTE.U BER 3,1991 
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Contents oforder 
(2) Where it  is not practicable, an order made 

punuant to subsection (1) need not describe the child by 
name or specify any particular premises. 

Entry and search without order 
(3) Where an agent has teasonable and prob- 

able grounds to believe a child is in need of proteetive 
services and the health or safety of a child is in immediate 
jeopardy, the a ent may. without warrant or court order, 
enter, by force i f necessary, any premises and search for the 
child for the purpose of taking the child into care as per- 
mitted by and in accordance with Section 33. 

Assistance of peace officer 
(4) An agent acting pursuant to this Section 

may enlist the assistance of a peace officer. 

In camera hearing 
(5)  A hearing pursuant to this Section shall be 

held in camera except that the court may permit any person 
to be present if the court considers it approriate. 1990. c. 5. 
S. 34. 

Return of child 
35 An agent rnay. at any time prior to the first 

hearing of an a plication to determine whether a child is a 
child in need O f protective-services, return the child taken 
into care to the parent or guardian, where such return would 
be consistent with the purpose of this Act and not contrary to 
any outstanding court order or written agreement, and, 
where the child is returned, the agency may withdraw its 
application. 1990, C.  S. S. 35. 

Parties to proceeding 
36 (1) The parties to a proceeding punuant to Sec- 

tions 32 to 49 are 

- (a) the agency; 

(b) the child's parent or guardian; 
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(c) the chiId, where the child is sixteen 
years of age or more, unless the court otherwise 
orders pursuant to subsection (1) of Section 37; 

(dl the child, where the child is twelve 
years of age or more, if so ordered by the court 
pursuant to subsection (2) of Section 37; 

(el the child, if so ordered by the court 
pursuaut to subsection (3) of Section 37; and 

(O any other person added as a party at 
any stage in the proceeding pursuant to the 
Fumily Coud Rules. 

Minister as party 
(2) At any stage of a proceeding, where an 

agency other than the Minister is a party, the court shall add 
the Minister as a party upon application by the Minister. 

Indian c M d  
(3) Where the child who is the subject of a pro- 

ceeding is known to be Indian or may be Indian, the Mi'kmaq 
Family and Children's Services of Nova Scotia shall receive 
notice in the same manner as a party to the proceedings and 
rnay, with its consent, be substituted for the agency thai 
cornmenced the proceeding. 

Rights of foster parent 
(4) On a hearing to review a disposition ordel 

pursuant to Section 46 or on an application to terminate, oi 
Vary access under, an order for permanent care and custodj 
pursuant to Section 48, a foster parent, who has cared for thc 
child continuously during the six months immediatelj 
before the hearing or application, 

(a) is entitled to the same notice of thi 
proceeding as a party; 

(b) may be present at the hearing; 

(c) may be represented by counsel; and 

(d) may make submissions to the court, 
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but shall take no further part in the hearing aithout leave of 
the court. 1990. c. a, S. 36; 1996, C. 10, S. 5. 

Child 16 or more as party 
37 (1) A child who is sixteen years of age or more is 

a party to a proceeding unless the court otherwise orders 
and, if a party, is, upon the request of the child, entitled to 
counsel for the purposes of a proceeding. 

Child 12 or more as party 
(2) A child who is twelve years of age or more 

shall receive notice of a proceeding and, upon request by the 
child at any stage of the proceeding, the court may order that 
the child be made a party to the proceeding and be 
represented by counsel, where the court determines that 
such status and representation is desirable to protect the 
child's interests. 

Appointment of guardian 
(3) Upon the application of a party or on its own 

motion, the court may, at any stage of a proceeding, order 
that a guardian ad litern be appointed for a child who is the 
subject of the proceeding and, where the child is not a party 

. to the proceeding, that the child be made a party to the 
proceeding, if the court determines that such a guardian is 
desirable to protect the child's interests and, where the child 
is twelve years of age o r  more, that the child is not capable of 
instructing counsel. 

Fees and disbursement s of guardian 
(4) Where a child is represented by counsel or a 

guardian ad litern pursuant to this Section, the Minister 
shall in accordance with the regulations, pay the reasonable 
fees and disbursements of the counsel or guardian as the 
case may be, including the reasonable fees and disburse- 
ment .  of counsel for the guardian. 1990. C. 5. S. 37- 

Full disclosure 
38 (1) Subject to any claims of privilege, an agency 

shall make full, adequate and timely disclosure, to a parent 
or guardian and to any other Party, of the allegationç, 
intended evidence and orders sought in a proceeding. 

MAY 17.1- 
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Order for disclosure or discovery 
(2)  Upon the application by a party, the court 

may order disclosure or discovery by any other party i n  
accordance with the Family Court Rules and the Civil Pro- 
cedure Rules. 1990. c. 5 ,  s. 38. 

[nterim hearing 
39 (1) As soon as practicable, bu t  in any event no 

Later than five working days after an application is made to 
determine whether a child is in need of protective services or 
a child has beep taken into care, whichever i s  earlier, the 
agency shall bring the matter before the court for an interim 
hearing, on two days' notice to the parties. but  the notice 
may be waived by the parties or by the court. 

No reasonable and probable grounds 
(2) Where a t  an interim hearing pursuant to 

subsection (1) the court finds that  there are no reasonable 
and probable grounds to believe that  the child is in  need of 
protective services, the court shall dismiss the application 
and the child. if in the care and custody of the  agency, shall 
be r e t ~ r n e d  forthwith to the parent o r  guardian. 

Adjournrnent 
(3) Where the parties cannot agree upon, or the 

court is unable to cornplete an interim hearing respecting, 
interim orders punuan t  to subsection (41, the  court may 
adjourn the interim hearing and rnake such interim orders - pursuant to subsection (4) as may be necessary pending 
completion of the hearing and subsection ( 7 )  does not apply 
to the rnaking of an  interim order pursuant to this sub- 
section, but  the court shail not adjourn the matter until it 
has determined whether there are reasonable and probable 
grounds to believe that  the child is in need of protective 
services. 

Completion of interim hearing 
(4) Within thirty days after the child has been 

taken into care or an  application is made, whichever is 
earlier, the court shall cornplete the interim hearing and 
make one or  more of the following interim orders: 
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(a) the child shall remain in or be re- 
turned to the care and custody of a parent or 
guardian; 

(b) the child shall remain in or be re- 
turned to the care and custody of a parent or 
guardian. subject to the supervision of the agency 
and on such reasonable terms and conditions as 
the court considers appropriate, including the 
future taking into care of the child by the agency 
in the event of non-corn liance by the parent o r  P guardian with any speci ic terms or conditions; 

(c) a parent or guardian or other person 
shall not reside with or contact or associate in any 
way with the child; 

(dl the child shall be placed in the care 
and custody of a person other than a parent o r  
guardian, with the consent of that  other person. 
subject to the. supervision of the agency and on 
such reasonable terms and conditions a s  the court 
considen appropriate; 

( e )  the child shall remain or be placed in 
the care and custody of the agency: 

(O a parent or guardian or other person 
shall have access ta the child on such reasonable 
t e m s  and conditions as the court considen appro- 
priate and, where a n  order is made pursuant to 
clause ( c i )  or (e), access shall be granted to a 
parent or  guardian unless the court is satisfied 
that  continued contact with the parent o r  guard- 
ian would not be in the child's best interests; 

(g) referral of the child or  a parent or 
guardian for psychiatrie. medical or  other exami- 
nation or assessrnent. 

Child taken into care subsequent to interim order 
(5) Where, subsequent to an interim order 

being made pursuant to subsection (4). the agency takes a 
child into care pursuant to Section 33 or  clause (b) of 
subsection (4). the agency shall, as soon as practicable but in 
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any event within five working days after the child is taken 
into care, bring the matter before the court and the court 
may punuant to subsection (9) Vary the interim order. 

"substantial risk" defined 
(6) In subsection (7). "substantial risk" means a 

real chance of danger that is apparent on the evidence. 

Limitation on clauses (4)(d) and (e)  
(7) The court shall not make an order pursuant 

to clause (d) or (e) of subsection (4) unless the court is 
satisfied that there are reasonable and probable grounds to 
believe that there is a substantial risk to the child's health or 
safety and that  the chiid cannot be protected adequately by 
an order pursuant to clause (a). (b) or (cl. 

PIacement considerations 
(8) Where the agency places a child who is the 

subject of an order pursuant to clause (el of subsection (41, 
the agency shall, where practicable. in order to ensure the 
best interests of the child are senred. take into account 

(a) the desirability of keeping brothen 
and sisters in the same family unit; 

(b) t h e  need to maintain contact with the 
child's relatives and friends: 

(c) the preservation of the child's cultural, 
racial and linguistic heritage; and 

(d) the continuity of the child's education 
and religion. 

Variation o r  termination of order 
(9) The court may, at any time prior to the 

making of a disposition order pursuant to Section 42, Vary or 
terminate an order made pursuant ta subsection (4). 

Application of Sections 32 to 49 
(IO) Sections 32 to 49 apply notwithstanding 

that the child becomes sixteen years of age after the child is  
taken into care or after the making of the application to 
determine whether the child is in need of protective senrices. 
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Evidence 
(Il)  For the purpose of this Section, the court 

may admit and act on evidence that  the court considers cred- 
ible and trustworthy in the circumstances. 1990. c. 5. S. 39. 

Protection hearing 
40 ( 2 )  Where an application is made to the court to 

determine whether a child is i n  need of protective services, 
the court shall, not later than ninety days after the date of 
the application, hold a protection hearing and detennine 
whether the child is in need of protective services, 

Evidence 
(2) In a hearing punuant  to this Section, the 

court shall not admit evidence relatingonly to the making of 
a disposition order pursuant to Section 42 unless al1 parties 
consent to the admission of such evidence or consent to the 
consolidation of the protection and disposition hearings. 

Ad missions 
(3) A parent or guardian may admit that  the 

child is in need of protective services as alleged by the 
agency. 

Determination by court 
(4) The court shall determine whether the child 

is in need of protective services as of the date of the pro- 
tection hearing and shall, at the conclusion of the protection 
hearing, state, either in writing or orally on the record, the 
court's findings of fact and the evidence upon which those 
findings are based. 

Child not in need of protective services 
(5 )  Where the court finds that the child is not in 

need of protective services, the court shall dismiss the appli- 
cation. 1990, c. 5, S. 40. 

Disposition hearing 
4 1 (1) Where the court finds the child is in need of' 

protective services, the court shall, not later than ninety 
days after so finding, hold a disposition hearing and make a 
disposition order pursuant to Section 42. 
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Evidence 
(2 )  The evidence taken on the protection hear- 

ing shall be considered by the court in making a disposition 
order, 

Plan for child 
(3) The court shall, before making a disposition 

order, obtain and consider a plan for the child's care, pre- 
pared in writing by the agency and including 

(a) a description of the services to be 
provided to remedy the condition or situation on 
the basis of which the child was found in need of 
pro tective services; 

(b) a statement of the criteria by which 
the agency will determine when its care and cus- 
tody or supervision is no longer required; 

(c) an estimate of the time required to 
achieve the purpose of the agency's intervention; 

(d) where the agency proposes to remove 
the child from the care of a parent or guardian, 

(i) an explanation of why the child 
cannot be adequately protected while in the 
care of the parent or guardian, and a 
description of any past efforts to do so, and 

(ii) a staternent of what efforts, if 
any, are planned to maintain the child's con- 
tact with the parent or guardian; and 

(el where the a ency proposes to remove B the child permanently rom the care or custody of 
the parent or guardian, a description of the 
arrangements made or being made for the child's 
long-term stable placement. 

Consequences of consent order 
(4) Where a parent or guardian consents to a 

disposition order being made unuant to Section 42 that 

and custody, the court shall 
t would remove the child from t e parent or guardian's care 
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(a) ask whether the agency has offered the 
parent or guardian services that would enable the 
child to remain with the parent or guardian; 

(b) ask whether the parent or ardian Y has consulted and, where the child is twe ve years 
of age or more, whether the child has consulted 
independent legal counsel in connection with the 
consent; and 

(c) satisfy itself that the parent or guard- 
ian understands and, where the child is twelve 
years of age or older, that the child understands 
the nature and consequences of the consent and 
consents to the order being sought and every 
consent is voluntary. 

Duty of court upon making order 
(5) Where the court makes a disposition order, 

the court shall give 

(a) a statement of the plan for the chiid's 
care that the court is applying in i ts  decision; and 

(b) the reasons for its decision, including 

( i )  a statement of the evidence on 
which the court bases its decision, and 

(ii) where the disposition order has 
the effect of removing or keeping the child 
from the care or custody of the parent or 
guardian, a statement of the reasons why 
the child cannot be adequately protected 
while in the care or custody of the parent or 
guardian. 1990. C. 5, s 41. 

Disposition order 
42 (1) At the conclusion of the disposition hearing, 

the court shall make one of the following orders, in the 
child's best interests: 

(a) dismiss the matter; 
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Ib) the child shall remain in or be re- 
turned to the care and custody of a parent or 
guardian, subject to the supervision of the 
agency, for a specified period. in accordance with 
Section 43; 

(c) the child shall remain in or be placed 
in the care and custody of a person other than a 
parent or guardian, with the consent of that other 
person, subject to the supervision of the agency, 
for a specified period. in accordance with Section 
43; 

(d) the child shall be placed in the 
temporary care and custody of the a ency for a 
specified period. in accordance with ections 44 
and 45; 

8 
(e) the child shall be placed in the tem- 

porary care and custody of the agency pursuant to 
clause (d) for a specified period and then be 
returned to a parent or guardian or other person 
pursuant to clauses (b) or (cl for a specified period, 
in accordance with Sections 43 to 45; 

(fl 'the child 'shall be placed in the per- 
manent care and custody of the agency, in accor- 
dance with Section 47. 

Restriction on removal of child 
(2) The court shali not make an order removing 

the child from the care of a parent or guardian unless the 
court is satisfied that  less intrusive alternatives, including 
services to promote the integrity of the family punuant  ta 
Section 13, 

(a) have been attempted and have failed; 

(b) have been refused by the parent or 
guardian; or 

(c) would be inadequate to protett the 
child, 
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Piacement considerations 
(3) Where the court determines tha t  i t  is 

necessary to remove t he  child from the care of a parent or 
guardian, the court shall, before making an order for 
temporary or permanent care and custudy pursuant to clause 
(d), ( e )  or (0 of subsection (1). consider whether it is possible 
to place the child with a relative, neighbour or other mernber 
of the child's community or extended family pursuant to 
clause (c) of subsection (1). with the consent of the relative or  
other person. 

Limitation on clause (1 )(f) 
(4) The court shall not make an order for per- 

manent care and custody pursuant to clause (0 of subsection 
(l), unless the court is satisfied that the circumstances justi- 
fying the order are unlikely to change within a reasonably 
foreseeable time not exceeding the maximum tirne limits, 
based upon the age of the child, set out in subsection (1) of 
Section 45, so that the child can be returned to the parent or 
guardian. 1990. c. 5, S. 42. 

Terms of supervision order 
43 (1) Where the court makes a supervision order 

punuant  to clause (b), (cl or (e) of subsection (1) of Section 
42, the court may impose reasonable terms and conditions 
relating to the child's care and supervision, including 

(a) a requirement that the agency super- 
vise the child within the residence of the child; 

(b) the place of residence of the child and 
the person with whom the child must, with the 
consent of t h a t  person, reside; 

(CI the frequency of visits at  the residence 
of the child by the  agency; 

(dl that  a parent or guardian or  other per- 
son shall not reside with or contact or associate in 
any way with the  child; 

(el access to the child by a parent or 
guardian or  other person; 
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(0 the assessment, treatrnent o r  services 
to be obtained for the child by a parent or guard- 
ian or other person having the care and custody of 
the child; 

(g) the assessment. treatment or services 
to be obtained by a parent or guardian or other 
person residing with the child; and 

(h) any other tems the court considers 
necessary. 

Right of entry 
(2) Where the court makes a supervision order, 

any representative of the supervising agency has the right to 
enter the residence of the child to provide guidance and 
assistance and to ascertain that  the child is  being properly 
cared for. 

Provision for non-cornpliance 
(3) As a term of the supervision order, the court 

rnay provide that non~compliance with any specific tem or 
condition of the order may entitle the agency to take the 
child into care and, where the agency takes the child into 
care pursuant to this subsection or Section 33, as soon as is 
practicable, but i n  any event within five working days after 
the child is taken into care, the agency shall bring the 
matter before the court and the court may review and Vary 
the order pursuant to Section 46. 

Duration of order 
(4) A supervision order made pursuant to 

clause (b), (c) or (e) of subsection (1) of Section 42 may be for 
a period less than twelve months. but in no case shall a 
supervision order or orders extend beyond twelve consecu- 
tive months of supervision from the date of the initial 
supenrision order pursuant to Section 42, subject to the 
maximum time limits set out in subsection (1) of Section 45 
where an order is made pursuant to clause (el of subsection 
(1) of Section 42. 1990, C. 5, S. 43. 

Terms of temporary care and custody order 
44 (1) Where the court makes an order for tem- 

porary care and custody punuant  to clauses (d) or (e)  of sub- 
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section (1) of Section 42, the court may impose reasonable 
terms and conditions, including 

(a) access by a parent o r  guardian to the 
child, unless the court is satisfied that continued 
contact with the parent or guardian would not be 
in the best interests of the child; 

(b) access by any other penon to the child; 

(c)  the assessment, treatment or services 
to be obtained for the child by a parent o r  
guardian or other person seeking the care and 
custody of the child; 

(d) the assessment, treatment or services 
to be obtained by a parent or guardian, or other 
person residing with the child; 

(e) where an order is being made pur- 
suant to clause (e) of subsection (1) of Section 42, 
the circumsknces or time when the child may be 
returned to the parent or guardian or  other per- 
son under a supenrision order; and 

(f) any terms the court'considers neces- 
sary. 

Medical treatment 
(2) Where an order for temporary care and cus- 

tody is made, the court may impose as a terrn or condition of 
the order that the parent or guardian shall retain any right 
that the parent or guardian rnay have to give or refuse 
consent to medical treatment for the child. 

Placement considerations 
(3) Where the agency places a child who is the 

subject of an order for temporary care and custody, the 
agency shall, where practicable, in order to ensure the best 
interests of the child are sewed, take into account 

(a) the desirability of keeping brothers 
and sisters in the same famil y unit; 
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(b) the need to maintain contact with the 
chiid's relatives and friends; 

(c) the presemation of the child's cultural. 
racial and linguistic heritage: and 

(d) the continuity of the child's education 
and religion. 1990. c. 5. S. U. 

Total duration of disposition orders 
45 (1) Where the court has made an order for 

temporary care and custody, the total period of duration of 
al1 disposition orders, including any supervision orders, 
shall not exceed 

(a) where the child was under six years of 
age at the time of the  application commencing the 
proceedings, twe1ve months; or  

(b) where the child was six years of age or 
more but under twelve years of age at the time of 
the application comrnencing the proceedings, 
eighteen months, 

frorn the date of the initial disposition order. 

Duration of order for temporary care and custody 
(2) The period of duration of an order for tem- 

porary care and custody, made pursuant to clause (d) or (e) of 
subsection (1) of Section 42, shall not exceed 

(a) where the child or youngest child that 
is the subject of the  disposition hearing is under 
three yean of age at the time of the a p  lication 

rl commencing the proceedings. three mont s; 

(b) where the child or youngest child that  
is the subject of the disposition hearing is three 
years of age or more but  under the age of twelve 
years, six months; or  

(c) where the child or youngest child that 
is the subject of the disposition hearing is twelve 
years of age or  more, twelve months. 
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Application of time limits 
(3) Where a child that is the subject of an order 

for temporary care and custady becomes twelve yean of age, 
the time limits set out in subsection (1) no longer apply and 
clause ( c )  of subsection (2) applies to any further orders for 
temporary care and custody. 1990. c. 5. S. 45. 

Application for review 
46 (1) A party may at any time appiy for review of 

a supervision order or an order for temporary care and 
custody, but in any event the a ency shall apply to the court f for review prior to the expiry O the order or where the child 
is taken into care while under a supervision order. 

Transfer of supervision to another agency 
(2) Where al1 parties consent, the supervision 

by an agency of a child under a supervision order or the care 
and custody of a child under an order for temporary care and 
custody may be transferred to another agency, with the 
other agency's consent. and, where al1 parties, including the 
other agency, do not so consent, the court may, upon 
application, order the transfer of an agency's supervision or 
care and custody to another agency, in the child's best inter- 
ests. 

Care and custody pending hearing 
(3) Where an application is made punuant to 

this Section, the child shall, prior to the hearing, rernain in 
the care and custody of the person or agency having care and 
custody of the chitd, unless the court is satisfied, upon 
application, that the child's best interests require a change 
in the child's care and custody. 

Matters to be considered 
(4) Before making an order pursuant to subsec- 

tion (51, the court shall consider 

(a) whether the circumstances have 
changed since the previous disposition order was 
made; 

(b) whether the plan for the child's care 
that the court applied in its decision is being 
carried out; 
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(c) what is the least intrusive alternativi 
that is in the child's best interests; and 

(d) whether the requirernents of subsecs 
tion (6) have been met. 

Powers of court on review 
(5) On the hearing of an application for review 

the court may, in the child's best interests, 

(a) Vary or terminate the disposition ordel 
made pursuant to subsection (1) of Section 42 
including any term or condition that is part O 
that order; 

(b) order that the disposition order ter 
minate on a specified hture date; or 

(c) make a further or another order pur 
suant to subsection (1) of Section 42, subject to thc 
time limits specified in Section 43 for supervisioi 
orders and in Section 45 for orders for temporaq 
care and custody. 

Furthèr order for temporary care and custody 
(6) Where the court reviews an order for tem 

porary care and custody, the court may make a further orde 
for temporary care and custody unless the court is satisfiei 
that the circumstances justifying the earlier order for tem 
porary care and custudy are unlikely to change within i 
reasonably foreseeable time not exceeding the remainder o 
the applicable maximum time period pursuant to subsectioi 
(1) of Section 45, so that the child can be returned to th 
parent or guardian. 1990. c. 5, S. 46. 

Consequences of permanent care and custody order 
47 (1) Where the court makes an order for pel 

manent care and custody pursuant to clause (0 of subsectio: 
(1) of Section 42, the agenc is the legal guardian of the chil K and as such has al1 the rig ts, powers and responsibilities c 
a parent or guardian for the child's care and custody. 
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Order for access 
(2) Where an order for permanent care and 

custody is made, the court may make an order for access by a 
'parent or guardian or other person, but the court shall not 
make such an order unless the court is satisfied that  

(a) permanent placement in a family set- 
ting has not been plamed or is not possible and 
the person's access will not impair the child's 
future opportunities for such placement; 

(b) the child is at least twelve years of age 
and wishes to maintain contact with that  person; 

(c) the child has been or will be placed 
with a person who does not wish to adopt the 
child; or 

(d) some other special circumstance justi- 
fies making an order for access. 

Variation or termination of order 
(3) Any access ordered pursuant to subsection 

(2) may be varied or  terminated in accordance with Section 
48. 

Restriction on granting order 
(3A) Where the child has been placed and is 

residing in the home of a person who has given notice of 
proposed adoption by filing the notice with the Minister, no 
application for an order granting access may be made during 
the continuance of the adoption placement until 

(a) an application for adoption is made 
and the application is dismissed, discontinued o r  
unduly delayed; or 

(b) there is an undue delay in the making 
of a n  application for adoption. 

Religion 
(4) Where practicable, a child who is the subject 

of an order for permanent care and custody shall be placed 
with a family of the child's own religious faith but, where 
such placement is not available within a reasonable tirne, 
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the child may, with the approval of the Minister, be placed ir 
the most suitable home available. 

Culture, race or language 
(5) Where practicable, a child, who is the sub* 

ject of an order for permanent care and custody, shall bi 
placed with a family of the child's own culture, race or lang 
uage but, if such placement is not available within a reason 
able time, the child may be placed in the  most suitable homt 
available with the approval of the Minister. 

Trander of permanent care and custody 
(6) An agency may, with the approval of thc 

Minister, transfer the permanent care and custody of a chilc 
to another agency. 

Consequence of transfer 
(7) Where the permanent care and custody of 4 

child is transferred from one agency to another agency, thi 
agency to which the permanent care and custody is trans 
ferred is the legal guardian of the child and as such has al 
the rights, powers and responsibilities of a parent, and thi 
agency making the transfer ceases to have those rights 
powers and responsibilities in relation to the child. 1990, C. 5 
S. 47; 1996, c. 10, S. 6. 

Termination of permanent care and custody order 
48 (1) An order for permanent care and custod: 

terminates when 

(a) the child reaches nineteen years c 
age, unless, because the child is pursuing a: 
education program or because the child is under. 
disability, the court orders that the agency's pel 
manent care and custody be extended until th 
child reaches twenty-one years of age; 

(b) the child is adopted; 

(c) the child marries; or  

(d) the court terminates the order for pei 
manent care and custody pursuant to this Set 
tion. 
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Age of Majority Act 
(2) In subsection (11, "twenty-one years of age" 

means twenty-one years of age notwithstanding the Age of 
ilhjority Act. 

Application to V a r y  or terminate order 
(3) A party to a proceeding may apply to 

terminate an order for permanent care and custody or to 
Vary access under such an order, in accordance with this 
Section, including the child where the child is sixteen years 
of age or more at the time of application for termination or 
variation of access. 

Restriction on application for order 
(4) Where the child has been placed and is 

residing in the home of a person who has given notice of 
proposed adoption by filing the notice with the Minister, no 
application to terminate an order for permanent care and 
custody may be made during the continuance of the adoption 
placement until 

(a) the application for adoption is made 
and the application is dismissed, discontinued or 
unduly delayed; or 

(b) there is an undue delay in the makinp 
of an application for adoption. 

Application by agency 
(5)  Subject to subsection (4), the agency rnay 

apply at any time to terminate an order for permanent care 
and custody. 

Restriction on right to apply 
(6) Notwithstanding subsection (31, a party , 

other than the agency, may not apply to terminate an order 
for permanent care and custody 

(a) within thirty days of the rnaking of the 
order for permanent care and custody; 

(b) while the order for permanent care 
and custody is being appealed pursuant to Section 
49; 
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(c) except with leave of the court, within 

(i) five months after the expiry of 
the time referred to  in clause (a), 

(ii) six months after the date of the 
dismissal or discontinuance of a previous 
application by a party, other than the 
agency, to terminate an order for permanent 
care and custody, or 

(iii) six months after the date of the 
final dis osition or discontinuance of an P appeal O an order for permanent care and 
custody or of a dismissal of an application to 
terminate an order for permanent care and 
custody pursuant to subsection (a), 

whichever is the later; or 

(d) . except with Ieave of the court, after 
two years from 

(i) the expiry of the time referred to 
in clause (a), or 

(ii) the date of the final disposition 
or discontinuance of an appeal of an order 
for permanent care and custody pursuant to 
Section 49, 

whichever is the later. 

Powers of court on application to V a r y  access 
(7)  On the hearing of an application to V a r y  

access under an order for permanent care and custody, the 
court rnay, in the child's best interests, confirm, va- or ter- 
minate the access. 

On application to terminate care and custody 
(8) On the hearing of an application to termi- 

nate an order for permanent care and custody, the court may 

(a) diçmiss the application; 
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(b) adjoum the hearing of the application 
for a period not to exceed ninety days and refer 
the child, parent or guardian or other person 
seeking care and custody of the child for psychi- 
atric, medicai or other examination or assess- 
ment; 

(c) adjoum the hearing of the application 
for a period not to exceed six months and place the 
child in the care and custody of a parent or 
guardian, subject to the supervision of the 
agency; 

(d) adjoum the hearing of the application 
for a period not to exceed six months and place the 
child in the care and custody of a person other 
than a parent or guardian, with the consent of 
that other person, subject to the supervision of the 
agency; or 

(e) terminate the order for permanent 
care and custody and order the retum of the child 
to the care and custody of a parent or guardian or 
other person. 

Application of certain provisions 
(9) Where the court makes a supenision order 

pursuant to clause (c) or (d) of subsection (8), subsections (11, 
(2) and (3). of Section 43 and subsection (1) of Section 46 
~ P P ~ Y  

Matters to be considered 
(10) Before making an order pursuant to subsec- 

tion (B), the court shall consider 

(a) whether the circumstances have 
changed since the making of the order for per- 
manent care and custody; and 

(b) the child's best interests. 

Report to Minister 
(11) Where 

MAY 17.1998 
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(a) a child is and has been throughout the 
immediately preceding year in the permanent 
care and custody of an agency: 

(b) no application to terminate or to V a r y  
access to the child has been heard durhg that 
tirne; and 

(CI subsection (4) does not apply, 

the agency shall at least once during each calendar yeal 
t h e r e h r  submit a written report t o  the Minister in the 
form prescribed by the regulations concerning the circum- 
stances of the child and the agency's plan for the child's care 
and placement and the Minister shall review the report and 
make such further inquiries as are considered necessary 
1990, c. 5, S. 48; 1996, c. 10, S. 7, 

Appeal 
49 (1) ~n order of the court pursuant to any O: 

Sections 32 to 48 may be appealed by a party to the Appea; 
Division of the Supreme Court by f i h g  a notice of ap ea 
with the Registrar of the Appeal Division within thirty ay: 
of the order. 

B 
S ~ Y  

(2) A party may apply to the court at the time O 
the order for an order staying the execution of the order, O: 
any part of the order, for a period not to exceed ten days. 

S tay b y Appeal Division 
(3) Where a notice of appeal is filed pursuant ti 

this Section, a party may apply to the Appeal Division of th( 
Supreme Court for an order staying the execution of th1 
order, or any part of the order, appealed. 

Hearing of appeal 
(4) Where a notice of appeal is filed pursuant t 

this Section, the Minister is responsible for the timel 
preparation of the transcript and the appeal shalI be hear 
by the Appeal Division of the Suprerne Court within ninet 
days of the filing of the notice of appeal or such longer perio 
of time, not tu exceed sixty days, as the Court deems appn 
priate. 

M A Y  17.199 
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Further evidence 
(5) On an appeal pursuant to  this Section, the 

Appeal Division of the Supreme Court may in its discretion 
receive further evidence relating to events after the 
appealed order. 

Duty of Appeal Division 
(6) The Appeal Division of the Supreme Court 

shall 

(a) c o n f i  the order appealed; 

(b) rescind or Vary the order. or 

(c) make any order the court could have 
made. 1990, c. 5, S. 49; 1996. C. IO, S. 8. 

Determination of religion and maintenance 
50 (1) Where an application is made to determine 

whether a child is in need of protective services, the court 
shall, after the court has determined whether the child is in  
need of protective services and made a disposition order 
pursuant to Section 42, determine the child's religion, if any, 
and maintenance issues. 

Religion 
(2) For the purposes of the determination 

pursuant to subsection (l), a child has the religious faith 
agreed upon by the child's parents or  guardians, subject t o  
the child's views and wishes if they can be reasonably 
ascertained, but where there is no agreement or the court 
cannot readily determine what the religious faith agreed 
upon i s  or whether any religious faith is agreed upon, the 
court may determine what the child's religious faith is, if 
any. 1990 c. 5, S. 50; 1994-96. e. 7. S. 11. 

\ 

5 1 repeuled 1994-95, c. 7, S. 12. 
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Inquiry by court into maintenance 
52 (1) Upon the application of the agency or thr 

Minister, the court shall inquire into the ability to support s 
child of a parent or guardian or other person liable under the 
law for the maintenance of the child. 

Order to pay 
(2) Where the court is satisfied that the pareni 

or guardian or other person has sufficient means to enablt 
the parent or guardian or other penon to contribute toward! 
the maintenance of the child, the court may order the paren 
or guardian or other person to pay to 

(a) the Minister; or 

(b) the court for payment to the agency, 

a sum not exceeding the maintenance costs for maintaininl 
the child pursuant to this Act, during the time which thc 
child is cared for by an agency pnor to and after the makinl 
of the order and a sum equal to the expenses incurred for 

MAY 17.199 
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taking the child into care, or in lieu thereof. a lump sum 
determined by the Governor in Council. 

Review of ability to pay 
(3) Upon the application of the agency, the 

Minister or the person against whom an order is made, the 
court shall review the ability to pay of the person against 
whom the order is made, and upon such a review the court 
may Vary the order as the court deems proper. 1990. c. 5. S. 52; 
1994-95, C, 7, S. 13. 

Effect of maintenance order 
53 Where a maintenance order is made, pursuant to 

Section 52, the order may be appealed or enforced as an order 
made pursuant to the Family Maintenance Act. 1990. C. 5, S. 53. 

Interpretation of Sections 55 to 60 
54 In Sections 55 to 60, 

(a) "legd-aid office" means an office providing 
legal aid pursuant to the h g a l  Aïd Act; 

(b) "secure treatment facility" means a facility 
or part of a facility approved or licensed by the Minister 
as a secure treatment f a d i  ty. 1990, c. 5, S. 54. 

Secure-treatment certificate 
55 (1) Upon the request of an agency, the Minister 

may issue a secure-treatment certificate for a period of not 
more than five days in respect of a child in care, if the 
Minister has reasonable and probable grounds to believe 
that 

(a) the child is suffering from an emo- 
tional or behavioural disorder; 

SEST PACE IS PACE SS 
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(b) i t  is necessary to confine the child in 
order to remedy or alleviate the disorder; and 

(c )  the child refuses or  is unable to con- 
sent to treatment. 

Form of certificate 
(2) A secure-treatment certificate shall be in 

the form prescribed by the regulations and shall include 

(a) the reason for the confinement; 

(b) the duration of the certificate; 

(c) the date, place and time of t he  hearing 
pursuant to subsection (4); and 

(dl a statement that the child mav be 
repesented by counsel at  any hearing, inclÜding 
the address and telenhone nurnber of the nearest 

A 

legal-aid of ice .  

Service of certificate 
(3) A secure-treatment certificate shall be 

senred upon the child who is the subject of the certificate and 
upon the nearest legal-aid office not more than one day after 
it  is issued. 

Appearance before court 
(4) Where a secure-treatment certi ficate has 

been issued pursuant to this Section, the Minister or the 
agency shall appear before the court before the certificate 
expires, to satisfy the court that this Section has been 
complied with and, if a n  application is made pursuant to 
Section 56, for the application to be heard pursuant to tha t  
Section. 1990, C. 5 .  S. 55. 

Application for secure-treatment order 
56 (1) The Minister or an agency with the consent 

of the  Minister may make an appIication to the court for a 
secure-treatment order in respect of a child in care. 

SEPTEMBER 3.1991 
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Service of application 
(2) The Minister shall serve the application 

upon the child and upon the nearest legal-aid office and, 
where the child in care is not a child in permanent care and 
custody, upon the child's parent or guardian. 

Powers of court 
(3) After a hearing, the court may make a 

secure-treatment order in respect of the child for a period of 
not more than thirty days if the court is satisfied that 

(a) the child is suffering from an emo- 
tional or behavioural disorder; 

(b) i t  is necessary ta confine the child in 
order to remedy or alleviate the disorder; and 

(c)  the child refuses o r  is unable to con- 
sent to treatment. 

Renewal of order 
(4) Upon the application of the Minister or the 

agency and after a hearing before the expiry of a secure- 
treatment order, a secure-treatment order may be renewed 
in respect of the child, for a p d o d  of not more than ninety 
days in the case of a first or subsequent renewal, if the court 
is satisfled that 

(a) the child is suffering from an emo- 
tional or behavioural disorder; 

(b) i t  is necessary to confine the child in 
order to remedy or alleviate the disorder; 

(c) the child refuses or  is unable to con- 
sent to treatment; and 

(d) there is an appropriate plan of treat- 
ment for the child. 1990, C. 5. S. 56. 

Application for review of secure-treatment order 
57 (1) A child who is the subject of a secure-treat- 

ment order, a parent or guardian of a child other than the 
parent or  guardian of a child in permanent care and custody. 
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the Minister or the agency may apply to the court for review 
of a secure-treatment order. 

Restriction on  right to apply 
(2) An application for review may be made at 

any time by the Minister o r  the agency but, except with 
leave of the court, an application for review may otherwise 
be made only once during the period of any secure-treatment 
order or during the period of any renewal of a secure- 
treatment order. 

Power of court on review 
(3) After hearing a n  application for review and 

after considering clauses (a) to (d) of subsection (4) of Section 
56, the court may make an order confirming, varying or 
terrninating the secure-treatrnent order, but in no case shall 
the period of the secure-treatment order be extended. 1990. 
c. 5. S. 57. 

Duty of court 
58 (1) Upon making, renewing or reviewing a 

secure-treatment order, the court shall give reasons for i t s  
decision and shall inform the child and the parent or 
guardian, other than the parent or guardian of a child in 
permanent care and custody, of the review, renewal and 
appeal provisions pursuant to Section 56 and 57 and 
subsection (2). 

Appeal 
(2) An order pursuant to Section 56 or  57 may 

be appealed in accordance with Section 49 by the Minister, 
the agency, the child or the parent or guardian other than 
the parent or guardian of a child in the permanent care and 
custody. 1990. c. 5, S. 58. 

Secure-treatment certificate as authority 
59 (1) A secure-treatment certificate or order is 

sufficient authority for a peace oficer or agent to apprehend 
and convey the child named in the certificate or order to a 
secure treatment facility and to detain the child while being 
conveyed to a secure treatment facility. 

SEPTEX BER 3.1-1 
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Duty of secure-treatrnent facility 
(2) Upon a secure-treatment certificate or order 

being issued, the person in charge of a secure treatment 
facility shall admit the child to the facility, if the child is not 
already resident in the facility. and shall be responsible for 
ensuring that the child is provided with the diagnostic and 
treatment services in accordance with the terms of the 
certificate or order and the needs of the child. 

Apprehension of child 
(3) Where the child who is the subject of a 

secure-treatment certificate or order leaves a secure treat- 
ment facility when a leave of absence has not been granted 
or fails to return to a facility in accordance with the terms of 
a leave of absence, a peace officer or agent may apprehend 
the child and return the child to the secure treatment 
facility. ~990.  C. 5. S. 59. 

Leave of absence from secure-treatment facility 
60 (1) During the period of a secure-treatment 

certificate or order, the person in charge of the secure treat- 
ment facility may ant the child a leave of absence from the 
facility for medicar humanitarian or rehabilitative reasons 
on any terms or conditions that the person in charge 
considers necessary. 

Transfer of child 
(2) Where- the child named in the secure- 

treatment certificate or order is in a secure treatment 
facility, the child may, with the approval of the Minister, be 
transferred to another secure trea trnent facili ty and 
subsection (1) of Section 59 applies while the child is being 
transferred. 1990. c. 5. S. 60. 

Refusal to consent to medical treatment 
61 (1) Where a child is in the care or custody of a 

parent or guardian who refuses to consent to the provision of 
proper medical or other recognized remedial care or treat- 
ment that is considered essential by two duly qualified 
medical practitioners for the preservation of life, limb or 
vital organs of a child and the Minister is notified thereof, 
the Minister shall apply tu the court forthwith for a hearing. 
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Prompt hearing 
(2)  Where an application is made pursuant to 

subsection (1). the court shall hear the matter as soon as pos- 
sible upon such notice to the parent or guardian as is prac- 
tical. 

Parties 
(3) The parties to the proceeding are the Minis- 

ter, the parent or gÜardian and &ch other persons as the 
court may order. 

Order 
(4) Upon hearing the matter, the court may 

make a n  order 

(a) dismissing the rnatter; 

(b) authorizing the provision of proper 
medical or  other recognized remedial care or 
treatment that  is considered essential by a duly 
qualified medicat practitioner for the preserva- 
tion of life; limb or  vital organs or  the prevention 
of unnecessary suffering of the child; 

(c) prohibiting the parent or guardian or  
any other person from obstructing the provision 
of the care or treatment ordered pursuant to 
clause (b); 

(d) requiring the parent or guardian to 
deliver the child to the place where the care or 
treatment will be provided: 

(e) including any other terms, including 
the duration of' the order, that the court considen 
necessary. 

Variation of order 
(5 )  The court may confirm, Vary, rescind or ter- 

minate an order made punuant  to subsection (4) upon the 
application of a party. 1990. C. S. S. 61. 
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"abuse" defmed 
62 In Sections 83 ta 66. "abuse" of a child by the per- 

son means that the child 

(a) has suflered physical harm, inflicted by the 
person or caused by the person's failure to supervise 
and protect the child adequately; 

(b) has been sexually abused by the erson or 
by another person where the person, having e care of tg 
the child, knows or should know of the possibility of 
sexual abuse and fails to protect the child; or 

(CI has suffered serious emotional harm, dem- 
onstrated by severe anxiety, depression, withdrawal, or  
self-destructive or ag essive behaviour, caused by the  ff intentional conduct O the person. 1990. C. 5, S. 62. 

Child Abuse Register 
63 (1) The Minister shall establish and maintain a 

Child Abuse Register: 

Entry of information 
(2) The Minister shall enter the name of a per- 

son and such information as is prescribed by the regulations 
in the Child Abuse Register where 

(a) the court finds that a child is in  need of 
protective services in respect of the person within 
the meaning of clause (a) or (c) of subsection (2) of 
Section 22; 

(b) the penon is convicted of an offence 
against a child pursuant to the Criminal Code 
(Canada) as prescribed in the regulations; or 

(c) the court makes a finding punuant to 
subsection (3). 

Application for finding of abuse 
(3) The Minister or an agency may apply to the 

court, upon notice to the person whose name is intended to be 
entered in the Child Abuse Register. for a finding that. on 
the balance of probabilities, the person has abused a child. 

SEPTEMBER 3.1991 
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In camera hearing 
(4) A hearing pursuant to subsection (3) shall 

be heId in cantera except the court rnay permit any person to 
be present if the court considers it appropriate. 1990. C. 5. S. 63. 

Notice of entry in Child Abuse Register 
64 (1) A person whose name is entered in the Child 

Abuse Register shall be given written notice of registration 
in the form prescribed by the regulations. 

Application to remove name 
(2) A person whose name is entered on the 

Child Abuse Register may apply to the court at any time to 
have the person's name removed from the Register and, if 
the court is satisfied by the person that the person does not 
pose a risk to children, the court shall order that  the person's 
name be removed from the Register. 1990. C. 5. S. M. 

Apped respecthg Cbild Abuse Register 
65 A decision of the court pursuant to subsection (3) 

of Section 63 or subsection (2) of Section 64 may, within 
thirty days of the decision, be appealed to the Appeal 
Division of the Supreme Court and subsection (4) of Section 
63 applies mutatis mutandis to the hearing of an appeal. 
1990, c. 5, S. 63. 

ComEdentiality of information in Chüd Abuse Register 
66 (1) The information in the ChiId Abuse Regis- 

ter is c ~ ~ d e n t i a l  and shall be available only as provided in 
this Section. 

Right to inspect 
(2) A person whose name is entered in the Child 

Abuse Register is entitled to inspect the information relat- 
ing to that person entered in the Register. 

Release of information with consent of Minister 
(3) With the approval of the Minister, the 

information in the Child Abuse Register may be 

(a) disclosed to an agency, including any 
corporation, society, federal, provincial, munici- 
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pal or foreign state. government depürtment, 
board or agency authorized or mandated to 
investigate whether or not a child is in need of 
protective services; 

(aa) disclosed to the police by an agency 
where the police and the agency are conducting a 
joint child abuse investigation; 

(b) used for the purposes of research as 
prescribed by the regulations. 

Release of information with consent of person 
(4) Upon the receipt of a request in writing 

from a person as prescribed by the regulations and with the 
written consent of the person to whom the request relates, 
the Minister may disclose information in the Child Abuse 
Register concerning 

(a) a person applying to adopt a child or to 
be a foster parent; or 

(b) a person, including a volunteer, who is 
or would be caring for or  working with children, 

and the person who receives the information shall treat the 
information as c ~ ~ d e n t i a l .  

Offence and penalty 
(5) Every person who contravenes subsection 

(4) and every director, offke  or employee of a corporation 
who authorizes, permits or concurs in such a contravention 
by the corporation is guilty of an offence and upon summary 
conviction is liable to a fine of not more than five thousand 
dollars or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding one 
year or to both. 1990, c. 5 .  a 66: 1996. e. 10. S. 9. 

Interpretation of Sections 67 to 87 
67 (1) In this Section and Sections 68 to 87, 

(a) "adopting parent" means a person who 
has filed a notice of proposed adoption or has 
commenced an application for adoption; 

MAY 17.f996 
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(b) "adoptive parent" means a person who 
has acquired the legal status of parent of a child 
by virtue of an order for adoption; 

(c) "child in m e "  means a child in respect 
of whom there exists an order for permanent care 
and custody or a child in respect of whom there 
exists an adoption agreement; 

(d) "father" of a child means the biological 
father of the child except where the child ia 
adopted and in such case means, subject to sub. 
section (4) of Section 72, the father by adoption; 

(e) "mother" means the biological mothei 
of the child except where the child is adopted anc 
in such case means, subject to subsection (4) O 
Section 72, the rnother by adoption; 

(0 "parent" of a child means 

(i) the mother of the child, 

(ii) the father of the child where th( 
child is a legitimate or legitimated child, 

(iii) an individual having custody o 
the child, 

(iv) an individual who, during th 
twelve months before proceedings for ad01 
tion are commenced, has stood in loc 
parentis to the child 

(v) an individual who, under a wrir 
ten agreement or a court order, is require 
to provide support for the child or has 
right of access to the child and has, at an 
time during the two years before proceec 
ings for adoption are commenced, provide 
support for the child or exercised a right 
access, 

(vi) an individual who has acknow 
edged paternity of the child and who 

MAY 17.19 
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(A) has an application before a 
court respecting custody, support or 
access for the child at the time pro- 
ceedings for adoption are commenced, 
or 

(B) has provided support for or 
has ererciçed access to the child at any 
time during the two years before pro- 
ceedings for adoption are commenced, 

but does not include a foster parent. 

T h e  of commencement of adoption proceedings 
(2) Proceedings for adoption are commenced 

wi thin the meaning of this Section on the day when 

(a) a notice of proposed adoption is filed 
with the Minister pursuant to this Act; or . 

(b) in the case of a chiid sixteen years of 
age or more for whom no notice of proposed adop- 
tion has been given, an application.for adoption is 
commenced. 1990. C. 5. a 67. 

Adoption agreement 
68 (1) A parent of a child may enter into an adop- 

tion agreement with a child-placing agency whereby the 
child is voluntarily given up to the child-placing agency for 
the purpose of adoption. 

Duration of agreement 
(2) The term of an adoption agreement shall be 

for a period not to exceed one year and, in the case of a new- 
born child, shall not be effective until fifteen days after the 
birth of the child. 

Prerequisite for placement 
(3) A child shall not be placed in a home for the 

purpose of adoption pursuant to an adoption agreement 
unless and until every parent of the child has entered into 
such an agreement. 
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Termination of agreement 
(4) Subject to subsection (5), where the child 

has not been placed in a home for the purpose of adoption, a 
parent who entered into the adoption agreement may, in 
writing, at any time dwing the term of the agreement, 
notify the child-placing agency that the parent wishes to 
terminate the agreement and have the child retumed to the 
parent. 

Restriction on temination 
(5) Where a child has been placed in a home fm 

the purpose of adoption as a result of an adoption agreement, 
and the persons with whom the child is placed have filed a 
notice of proposed adoption with the Minister prior to the 
expiration of the term of the agreement, then, notwith- 
standing subsection (2). the adoption agreement continues in 
force and may not be terminated by the parent who entered 
into the agreement, unless and until the application for 
adoption is dismissed, discontinued or unduly delayed. 

Retuni of child - 
(6) On receipt of a notice pursuant to subsection 

(4) from, or the expiry of the adoption agreement with, the 
parent from whom the child was received, the child-placing 
agency shall-retum. the child to that parent unless the child 
is taken into care as permitted by and in accordance with 
Section 33. 

Duty of agency on termination of agreement 
(7) On receipt of a notice pursuant to subsection 

(4) €rom, or the expiry of the adoption agreement with, a 
parent who is not the parent from whom the child was 
received, the child-placing agency shall 

(a) declare in writing that al1 adoption 
agreements respecting the child are terminated, 
notifying where possible the other parties to such 
adoption agreements, and return the child to the 
parent from whom the child was received; or 
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(b) take appropriate steps to have the 
child taken into care as permitted by and in accor- 
dance with Section 33, in which case al1 adoption 
agreements are terminated as and when the child 
is taken into care. 

parent 
(8) Where a parent has entered into an adon- 

tion agreement, the child-placing agency shall, where t6e 
parent's whereabouts are known to the agency, advise the 
parent when the child has been placed in a home for the 
purpose of adoption or provide such information upon 
request by a parent. 

Form of adoption agreement 
(9) An adoption agreement shall be in the form 

prescribed by the regulations. 

Consequence of agreement 
(10) Where a parent has entered into an agree- 

ment pursuant to subsection (l), the child-placing agency 
has al1 the rights, powen and responsibilities of that parent 
so long as the adoption agreement continues in force. 

Notice to Mi'kmaq Family and Children's Services 
(11) Where an agency other than the Mi'kmaq 

Family and Children's Services has reason to believe that a 
child who is to be the subject of an  adoption agreement is or 
may be an Indian child, the agency shall not enter into an 
adoption agreement respecting the child until fifteen days 
after the agency has notified the Mi'kmaq Family and 
C hildren's Services. 

Notice to Mi'kmaq Family and Children's Services 
(12) Where, subsequent to the execution of a n  

adoption agreement ard prior to the placement for adoption 
of the child who is the subject of the adoption agreement, the 
agencv determines that the child is or  mav be an Indian 
child," the agency shall, as soon as poss~ble. notify the 
Mi'kmaq Family and Children's Services and shall not dace 
the child for adoption until fifteen days have elapsedTrom 
the date of such notification. 1990. c. 5. S. 68; 1996. C. 10. S. 10. 
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Notice to Minister of placement for adoption 
69 (1) Every person who receives a child fron 

another person for the purpose of adoption shall within te: 
days of such reception inform the Minister. 

Application of subsection (1) 
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply where the pei 

son who receives the child is the father or mother of th 
chiid, 

Offence and penalty 
(3) Any person who gives or receives, or agree 

to give or to receive, any payment or reward, directly o 
indirectly , 

(a) in consideration of the placement fa 
adoption of a child; or 

(b) to procure a child for the purpose c 
adoption, 

is guilty of an offence and upon summary conviction is liabl 
to a fine of not more than ten thousand dollars or to in 
prisonment for a term of not more than two years or to bot1 
1990, c. 5, S. 69. 
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Restriction on placement for adoption 
70 (1) No person shall place or receive a child for 

the purpose of adoption unless 

(a) al1 necessary consents for adoption 
have been obtained; 

(b) a parent whose consent to the adoption 
is required has, before giving the consent, re- 
ceived professional counselling by a person or a 
member of a class of persons approved for tha t  
purpose by the Minister; 

(c) a social and medical history respecting 
the biological father and biological mother has 
been prepared, if the biological father and 
biological mother or either of them are known 
and available, by a person or a member of a class 
of persons approved for that purpose by the 
Minister; and 

(d) -the home where the child is to be 
placed has been identified to an agency in the 
area where the adopting parents reside, 

except where 

( e )  the child is placed by a child-placing 
agency ; 

(f) the child is laced by the father or P mother with a relative O the father o r  mother; 

(g) one of the applicants for adoption is 
the father or mother of the child. 

Offence and penalty 
(2) A peson who places or receives a child for 

the purpose of adoption where subsection (1) has not been 
complied with is guilty of an offence and upon surnmary 
conviction is liable to a fine of not more than ten thousand 
dollars or to imprisonment for a term of not more than two 
years or to both. 
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Child in permanent care and custody with access order 
(3) No child in permanent care and custody and 

in respect of whorn there is an order for access pursuant to 
subsection (2) of Section 47 may be placed for adoption 
unless and until the order for access is tenninated pursuant 
to Section 48. 1990. C. 5, S. 70. 

Taking child outside Province without certificate 
71 (1) No penon shall take o r  attempt to take any 

child under tweive years of age, who is a resident of or was 
born in the Province, out of the Province for the purpose of 
being adopted or  brought up outside of the Province unless 
the person is in possession of a certificate issued by the 
~Minister punuant  to this Section except where a child is 
being taken by 

(a) the father or  mother of the child; or  

(b) a relative of the father or mother of the 
child to be adopted by o r  to reside with tha t  
relative. 

Appeal from refusa1 of certificate 
(2) There is an appeal to the court from the 

refusal of the Minister to g a n t  a certificate pursuant to 
subsection (1). 

Service of notice of appeal 
(3) Notice of the  appeal shall be given to the 

Xnister within thirty days of the refusal or within such 
further period as the court may allow. 

Record and evidence 
( 4 )  Upon such notice the Minister shall forward 

to the court the Minister's complete record of the case and 
either party to the  appeal rnay give evidence and cal1 
wi tnesses. 

Hearing and determination 
(5) The court shall conduct a hearing into the 

matter and cause to be made such further inquiries as it 
deems necessary, and may confinn the refusa1 of the 
Minister or direct the Minister to issue a certificate. 
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Offence and penalty 
(6) Every one who violates subsection (1) is 

guilty of an offence and upon surnmary conviction is liable to 
a fine of not more than ten thousand dollars or to im- 
prisonment for a period not exceeding two years or to both. 
I W O ,  c. 5, S. 71. 

Right to adopt 
72 (1) A person of the age of majority may, in the 

manner herein provided, adopt as that penon's child another 
person younger than that person where 

(a) the applicant resides or is domiciled in 
the Province; or 

(b) the person proposed în be adophd was 
born. resides or is domiciled in the Province or is a 
child in care. 

Spouse of applicant as CO-ap licant 
(2) Subjëct to this &? ection. if the applicant has a 

husband or wife. who is over the age of majority and is of 
sound rnind, the husband or wife shall join in the applica- 
tion. 

Spouse of applicant is father or mother 
(3) If the husband or wife of the applicant is the 

father or mother of the person proposed to be adopted, 
although not over the age of majority, he or s h e  rnayjoin in 
the application. 

Legitimate parent 
(4) The husband or wife of the applicant if he or 

she is also the legitimate arent of the person proposed to be 
rl adopted, need not join in t e application, and in that case the 

relationship of such husband or wife or of his or her kindred 
with the person proposed ta be adopted continues and is in no 
way altered by any order for adoption made in favour of the 
applicant, who becomes the other parent of the person 
proposed to be adopted by such an order. 

Effect of death of one applicant 
(5)  Where one of the applicants for an adoption 

dies after notice of the proposed adoption has been given to 
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the Minister. the surviving applicant may proceed with the 
application and an order for adoption by the surviving 
applicant alone may be made. 

Consenting person as ado ting parent r (6) A person w ose consent to an adoption is 
required by this Act is not prohibited from becoming a father 
or mother by adoption of the person in respect of whom the 
person has given consent to adopt. 1990. C. 5. S. 72. 

Application for adoption 
73 An application for adoption shall be made to the 

court. 1990, c. 5, ss. 73,109. 

Adoption of  person 12 or more 
74 (1) Where the person proposed to be adopted is 

twelve years of age or more and of sound mind, no order for 
the person's adoption shall be made without the person's 
wri tten consent. 

Consent of spouse of proposed adoptee 
(2 )  Where the person proposed to be adopted is 

married, no order for the person's adoption shaH be made 
without the written consent of the person's spouse. 

Consent of parents 
(3) Where the person proposed to be adopted is 

under the age of majority and is not a child in care. no order 
for the child's adoption shall be made, except as herein 
provided, without the written consent to adoption of the 
child's parents which consent may not be revoked unless the 
court is satisfied that the revocation is in the best interests of 
the child. 

When consent to be given 
(4) A written consent to adoption referred to in 

subsection (3) has no force and effect unless i t  is given not 
l e s  than fifteen clear days after the birth of the child. 

Subsection (4) does not apply 
(5) Subsection (4) does not apply 
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(a) where the child is placed for the pur- 
pose of adoption by a child-placing agency; 

(b) where the child is placed for the pur- 
pose of adoption by a father o r  mother of the child 
with a relative of the father or mother; 

(c) where one of the applicants for adop- 
tion is the father or  mother of the child; or 

(d) to an adoption agreement made pur- 
suant to Section 68. 

Limitation on civil action 
(6) No action may be taken and no damages 

may be awarded against a penon who does not give a 
consent for adoption, notwithstanding any representation by 
the penon tha t  the consent would be given. 

Child in care of Minister or agency 
(7) No order for the adoption of a child in care of 

the Minister shall be made without the written consent of 
the Minister and no order for the adoption of a child in care 
of an agency shall be made without the written consent of 

- the agency or the Minister. 

Consent of Minister or agency 
(8) Subject to subsection (1) and pursuant to 

subsection ('7). where a child pro osed to be adopted is a child 
in care, the written consent of t e agency or the Minister is 
the only consent required. 

g 

Child given up for adoption 
(9) Where a child has been given up for the 

purpose of adoption pursuant to Section 68. the child-placing 
agency to which the child has been given is entitled, while 
the agreement is in force, to give any consent that otherwise 
may be given by or is required from a person executing the 
agreement, and, while the agreement is in force. the person 
executing the agreement is not required or  entitled to give 
any such consent. 

Out-ocprovince consent 
(10) Where the person proposed to be adopted is 

under the age of majority and either does not reside in the 
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Province or  was brought to the Province for the purpose of 
adoption, the written consent referred to in subsection (3) 
may be given by the officer or person who under the law of 
the province. state or country in which the child resides or 
from which the child was brought may consent to the child's 
adoption. 

Consent by minor parent 
(1 1) Where the parent of a child is under the age 

of majority, the parent may, notwi thstanding the parent's 
age, 

(a) consent to the adoption of the child; or 

(b) enter into an agreement pursuant to 
Section 68. 

Marriage of biological parents of adoptee 
(12) Notwithstanding Sections 49 and 50 of the 

Family Maintenance Act, the marriage of the biological 
father to the mother of a penon subsequent ta the 

invalidate or affect the adoption. 1990. c. 5. S. 74. 
ranting of an  adoption order respecting that  person oes not 

Application to dispense with consent to adoption 
75 (1) Where the applicant seeks to dispense with 

the consent of any living person, the applicant shall give 
tha t  person notice of the time and place of the adoption 
hearing together with a copy of the ap lication and al1 P material proposed to be used in support O i t  not later than 
one month before the hearing of the application. 

Service of notice of adoption 
(2) Notice shall be given by persona1 service or, 

if the penon cannot be so served, by substituted service as 
directed by the court. 

Effect of non-appearance 
(3) Any person served punuant  to subsections 

(1) and (21 who does not  appear at the hearing of the 
application and object to the adoption is deemed to have 
consented to the adoption. 
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Dispensing with consent 
(4) Where the court is satisfied that a person, 

whose consent is required pursuant to subsection (2) or (3) of 
Section 74, 

(a) is dead; 

(b) is unable to consent by reason of disa- 
biiity ; 

(c) is missing or cannot be found; 

(d) has had no contact with the child for 
the two years immediately preceding the adop- 
tion placement; 

(e) has failed, where able, to provide 
financial support for the child for the two years 
immediately preceding the adoption placement; 
or 

(O is a person whose consent in al1 the 
circtimstances of the case ought to be dispensed 
with, 

the court may order that the person's consent bé dispensed 
with if it is in the best interests of the person t o  be adopted t o  
do so. 1990, c, 5, s- 75. 

Prerequisites to adoption 
76 (1) Except as herein provided, where the person 

sought to be adopted is under sixteen years of age, the court 
shall not make an order for the child's adoption unless 

(a) notice of the proposed adoption has 
been given to the Minister not later than  six 
months before the application to the court for an 
order for adoption, or where one of the applicants 
for adoption is a parent of the child, notice of the 
proposed adoption has been given to the Minister 
not later than one month before the application to 
the court for an order for adoption; 
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(b) notice of the hearing of the application 
and a copy of the application and al1 material to  
be used in support of it have been filed with the 
Minister not later than one month before the date 
of the application; and 

(c) the child sought to be adopted has for a 
period of not less than six months immediately 
prior to the application, lived with the applicant 
under conditions that, in the opinion of the court, 
justify the making of the order. 

Modification of prerequisites by Minister 
(2) The Minister may, by certificate in writing, 

shorten the length of any notice or the period of residence 
required by subsection (1) o r  dispense with any notice or 
period of residence. 

Effect of appeal 
(3) In the case of a child who is a child in per- 

manent care and custody, the notice of the proposed adoption 
shall not be given until any appeal from an order for 
permanent care and custody of the child o r  from a decision 
granting o r  refusing an application to terminate an order for 
permanent care and custody is heard and finally determined 
or until the time for taking an appeal has expired. 1990. c. 5. 
S. 76; 1996, c. 10, S. 14. 

Adoption hearing in camera 
77 (1) Every hearing of an application for adoption 

pursuant to this Act shall be held in camera except that the 
court may permit any person to be present if the court 
considers it appropriate. 

Rights of Minister on hearing 
(2) Where the application is for the adoption of 

a person under the age of sixteen years and where neither of 
the applicants is a parent of the child, or one of the appli- 
cants is a parent of the child and there is a dispute as to 
whether the consent of the other parent ought to be dis- 
pensed with, the Minister may 

(a) submit a written recornmendation to 
the court in favour of the adoption; o r  
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(b) appear on the hearing of the applica- 
tion and cal1 evidence respecting the fitness and 
propriety of the proposed adoption haïing regard 
to the best interests of the person to be adopted. 
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Appearance by Minister 
(3) The Minister may appear at  the hearing and 

rnay assist the applicant or a party with respect to the 
application. 

Required information 
(4) The a plicant shall. if possible, identify the 

person to be adoptec! by the birth registration nurnber 
assigned by the proper authority of the person's place of 
birth and not by the person's name. in the title of the 
application and in the adoption order, and, in any such case, 
the applicant shall provide the court with a certificate of 
registration of the birth containing the fullest particulars of 
the birth available. 1990,~. S.S. 77. 

Adoption order 
78 (1) Where the court is satisfied 

(a) as to the ages and identities of the 
parties; 

(b) that every person whose consent is 
necessary and has not been dispensed with has 
given consent freely, understanding its nature 
and .effect and. in the case of a parent, under- 
standing that its effect is to deprive the parent 
permanently of al1 parental rights; and 

(c) that the adoption is proper and in the 
best interests of the person to be adopted. 

the court shall make an order granting the application to 
adopt. 

Change of narne 
(2) The court, by an order for adoption, may 

order such change of name of the person adopted as the 
applicant requests, or  may order that  the name of the person 
adopted shall not be changed by the adoption. 

Surname 
(3) Unless the court otherwise orders, the sur- 

name of an adopted person shall be the surname of the 
person who adopts that person. 
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Indian child 
(4) Where an adoption order is granted in re- 

spect to a child who is or may be an Indian chiid. the 
Minister shall be so advised by the court and the Minister 
shall forward notification of the adoption of the Indian child 
in such form as may be prescribed, to the federal Department 
of lndian and Northern Affairs and to the MicMac Family 
and C hildren's Services of Nova Scotia. 1990, c. 5, S. 78. 

Joint custody order in lieu of adoption 
79 (1) Where a step- arent and the father or P mother with custody of the chi d make application for the 

adoption of a child, the court may in lieu thereof, in the best 
interests of the child. grant an order for joint custody by the 
step-parent and the father or mother rather than an order 
for adoption. 

Application for joint custody 
(2) A step-parent and the father or mother with 

custody of a child may make application to the court for an 
order granting them joint custody of the child. 

Enforcement or variation of order 
(3) Where the court makes an order purçuantto 

subsection (1) or (2) ,  other than where subsection (4) appIies, 
the order may be enforced, varied or rescinded in accordance 
with the Family Maintenance Act. 

Where custody pursuant to Divorce Act 
(4) Where the father or mother pursuant to sub- 

section (1) or (2) has custody of the child pursuant to the 
Diuorce Act (Canada), an application shall be made and the 
matter determined in accordance with the provisions of that 
Act and the C iuil Procedure R d e s .  1990. C. 5, S. '79 

Effect of adoption order 
80 (1) For al1 purposes, upon the adoption order 

being made, 

(a) the adopted person becomes the child 
of the adopting arents and the adopting parents R become the fat er and mother of the adopted 
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erson as if the adopted person had been born in 
Pawful wedlock to the adopting parents; and 

(b) except as provided in subsection (4 )  of 
Section 72. the adopted person ceases to be the 
child of the persons who were the adopted per- 
son's father and mother before the adoption order 
was made and those persons cease to be the par- 
ents of the adopted person, and any care and 
custody or right of custody of the adopted penon 
ceases. 

Relations hips 
(2) The relationship to one another of al1 per- 

sons, whether the adopted person, the adopting parents, the 
kindred of the ado ting parents, the father and mother 
before the making O P the adoption order, the kindred of those 
parents and the father and mother or any other person, shall 
be deterrnined in accordance with subsection ( 1). 

Subsections (1) and (2) do not apply 
(3) Subsections (1) and (2) do not apply for the 

purpose of the laws relating to incest and prohibited degrees 
of kindred for marnage to remove any person from a rela- 
tionship in consanguinity that, but for this Section. would 
have existed. 

"child" or "issue" 
(4) In any enactment, conveyance, trust, settle- 

ment, devise, bequest or other instrument, "chiId" or "issue" 
or the equivalent of either includes an adopted child unless 
the contrary plainly appean by the terms of the enactment 
or instrument. 1990, C. S. S. 80- 

Effect of subsequent adoptions 
81 Subject to subsection (4) of Section 72, al1 the 

legal consequences of the previous adoption order terminate 
upon a subsequent adoption, except so far as any interest in 
any property that has vested. 1990, C. 5.  S. 81. 

Application of Sections 80 and 81 
82 Sections 80 and 81 appiy to al1 orders for adoption 

made in the Province, whether before, on or after the first 
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day of August, 1967, but not so as to divest any interest in 
property that has vested on or before the first day of August. 
1967, 1990, c. 5, S. 82. 

Appeal €rom adoption order 
83 (1) A person aggrieved by an order for adoption 

made by the court rnay appeal therefrom to the Appeal 
Division of the Supreme Court within thirty days of the 
order. 

Application to set aside adoption order 
(2 )  A person aggrieved by an order for adoption 

made without notice to the person hereunder may within one 
year after the date of the order apply to the court to set aside - 
the order and, if, upon such application, the court is satisfied 
that 

(a) the written consent of such person for 
the adoption was obtained by fraud. duress or 
oppressive or unfair means of any kind; 

(b) the person is a person whose written 
consent was required punuant to subsection (3) of  
Section 74 and was not obtained, dispensed with 
or deemed to have been given pursuant to sub- 
section (3)  of Section 75; or 

(cl the person is a parent who was en- 
titled to enter into an adoption agreement pur- 
suant to Section 68 and who did not enter into 
such an agreement, 

and the court considers i t  appropriate ta set aside its order, 
the order may be set aside and, where the order is set aside, 
the court may make an order for custudy or access in the best 
interests of the child. 

Appeal by guardian 
(3) A person under the age of majority whose 

adoption is sought may appeal by the person's guardian ad 
litem but no bond shall be required or costs awarded against 
a penon who acts as a guardian ad litem. 1990, c. 5, S. 83. 
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Limitation period 
84 Where one year has elapsed from the date of an 

order for adoption, the order shal l  not thereafter. in any 
direct or collateral proceeding, be subject to attack or to be 
set aside. t 990, C. 5.5.84- 

Copies of documents to Register General and hlinister 
85 (1) The court shall, within ten days after a n  

order for an adoption is made by the court, f ~ r w a r d  a copy of 
such order, certified to be a t rue  copy, to the Registrar 
General and to the Minister and, where the original name of 
the person tu be adopted does not  appear in  the adoption 
order, a copy of the birth registration certificate shall be 
attached to each copy so forwarded. 

Information in sealed packet 
(2) The order for adoption. the application, the 

material filed and the record of the proceedings, and any 
other written information in the possession of the court. 
shall be kept in a sealed packet and shall not be open to 
inspection except upoli leave of the court or upon an order in 
writing of the Minister. 

Sealed packet to Minister 
(3) Upon the expiry of the appeal period, or a t  

such tirne as an  appeal is concluded. the sealed packet con- 
taining al1 written documentation pursuant to an adoption 
shall be forwarded by the court to the Minister by, subject to 
the regulations, appropriate means having regard to the 
confidential nature of the material. 

Certificate of adoption 
(4) Upon the application of the peson adopted 

or of either of the person's adoptive parents, the Minister 
shall, and in  any other case the Minister may. issue a 
certificate of adoption which shall contain only the following 
particulars of the adoption: 

(a) the name after adoption of the person 
adopted and, if known, the adopted person's sex. 
date of birth and birth registration number; 

(b) the names of the adoptive parents; and 
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(cl the name of the court granting the 
order for adoption and the date of the order. 

Opening of sealed packet 
(5) The Minister may open the sealed packet 

ke t by the Minister for the purpose of obtaining the 
in P ormation required to issue a certificate of adoption or such 
information as the Minister may disclose punuant  to the 
regulations respecting the person adopted as the Minister 
deems necessary and, having obtained that  information, 
shall irnmediately reseal the packet. 

Offence and penalty 
(6) Any agency or employee thereof or servant 

of Her Majesty in right of the Province who discloses any 
information except in the mariner prescribed in subsection 
(4) or (5), or as permitted by the regulations, or upon an 
order of the court or upon an order in writing of the Minister, 
is guilty of an offence and upon summary conviction is Iiable 
to a fine of not more than two thousand dollars or to 
imprisonment for a term of not more than six months or  to 
both. 1990. c. 5. S. 85. 

Effect of out-of-province adoption 
86 Where a person has been adopted in another 

province, state or country according to the iaw of that place 
while domiciled or resident there or having been bom there, 
or while the person's adoptive parent was domiciled or 
resident there, the penon and the person's adoptive parent 
have for al1 purposes in the Province the same status, rights 
and duties as if the adoption had been done pursuant to this 
Act. 1990, c. 5, S. 86. 

Adoption su bsidy 
87 The Minister may grant a subsidy to perçons who 

adopt a child in the permanent care and custody of an 
agency. 1990, C. 5, S. 87. 

Advisory committee 
88 (1) The Minister shall establish an advisory 

cornmittee whose function is ta review annually the 
provisions of this Act and the services relating thereto and to 
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report annually to  the Minister concerning the operation of 
the Act and whether the principles and purpose of the Act 
are being achirved. 

Composition 
(2) The advisory committee shaIl be appointed 

by the Minister, after consultation with the relevant groups 
and individuah, and shall include 

(a) two persons whose children have been, 
are or rnay be in need of protective services; 

(b) a representative from an agency; 

(c) a representative of the Minister; 

(d) a legal aid lawyer; 

(e) two persons drawn from the cultural, 
racial or linguistic minority communities; and 

(0 . such other persons, not exceeding 
three, as the Minister may determine. 

Term of office 
. (3) Appointments to the advisory committee 

shall be for one year and may be renewed. 

Chair 
(4) The advisory committee shall choose one of 

i ts  number to chair the cornmittee. 1990, C. 5, S. 88. 

Order to bring child 
89 Where an application respecting a child is  pend- 

ing before the court, the court may order that the child be 
brought before the court at any time, and for this purpose 
may make such order as the court deems proper. 1990. c. 5. 
S. 89. 

\ 

Enforcement of order 
90 Where a person, who is required by an order of 

the court pursuant to this Act to do an act or to abstain from 
doing an act in relation to the custody, care, or care and 
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custody of a child o r  access to  a child, d isobep the order, the 
court may enforce the order or punish for contempt of court 
in the same manner and following the same procedure as 
provided for such a case in the Supreme Court. 1990. c. 5. S. 90. 

Assistance b y peace officers 
91 (1) It is the duty of al1 peace officers to assist 

agents in carrying out the provisions of this Act. 

Service of process 
(2) It is the duty of peace officers to serve any 

process issued out of any court. 

Fees of peace officers 
(3) Where a court certifies that a peace officer 

has performed sérvices pursuant to this Section, that peace 
officer is entitled to receive fees for services on the scale pre- 
scribed for an indictable offence from the municipality that 
would be liable to pay such fees if the proceeding had been 
such a prosecution. 1990, c. 5. S. 91. 

Offence and penalty 
92 (1) Where a child is the subject of an interim 

order pursuant to Section 39, a disposition order pursuant to  
Section 42, a secure-treatrnent certificate or a secure- 
treatment order a person who 

(a)  induces or attempts to induce the child 
to leave the care or care and custody of a person 
with whom the child is placed by the court or an 
agency, as the case may be; 

(b) detains or harbours the child after the 
person or agency referred to in clause (a) requires 
that the child be retumed; 

(c) interferes with the child or removes or 
attempts to  rernove the child from any place; or 

(d) for the purpose of interfering with the 
child, visits or communicates with the person 
referred to in clause (a), 
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is g-uilty of an offence and upon summa- conviction is liable 
to a fine or not more than two thousand dollars or to impris- 
onment for a period not exceeding six months or to both. 

Offence and penalty 
(2) A person who induces or attempts to induce 

a child to leave a child-canng facilit). is guilty of a n  offence 
and upon summary conviction is liable to a fine of no t  more 
than two thousand dollars or . to  .. imprisonment for a period 
not exceeding six months or to both. 

Offence and penalty 
(3) A person who obstructs. interferes with o r  

attempts to obstnict or interfere with an agent o r  agency 
employee in the discharge of duties pursuant to this Act is 
guilty of an offence and upon summaq conviction is liable to 
a fine of not more than two thousand dollars or to impris- 
onment for six months or to both. 1990. C. 5 ,  S. 92: 1996. C. 10. 

Hearings public 
93 E x c ~ p t  where this Act othenvise provides, a pro- 

ceeding pursuant to this Act shall be held in public except 
that where the court is satisfied that 

(a) the presence of the public could cause emo- 
tional harm to a child who is a witness at or a partici. 
pant in the hearing or is the subject of the proceeding; 

(b) it is necessary to exclude the public t c  
obtain t h e  full and candid testimony of a witness at tht 
hearing; or 

(c) it would otherwise be in the interest of thi 
proper administration of justice to exclude any or al 
members of the public from the hearing, 

the court may exclude any or ail members of the public fron 
al1 or any part  of the hearing. 1990. C. 5, S. 93. 

Prohibition on publication 
94 (1) No person shall publish or make publi 

information that has the effect of identifying a child who is 
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witness at or a participant in a hearing or the subject of a 
proceeding pursuant to this Act, or a parent or guardian, a 
foster parent or a relative of the çhild. 

Order prohibiting publication 
(2) Where the court is satisfied that  the publi- 

cation of a report of a hearing or proceeding, o r  a part there- 
of, would cause emotional harm to a child who is a partici- 
pant in or a witness at the hearing or is the subject of the 
proceeding, the court may make an order prohibiting the 
publication of a report of the hearing or proceeding, or the 
part thereof. 

Effect of order 
(3) Where the court makes an order pursuant to 

subsection (21, no person shall publish a report contrary to 
the order. 

Offence and penalty 
(4) A person who contravenes subsection (1) or 

(3), and a director, officer or employee of a corporation who 
authorizes, permits or  concurs in such a contravention by the 
corporation, is guilty of an  offence and upon summary con- 
viction is liable to a fine of not more than ten thousand 
dollars o r  to imprisonment for two years or to both. 1990. c. 5. 
S. 94. 

Jurisdiction of court 
95 The court has exclusive original jur'isdiction over 

the prosecution of an offence against this Act. 1990, c. 5. S. 95. 

Admissible evidence 
96 (1) At a proceeding pursuant to this Act other 

than Sections 68 to 87, the court may, subject to subsection 
(2) of Section 40, admit as evidence 

(a) evidence from proceedings, pursuant  
t o  this Act or any other similar legislation, 
respecting the child that  is the subject of the 
hearing, or respecting another child that  was in 
the care or custody of a parent or guardian of the 
child that  is the subject of the hearing, or 
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(b) evidence taken by a c o ~ i s s i o n e r  ap- 
pointed by the court to take the evidence of a 
wi tness, 

upon such terms as the court directs. 

Sections 49 and 59 of Evidence Act do not a ply 

IC B (2) la a proceedin pursuant to t is Act other 
than Sections 68 to 87, the privi eges pursuant to Sections 49 
and 59 of the Euidence Act do not apply. 

C hiId's evidence 
(3) U on consent of the parties or upon applica- 

tion by a arty, &e court may, having re ard ta the best P % interests O the child and the reliability of t e statements of 
the child, make such order concerning the receipt of the 
child's evidence as the court considers appropriate and just, 
including 

(a) the determination of the persons, in- 
cluding parties, who may be present while the 
child is  giving viua voce evidence; and 

(b) the admission into evidence of out-of- 
court statements made by the child. igga. C. 5. S. 96. 

Effect of out-of-province order 
97 Where an order has been made by a court of 

competent jurisdiction in another province of Canada pur- 
suant to provisions similar in effect to this Act, the order has 
the same force and effect in the Province as an order made 
pursuant to this Act unless the court othexwise orders. 1990, 
c. 5, S. 97. 

Municipal contributions 
98 (1) A municipality may pay annually to an 

agency having territorial jurisdiction within the municipal- 
ity such sums as the council of the municipality may fix as a 
contribution toward the general expenses of the agency. 

Source of funds 
(2) Any sum required by a municipality for the 

purpose of this Section shall be raised, levied and collected in 
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the same manner in al1 respects as other sums required for 
the ordinary lawful purposes of the municipality are raised. 
Levied and collected. 

Exception 
(3) A municipality is not required to make any 

payment to an agency or the Minister and is not otherwise 
liable for the costs of apprehension, maintenance or care of a 
child pursuant to this Act. 

Treatment of sums owed on March 3 1,1995 
(4) For greater certainty, notwithstanding sub- 

section (3). any sum owed by a municipality to an agency or 
the Minister on March 31, 1995, continues to be due and 
payable. 1990, c. 5. S. 98: 1994-95. C. 7,  S. 14. 

Regulations 
99 (1) The Governor in Council may make regula- 

tions 

(a) respecting the functions and duties of 
agencies; 

(b) respectin the procedures for revoca- 
tion or suspension O the powen and functions of 
an agency; 

P 
(c) respecting the qualifications, appoint- 

ment and duties of agents; 

(d) respecting services to promote the 
integri ty of families; 

(e) respecting the provision of services to 
persons sixteen years OF age or  more but under 
nineteen years of age; 

(0 respecting standards ard procedures 
for the licensing, approval, inspection, evalua- 
tion, and sus ension or cancellation of licences or F approvals O child-care services, child-caring 
facilities and child-placing agencies; 
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(g) providing for payments by the Minis- 
ter ta agencies, child-caring facilities, child-care 
services and child-placing agencies for services 
performed by them and prescribing the conditions 
and procedures under which payments are to be 
made; 

(h) respecting the approval of foster 
homes; 

(i) respecting rocedures and conditions 
c f  for admission to a chi1 -caring facility; 

0') res ecting the functions and duties of 
advisory boar 4f s appointed pursuant to Section 16; 

(k) prescribing the procedures for 
temporary-care agreements, special-needs agree- 
men ts, agreements wi th older adolescents and 
adoption agreements; 

(1) 'respecting the qualifications, appoint- 
ment and payment of mediators; 

(m) respectin the reporting and investi- 
gation of reports of a % use by persons acting in the 
course of professional or official duties; 

(n) respecting payment of the costs of 
taking a child into care and the maintenance of a 
child in care; 

(O) respecting payment of the reasonable 
fees and disbursements of counsel appointed to 
represent the child; 

(p) respecting payment of the reasonable 
fees and disbursements of a guardian ad litem 
appointed for a child; 

(q) respecting the transfer between 
agencies of children in permanent care and cus- 
bdy; 
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(r) respecting procedures for the handling 
of cornplaints by agencies; 

(t) respecting the voluntary admission of 
children ta secure treatment facilities: 

(u) respecting the form and issuance of 
secure-treatment certificates; 

(v) respecting leaves of absence from and 
transfers between secure treatment facili ties; 

(w) respecting the information to be 
entered in the Child Abuse Register; 

(x) respecting the offences contrary to the 
Criminal Code (Canada) in respect of which a 
person may be entered in the Child Abuse 
Register; 

(y) prescribing the procedures and notices 
for the registration of names and information in 
the Child Abuse Register; 

(2) respecting the use of the Child Abuse 
Register for the purposes of research; 

(aa) respecting procedures for the disclo- 
sure of information in the Child Abuse Register to 
persons requesting such information; 

(ab) further defining when proceedings for 
adoption are commenced; 

(ac) respecting the forwarding and reten- 
tion of al1 records and documents pertaining to 
adoption; 

(ad) respecting procedures for adoption 
inquiries, disclosure respecting adoptions and 
communication between adopted perçons and 
their biological families; 
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rae) prescribing the form of agreements for 
the purpose of this Act: 

(a0 prescribing fonns for the purpose of 
this Act; 

(ag) defining any word or expression used 
in this Act not defined herein; 

(ah) res ecting any matter the Governor in B Council consi ers necessary or advisable to carry 
out effectively the intent and purpose of this Act. 

Reguiations Act 
(2) The exercise by the Governor in Council of 

the authority contained in subsection (1) shall be regulations 
within the meaning of the Regulations Act. 1990, C. 5 ,  S. 99; 
1994-95, C, 7, S. 15. 

Repeal of Children's Services Act 
100 Chapter 68 of the Revised Statutes, 1989, the 

Children's Services Act, is repealed. 1990. C. S, S. IOO. 

Voluntary care agreement under former Act 
101 Where a voluntary care agreement made pur- 

suant to Sections 8 and 9 of the former Act is to be renewed, 
the applicable provisions of Sections 17 and 18 of this Act 
apply to the renewal of the agreement. 1990. c. 5. S. 101. 

Agreement under Section 10 of former Act 
102 Where an agreement made punuant to Section 

10 of the former Act is to be renewed, Section 68 of this Act 
applies to the renewal of the agreement. 1990. c. 5, S. 102. 

Care and custody under former Act 
103 (1) Where a child has been comrnitted to the 

care and custody of an agency ursuant to subclause (ii) of 
clause (c) of subsection (1) of to ection 50 of the former Act, 
the order shall be treated for all purposes as if it were an 
order for permanent care and custody punuant to Section 47 
of this Act. 
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Friendly supervision under former Act 
(2) Where the court has ordered the placement 

of a child with a parent or guardian under friendly super- 
vision pursuant to subclause (i) of clause (cl of subsection (1) 
of Section 50 of the former Act, the order shall be treated for 
a11 purposes as if it were a su enrision order pursuant to 
Section 43 of this Act and shal be reviewed in accordance 
with Section 46 of this Act. 

P 
Adjourned disposition under former Act 

(3) Where the court has adjourned dis osition, 
t f  with the child remaining in the care and  custo y of an 

agency, pursuant to subclause (i) of clause (c) of subsection 
(1) of Section 50 of the former Act, the order shall be treated 
for al1 purposes as if it were an order for temporary care and 
custody ursuant to subsection (1) of Section 44 of this Act P and shal be reviewed in accordance with Sections 45 and 46 
of this Act. 

Date of review 
(4) For the purposes of subsection (2) of Section 

45 of this Act, in respect of an  order to which subsection (3) 
applies, the order shall be reviewed on the date specified in 
the existing order. 

Proceeding commenced under former Act 
(5) Where a proceeding has been commenced 

pursuant to the former Act and the court has not made a 
finding that the child is in need of protection or has not made 
an order punuant to clause (c) of subsection (1) of Section 50 
of the former Act, the provisions of the former Act apply in 
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respect of that  finding. bu t  the provisions of this Act re- 
specting the disposition orders arailable pursuant to Sec- 
tions 42 to  47 apply to any disposition order t o  be made 
where the chiid is found in need ofprotection. 

Child taken into care before this Act in force 
(6) Where a child has been taken into care 

before the coming into force of this Act. but no hearing has 
yet taken place within the time prescribed by Section 48 of 
the former Act, when the  matter cornes on for hearing before 
the court, the court shall make interim orders in accordance 
with Section 39, excepting subsection (1) thereof, and this 
Act applies to al1 further proceedings respecting the child. 

Existing appeals 
(7) Where a notice of appeal t o  the county court 

has been fited before the coming into force of this Act, the 
appeal and any further appeal to the Appeal Division of the 
Supreme Court shall proceed pursuant to the provisions of 
the former Act, but any appeal commenced after the coming 
into force of this Act shall take place in accordance with 
Section 49. 

Application commenced under former Act 
(8) Where an application for an  order termin- 

ating the cornmittal of the care and custody of a child to an 
agency has been commenced pursuant to Section 53 of the 
former Act, the  provisions of the former Act apply to that 
application. 1990, c. 5, S. 103. 

"former Register" defined 
104 (1) In this Section, "former Register" means the 

Child Abuse Register established and maintained pursuant 
to the former Act. 

Entry on former Child Abuse Register 
(2) Where a person's name appears on thé 

former Register and the Minister is satisfied that  the persor 
has been convicted of a n  offence against a child contrary t c  
the Criminal Code (Canada) as prescribed in the regulations 
and which relates to the matter upon which registration or 
the former Register was based, the name of the person anc 
such information as is prescribed by the regulations shalI bt 
entered in the Child Abuse Register pursuant to this Act. 
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Further entry 
(3) Where a person's name appears in the form- 

er Register and an application was made by that person to 
the court to have the information stmck from the former 
Register and the appiication was dismissed, the name of the 
person and such information as is prescribed by the regula- 
tions shall be entered in the Child Abuse Register pursuant 
to this Act. 

Notice of registratiou under subsection (2) or (3) 
(4) Where a person's name is entered in the 

ChiId Abuse Register pursuant to subsection (2) or (3), the 
person shall be given written notice of registration in the 
form prescribed by the regulations. 1990. C. 5, S. 104. 

Application of former Act to adoption 
105 Where a child has been placed with and is resid- 

ing in the home of a person who has given notice of proposed 
adoption by filing the notice with the Minister before the 
coming into force of this Act, the provisions of the former Act 
apply to the making of an adoption order in respect of that 
child. 1990, C. 5, S. 105. 

a 

Application of Section 
106 (1) This Section applies until, but not after, 

Section 73 cornes into force. 

Supreme Court- 
(2) Notwithstanding Sections 67 to 87, the 

court for the purpose of those Sections is the Supreme Court 
of Nova Scotia. 

Application for adoption 
(3) A n  application for adoption may be made to  

the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia where 

(a) either the applicant or the person to be 
adopted resides in the Province; 

(b) either the applicant or the person to be 
adopted is domiciled in the Province; 
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(c) the person to be adopted is a child in 
care of an agency; or 

(d) the person t o  be adopted was born in 
the Province. 

Hearing of application 
(4) An application for adoption pursuant to this 

Act may be presented to and henrd by the Supreme Court of 
Nova Scotia, and a hearing pursuant to this Section in 
respect of an adoption shall be held in chambers and oniy 
those persons whose presence the Court permit. may be 
present. 

Validation of certain proceedings 
(8) No application or petition presented or pro- 

ceedings had or powers or authority exercised or findings 
made or order for adoption made before the twenty-third day 
of April, 1923, shall be held invalid or ineffectual by reason 
of the same having been made by a judge of the county court 
and not by the county court. 

Restriction on joint custody order 
- (9) The county court may only make a joint 

custody order pursuant to Section 79 where the father or 
mother pursuant to subsections (1) and ( 2 )  of Section 7 has 
custody of the child pursuant to the Divorce Act (Canada). 

(10) repealed1996. c. IO. r. 16- 

Amendment to Family Maintenance Act 
IO7 (1) Subsection (2) of Section 18 of Chapter 160 

of the Revised Statutes, 1989, t h e  Farnily Maintenance Act, 
is amended by striking out the words "authorized by the 
Ministert' in the second and third lines thereof and substitut- 
ing therefor the words "with leave of the court". 
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Furt her amendment 
(2) Clauses (a) and (b) of subsection (3) of said 

Section 18 are repealed and the following clauses substituted 
therefor: 

(a) where there is an adoption agreement 
respecting the child pursuant to the Children and 
Family Services Act, that has not expired or been 
terminated except with Ieave of the court upon 
application of a parent who is not a party to the 
adoption agreement; 

(b) where the child has been placed for 
adoption and adoption proceedings under the 
Children and Family Seruices Act have not been 
dismissed, discontinued or unduty delayed; or 
1990, c. 5, a- 107. 

Repeal of Infants' Custody Act 
108 Chapter 228 of the Revised Statutes 1989, the 

Infants' Custody Act, is repealed. 1990, C. 5, S. 108. 

Effective date or proclamation 
109 (1) This Act, excepting Sections 54 to 60 and 

Section 73, cornes into force on and not before the third day of 
Septernber, 1991, or such earlier day as the Governor in 
Council orders and declares by proclamation. 

In force - September 3,199 L 

Proclamation 
(2) Sections 54 to 60 and Section 73 corne into 

force on and not before such day as the Govemor in Council 
orders and declares by proclamation. 1990. C. 5. S. 109. 

Not proclaimed 

MAY I X  1- 



APPENDIX B 

* This question guide was only w d  as a guide. 

* Not all of the questions Iisted here were posed to ail of the subjects 

Proposed InteMew guide 

Placing the subject in context: 

a) Why did you become a social worker? 

b) How many years have you been working as a social worker? 

c) What different areas have you worked in? 

d) What experience have you had in the field of adoption? 

e) Are you satisfied with the accomplishrnent~ produced by your work? 

Discusions on professional identiiy: 

a) To what extent is your profession a part of your self-concept,or personai identity? A 

part of how you define yourself? 

b) Are there other elements of your identity that help you to do your work? 

c) How does your ethno-cultural identity factor into your professional identity? 

d) Has your ethno-cultural identity influenced the way you do your work? In what 

ways? 

Social Context: 

a) What direction do you think ethno-cultural realtions are heading today? Are they 

worsening, or is acceptance and tolerance growing? 



b) How do ethno-cultural relations influence your work? 

C) Are social worken bound by regulations and policy, or are they allowed discretion 

in their work? 

d) Do conflicts ever occur between workers and employers over regulations and 

policies? How are they dealt with? 

e) Do professionai guidelines ever interfer with personal choices at work? How do you 

deal with this? 

f) Have you ever felt that you may need to stand with the blacvnative cornmunity on 

an issue rather than the agency you work with? have you ever felt tom between your 

community and your work? 

Turning to discussions of adoption: 

a) What do you consider to be the criteria for a successful adoption? Why? 

b) Are there any special considerations for black, native, or mixed-race children? 

c) When deciding where a child will be placed for adoption how much weight is given 

to preservation of cultural heritage? (important, unimportant, essential)? 

d) Since culture is described in so many different ways, could you describe for me the 

culture, or elements of culture that is trying to be perserved? Are a s d a t i o n  and 

integration a concem? 

e) Who (boloical parents, state, social workers, ethnic groups) do you think should 

decide what is in the best interest of the child? 

f) Who wodd you say controls the decision making now? Why them? 
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g) 1s it difftcuit to objective in this type of work? How do you deal with this issue? 

h) Do you feel that people outside of the social work profession percieve white social 

workers as better able to be objective with TRA? Why? 

i) We talked a bit about ethno-cultural relations and social work, do ethno-cultural 

relations influence your thoughts on TRA? In what ways? What if we had a racism 

fiee society, what then? 

j) Omitting any i d e n m g  information, codd you tell me about a the last two cases 

you had that were TRA, or had the potential for being TRA? 

k) What would you say are the biggest nsks of TRA? 

1) Are there any good things about TRA? 

m) Are there any personal, or professional experïences that have Iead to your feelings 

on TRA? What has been the biggest influence on your thoughts o f  TRA? 

Thank you 
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